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1 Inhalt der Arbeit

Innerhalb dieser Arbeit wurde das Verhalten und die Eigenschaften von Festkörperbatte-
rien basierend auf zwei verschiedenen Elektrodenmaterialien untersucht. Zu diesem Zweck
wurden Dünnschichtsysteme der relevanten Materialien hergestellt um Modellsysteme für
die nähere Untersuchung der materialspezifischen Eigenschaften zu erhalten. Die Charak-
terisierung der Systeme erfolgte dabei neben den typischen physikalischen und elektro-
chemischen Methoden im Wesentlichen über Impedanzspektroskopie.
Zunächst wurde in der Arbeit Lithiumtitanat Li4Ti5O12 untersucht, das aufgrund seiner
geringen Volumenausdehnung beim Lithiumein- und -ausbau schon früh als idealer Kan-
didat für die Anodenseite einer Festkörperbatterie betrachtet wurde. Für dieses Material
wird die Herstellung der Schichtsysteme sowie die Optimierung der Herstellungsparame-
ter gezeigt und anschließend auf die speziellen Eigenschaften des Materials innerhalb des
Systems eingegangen. Lithiumtitanat zeigt in der Praxis ein deutliches Zweiphasenver-
halten wobei sich die Eigenschaften der geladenen und entladenen Phase mitunter stark
voneinander unterscheiden. Die wesentlichen Unterschiede zeigen sich hierbei in der ion-
ischen und elektronischen Leitfähigkeit. Die Eigenschaften der beiden Phasen werden in
dieser Arbeit anhand der Impedanzspektren des Batteriesystems gezeigt und es werden
Rückschlüsse über die Phasenumwandlung des Systems aus diesen Daten gezogen. Dabei
wird vor allem diskutiert, ob es sich wirklich um einen Zweiphasenübergang oder eher um
einen Übergang über eine feste Lösung handelt.
Neben der Phasenumwandlung des System werden auch weitere Eigenschaften des Systems
insbesondere in der Wechselwirkung des Elektrodenmaterials mit dem Elektrolyten und
dem Substratmaterial erläutert. Dabei zeigte sich vor allem, dass der Widerstand zwischen
Elektrode und Elektrolyt vernachlässigbar ist, jedoch je nach verwendetem Substratma-
terial der elektronische Übergang gestört werden kann. Dies liegt in der halbleitenden
bis isolierenden Natur des Lithiumtitanates begründet, was im Kontakt zu halbleiten-
den Materialien zu störenden Raumladungszonen innerhalb des Materials führt. Diese
Raumladungszonen liegen auch im Kontakt mit Metallen vor und können bei sehr dünnen
Schichten das Zellverhalten stören.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit werden ähnliche Untersuchungen an einem zweiten Elektro-
denmaterial, dem Lithium-Nickel-Manganoxid durchgeführt. Dieses Material ist aufgrund
seiner hohen Arbeitsspannung als Kathodenmaterial interessant. Die Untersuchungen
beschäftigen sich dabei im Wesentlichen mit den Problemen bei der Herstellung und
Hafteigenschaften des Systems und mit der Beurteilung des Verhaltens an den Grenzfläche.
Hierbei wird vor allem der Vergleich zum Lithiumtitanatsystem betrachtet und Gemein-
samkeiten sowie Unterschiede diskutiert. Zudem beschäftigt sich die Arbeit mit der Frage
welche Phase des Materials abgeschieden wird und wie sich die Grenzfläche zwischen Kath-
ode und Festelektrolyt in Abhängigkeit des Herstellungsprozesses verhält.
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2 Contents of the Thesis

In this thesis the behavior and properties of solid-state batteries based on multiple elec-
trodes are analysed. For this purpose thin film systems of the relevant materials are
prepared to achieve model system for more detailed analysis of the material specific prop-
erties. The characterisation of the systems is carried out with typical physical and elec-
trochemical methods and especially using impedance spectroscopy.
The first material analysed in this thesis is Li4Ti5O12 which was recognized early on as an
interesting candidate for an anode material for solid-state batteries due to its miniscule
volume expansion during lithium insertion and extraction. For this material the prepa-
ration of thin film systems and the optimisation of preparation parameter is shown and
special properties of the material in the system are discussed. Lithium titanate shows
a clear two-phase behavior and the properties of the charged and discharged phase are
vastly different. The main difference here is the ionic and electronic conductivity. The
properties of the two phases are evaluated using impedance spectroscopy and conclusions
about the phase transition are drawn from this data. The main point of discussion is
between a phase transition based on a two-phase system or a solid solution system.
Aside from the phase transition other properties of the system like the interaction between
electrode and electrolyte are explained. It is shown that the resistance between electrode
and electrolyte is miniscule but an additional electronic charge transfer between electrode
and substrate material can form under certain circumstances. This phenomenon occurs
due to the semiconducting, almost insulating nature of lithium titanate, which leads to
extended space charge layers in the material. These space charge layers can also appear in
contact with metal substrates and can hinder the cell performance for very thin electrode
layers.
In the second part of the thesis similar experiments are performed on another electrode
material using lithium nickel manganese oxide. This material is of interest as cathode ma-
terial due to its high working potential versus lithium metal. The work is mostly focused
on the problems in electrode preparation, especially film adhesion, and evaluation of the
interface between cathode and electrolyte. The data is interpreted in comparison to the
data of lithium titanate and differences and similarities are highlighted. Additional the
question of which phase of the material is deposited is exploded and how the interface
between cathode and electrolyte changes in dependence of the utilized deposition method.
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3 Introduction and Motivation

The current trend in politics and society towards renewable energy sources has caused a
renewed interest in the advancement of energy storage for stationary applications as well
as for automotive implementations. In addition to that the market for Li-ion batteries for
mobile devices remains strong since its initial inception in the 1990s. In the wake of these
developments the scientific community has tried to expand the Li-ion battery beyond the
traditional materials and concepts towards more promising or cheaper alternatives often
regarded as “next generation batteries”. Aside from the economically interesting lithium
sulfur battery and the ever promising lithium oxygen battery the concept of the all-solid-
state battery has shown remarkable development in the past years. By exchanging the
liquid electrolyte used in traditional Li-ion batteries with a solid phase the concept offers
in principle a solution to many safety issues arising from flammable electrolytes as well as
advantages regarding voltage stability and dendrite suppression. With the application of
very thin electrolyte layers additionally the production of very thin and possibly flexible
microbatteries for medical or other specific use cases is possible. [1,2]

Despite this promising outlook the production and utilization of all-solid-state cells has
extended beyond the realm that is thoroughly understood by the scientific community.
For quite some time one of the foremost goals of solid-state battery research was improv-
ing the Li-ion conductivity of solid electrolytes. In this regard great progress has been
achieved and the conductivity of some solid electrolytes now even surpasses those of liq-
uid electrolytes. The field now focuses more and more on the material interaction and
inter-phase transport effects found in all-solid-state batteries. Especially the interaction
between solid electrolytes and the various cathode materials is still an active field of re-
search. Additionally, the implementation of lithium metal as anode is typically desired in
all-solid-state cells due to the possible increase in energy density, yet again the stability
and interactions of lithium metal with solid electrolytes is often problematic.

To study the interface interaction as well as the resistances and problems involved, impedance
spectroscopy is a powerful tool since it allows monitoring of all relevant system processes
simultaneously and in situ without the need of special sample constructions like it would
be necessary for in situ photoelectron spectroscopy or secondary ion mass spectrometry.
The method though relies in practice on empirical comparison and prior knowledge of
parts of the system which has not yet been thoroughly established in the all-solid-state
battery field (section 8).

This thesis aims to achieve two things: Firstly to thoroughly establish a comprehensive
impedance model for an all-solid-state battery based on the rather well understood lithium
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titanate (LTO) material in order to form a basis for further research and secondly, use this
basis to explore the limitations of lithium nickel manganese oxide (LNMO) in the same
system to compare both materials in regards of similarities and differences. To achieve
this the thesis will initially discuss the steps necessary to prepare functional LTO-based
thin film batteries and in the following the impedance model of the resulting batteries will
be established and connected to characteristic material properties of the different LTO
phases (see section 6, 11). Afterwards, the deposition of the LNMO system similar in
construction is discussed and the previously established impedance model is used to probe
the interaction of LNMO with the solid electrolyte, the influence of surface coatings, de-
position method and dendritic growth in the electrolyte on the battery performance and
behavior (section 7, 13).

In this regard thin film systems have always been the primary model system to study
interface phenomena due to their defined geometry and interface as well as their generally
high surface/bulk ratio. One of the primary electrolytes used for thin film all-solid-state
systems is lithium phosphorus oxynitride (“LiPON”; the abbreviation is given in quota-
tion marks to not confuse it with a stoichiometric formula) which can be rather easily
deposited via magnetron sputtering. [3] Despite the material being used since the early
nineties rather recent studies have shown previously unknown interactions between the
material and lithium metal, just to give an example of the partially lacking understanding
in this field (see section 4). The other two materials studied in this thesis, lithium titanate
(LTO) and lithium nickel manganese oxide (LNMO) are of particular interest due to the
miniscule volume expansion LTO offers and the high operating voltage LNMO offers (sec-
tion 4, 6, 7). LTO is a material employed for quite some time in the community and is
rather well understood outside of the solid-state application. It can serve as a type of
reference electrode from which the properties and phenomena of the all-solid-state thin
film system can be explored. LNMO on the other hand has had some problems in the past
when applied in this kind of system and one of the reasons theorized is the large charge
transfer resistance between LNMO and “LiPON”.
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4 The significance of the thesis in the current literature

Some of the materials discussed in this thesis and their application in batteries, for exam-
ple lithium manganese oxide and its spinel phase as well as lithium titanate (LTO), can
be traced to the early works of Goodenough et al. as well as Tarascon et al., Ohzuku et
al. and others. [4–8] They therefore have a long standing history in the battery community
and the literature relevant to these materials is quite vast. This section will therefore
be focused on giving a literature overview more directly related to those aspects of these
materials discussed in this thesis.

Lithium titanate introduced by Ohzuku et al. [6] as a zero strain material has since been
of interest in the community due to its miniscule volume change during lithium insertion,
although the material itself had previously been known. [8–11] Early on it was evidenced
through XRD studies by Scharner et al. that, despite spinel systems had been known
till that point as single phase random insertion materials, lithium titanate was indeed a
two phase material as was previously already suggested from electrochemical results from
other authors. [6,12] This was further detailed by Wagemaker et al. [13,14] and the two phase
separation was shown to not be stable at room temperature and instead kinetically in-
duced during cycling. The equilibrium state at room temperature was shown to actually
be a solid solution. For liquid systems several aspects of cell behavior for LTO based
batteries have since been attributed to and explained by this behavior with the two phase
separation generally being the more observed or used explanation. [15–20]

Due to the recently increased interest in solid-state batteries the zero strain properties
of LTO are of particular merit in these systems and even more so in thin film applications.
For the specific system that is discussed in this thesis, the LTO/“LiPON” system, it is
necessary to understand the phase change kinetics and processes of the material since, as
will be shown in section 11, the phase change is inseparably connected to the characteristic
impedance phenomena observed. Data on this specific system already exist in the liter-
ature (Iriyama et al. [21] as well as Nakazawa et al. [22]). Both of these works are focused
on a more general electrochemical characterization of the respective systems measured
and do not provide a detailed analysis of material interactions inside the all-solid-state
cell. Iriyama et al. did argue though that the charge transfer resistance between the two
materials is likely very small, which makes LTO even more interesting for impedance stud-
ies in all-solid-state cells, especially in comparison to materials with high charge transfer
resistances.

Most work regarding lithiation and delithiation of LTO in the literature is done in liquid
systems and therefore not directly comparable to the solid-state system. [15,16,23–25] The
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behavior in thin solid systems with their specific geometric and kinetic conditions is not
explored yet but these parameters are likely relevant for the overall behavior (see section
8).
The impedance characterization in this thesis can be considered closely related to a report
of Larfaillou et al. [26] that offers a similar approach to a complete analysis of a solid-state
system. The authors explored the more common Li/“LiPON”/Lithium cobalt oxide sys-
tem and arrived at a rather similar data set.

The solid electrolyte used (“LiPON”) has – since it was initially introduced by Bates
et al. [3] – for a long time been assumed to be stable in a wide voltage range. [27] Only
rather recently this has been shown to be false. [28–31] The interface degradation that is
evidenced in the cited works is typically not directly observed in the impedance data and
is often interpreted as simply a charge transfer resistance. [26,32,33] This in and of itself
is not directly problematic but it can lead to erroneous assumptions once details of pro-
cess interactions are discussed. Most of the work regarding “LiPON” is focused on its
interaction with a multitude of battery materials and a lesser degree of interest exists in
understanding the phase itself or improving its transport properties (which for thin film
application is not as necessary). Work regarding the material interface is often either
focused on the charge transfer between the electrolyte and other materials [21,32,34–38] or
focused on space charge layer phenomena inside the electrolyte itself. [29,39–43]

In this regard, the research field has overlapped with the current developments for lithium
nickel manganese oxide (LNMO) in thin film all-solid-state batteries. While for the
pure manganese-based spinel data in combination with “LiPON” have already been re-
ported [34,44] the application of the nickel containing analogue is rare due to its often men-
tioned high charge transfer resistance in contact with “LiPON”. [40] An analogue of this
system based on iron substitution has been demonstrated by Eftekhari [36] but none of the
same problems were mentioned and the material itself is not explored much in literature.
As with LTO the works utilizing the material in liquid systems are not comparable to
the solid-state environment since the problems and difficulties are vastly different. In the
liquid system the main problem of LNMO is the dissolution of manganese species in the
liquid electrolyte and the high voltage of the material combined with the electrochemical
window of most liquid electrolytes. [45–50]

Functional Li/“LiPON”/LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 thin film cells are only reported by Yada. et
al. [40] as well as Li et al. [51] and both show somewhat contradicting results. While Yada
et al. report that the material itself is only usable with surface coatings, Li et al. demon-
strated that no such coating was necessary to produce highly stable cells. Thai and Lee [52]

also suggested that the coating of Yada et al. might have a different impact on the inter-
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face behavior than the authors expected, for example on the mechanical strain within the
cell. No deeper understanding of the problems and differences of the material studied in
these works has yet been gained so that the conflicting results between these authors are
not yet clearly explained.

This thesis further demonstrates that preparation of functioning battery cells based on
the LNMO system is possible, in agreement with Li et al. but also demonstrates that re-
sults achieved by pulsed laser deposition are in agreement with Yada et al.. This suggests
that the preparation method likely has an effect on the interface or the system in general
and that not yet fully understood phenomena are important for the material compatibil-
ity.
In regard to the LTO material the thesis offers insight into the impedance behavior of
thin film all-solid-state cells and connects various material interactions to the LTO phase
change in dependance of the state of charge. A distinction between the applicable models
for phase transition is made and their relevance for the thin film system is evaluated.
Furthermore, differences and similarities between the LTO and LNMO system are pre-
sented and their significance for the electrochemical behavior of the resulting batteries are
discussed.
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5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Powder preparation

For the deposition of lithium titanate commercially available powder from Süd-Chemie
AG (99.98 %) was used. To prepare the PLD targets the powder was pressed with a
diameter of 25 mm and a force of 20 kN for approx. 30 min uniaxially and subsequently
for 6 h at 3000 bar isostatically. No additional sinter process or heat treatment of the
target was employed and the pressed target was used directly.
For the deposition of lithium nickel manganese oxide two different powder materials
were used. Commercially available powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC
(> 99 %) and used for the initial samples. Powder material was also prepared by solid
state reaction between stoichiometric amounts of Mn(NO3)2 · 4 H2O, Ni(NO3)2 · 6 H2O
and 5 % excess Li2NO3 (all materials 99.99 % purity purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) with
a synthesis route taken from previous work of Mareike Falk based on a synthesis by An-
nalena Schlifke at the University of Hamburg. [50,53] The metal nitrates were dissolved in
demineralized water to produce a clear green solution. The solution was rotary dried at
80 °C and 5 mbar vacuum and subsequently freeze dried at 0.02 mbar using liquid nitro-
gen. The resulting highly viscous mass was calcinated at 400 °C for 3 h and crystallized at
700 °C for 5 h. Targets were pressed from both powders identical to the lithium titanate
but additionally the target pellets were embedded in unpressed powder and sintered at
700 °C for 5 h.

5.2 Spin coating

Spin coating solutions were prepared according to a synthesis route by Gellert et al. [54]

based on a PVP (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) route. LiAc · 2 H2O, NiAc · 4 H2O and MnAc ·
2 H2O (all > 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich, Ac = acetate) were mixed in molar ratios of 0.68, 0.32
and 0.95 respectively and subsequently dissolved in a mixture of HAc, isopropyl alcohol
and demineralized water with molar ratios of 20, 28.2 and 43.8 respectively. Additionally
a molar ratio of 0.94 polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) (average weight 40.000 g/mol, VWR,
dry) was added. The solution was stirred at 50 °C until a clear, light green solution
was obtained. Since the solution tended to partly precipitate again after a few hours the
solution was also stirred and kept at 50 °C during the spin coating process. Individual
layers of the thin film were deposited by dropping 10 µl of the solution onto a spinning
substrate at 50 Hz and waiting for 30 seconds. The substrate was then moved into a
preheated oven at 600 °C for 4 minutes to dry and calcinate the layer. Before depositing
the next layer the sample was removed from the oven and cooled for 1 minute which was
generally enough to reduce the temperature to normal levels. The process was repeated
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between 5 and 20 times according to the desired layer thickness and finally the sample
was placed in a preheated oven at 700 °C for 8 min to crystallize the thin film.

5.3 Dip coating and other layer depositions

Dip coating of LTO was performed from a solution of LiAc and titanium isopropoxide
in molar ratios of 6 to 5 to account for lithium loss in a mixture of 0.5 ml ethanol, 1.5
ml 2-methoxyethanol and 0.15 ml acetic acid. The ratio of ethanol and methoxyethanol
serves to control the evaporation speed of the solution from the sample. Samples were
dipped with a pull speed of 5 mm/s and 2 mm/s, dried in air for 10 min and in an oven
for 1 hour at 400 °C before crystallization at 650 °C for 4 hours. [55,56] PLD deposition of
lithium titanate and lithium niobate interface layers was performed with the deposition
parameters of LTO electrode layers in both cases but with reduced pulse count of only
100 pulses. For ion beam deposition a Ar sputter gun with 600 V, 10 mA emmision beam
at 0.3 Pa and an argon flow of 4 sccm through the ion gun was used. To prepare the
interface films the deposition was performed for 15 minutes using a stoichiometric target
of the relevant material which produces films approx. 20 nm thick.

Substrate polishing for the spin coating deposition was done using a “Phoenix 4000”
(Bühler) polishing machine in four steps. Before polishing the samples were submerged
for approx. 1 minute in concentrated HCl and washed with demineralised water and iso-
propyl alcohol to remove residues from the industrial process and surface coatings. In the
first polishing step the sample was polished with P1000 sandpaper to flatten the surface
uniformly. In the following two steps the samples were polished with 9 µm and 3 µm
diamond polishing solution on “TexMet” cloths at 200 rpm and 25 kN sample pressure for
5 minutes per step. The final polishing step consisted of 0.05 µm Al2O3 particles or 0.02
µm (SiO2) particles on a micro cloth with 150 rpm, 25 kN sample pressure for 5 minutes.
Polishing steps were repeated when necessary. Between polishing steps the samples were
washed with demineralised water and dish soap. After the polishing steps the wax used
to hold the samples in place was dissolved in acetone and the samples were washed with
dichlormethane, isopropyl alcohol and demineralised water in that order to remove resid-
ual wax, oils, fats and salts. (Practical note: Samples have to be transferred from the
organic solvents into the demineralised water quickly or else surface contaminations form
on the sample that are difficult to remove once dried in.)

5.4 Pulsed laser deposition

Pulsed laser deposition was carried out with a KrF-excimer laser with a wavelength of 248
nm (Coherent Inc.). The typical deposition parameters for the materials (unless specified
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differently) were for lithium titanate: a substrate temperature of 650 °C, chamber pressure
of 0.3 Pa pure oxygen, target substrate distance of 40 mm, ablation energy of 0.7 J/cm2,
laser repetition rate of 10 Hz and pulse count according to the desired film thickness
(typically 10.000 pulses for films about 700 nm thick). [57] For lithium nickel manganese
oxide the typical parameters were 550 °C, 20 Pa pure oxygen, 0.7 J/cm2, target substrate
distance of 40 mm, 5000 pulses (ca. 350 nm to 400 nm) and 5 Hz. These parameters
given are only for general overview, please refer to the physical characterization for the
discussion of the PLD deposition process. Regarding the more general processing the
vacuum chamber was initially pumped below 10−5 mbar before the deposition pressure
was regulated through constant gas flow. Heating and cooling of the substrate was carried
out with a rate of 10 K/minute and after deposition the chamber was flooded with 2 mbar
Argon to enable reasonable cooling rates below 200 °C. Platinum and titanium layers were
also deposited via PLD at 400 °C, 0.2 Pa H2/Ar (Noxal), 40 mm, 10 Hz, 4 J/cm−2, 1500
pulses (about 20 nm) for titanium and 400 °C, 0.2 Pa Ar, 40 mm, 10 Hz, 4 J/cm−2,
8000 pulses (about 50 nm) for platinum. Titanium was used only for silicon substrates
to prevent silicon/platinum alloy formation. Otherwise platinum was used directly as
current collector. In some cases platinum was also deposited at 0.2 Pa Ar, 40 mm, 10 Hz,
4 J/cm−2, 8000 pulses at room temperature and subsequently heated in an oven at 400 °C
for 4 hours but this was only done due to processing reasons for higher sample throughput
and the resulting thin films exhibit no relevant differences.

5.5 Sputter deposition of the “LiPON” solid electrolyte

The “LiPON” solid electrolyte used in this thesis was deposited partly by Matthias Geiß us-
ing the setup of the 1st Institute of Physics of JLU and partly using our own setup. For
the system used in the physics department the deposition parameters consisted of a cham-
ber pressure of 0.15 Pa pure N2 with a flow rate of 16 sccm, a RF-magnetron power of
100 W for 120 min with a RF bias of 110 V at a target/substrate distance of 53 mm
using a 3 inch diameter Li3PO4 target (99.95 %, Kurt J. Lesker company). On our own
system a 4 inch Li3PO4 target was used at 0.5 Pa pure N2 with a flowrate of 30 sccm.
The RF-magnetron power was 200 W and deposition was generally carried out for about 5
hours. Magnetron power was automatically regulated with RF-bias voltages between 430
V and 230 V depending on target age due to the decreasing target thickness after multiple
depositions. The target substrate distance was 65 mm and as opposed to the setup in the
physics department the substrate was rotated during deposition. The film thickness was
about 1.5 µm for both machine setups signifying a vastly increased deposition rate in the
physics department as opposed to our own setup. Since in both setups the substrate could
not be cooled, the samples heated up during deposition to about 150 °C even without
additional heating.
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5.6 Physical characterization methods

X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) were carried out on an “Empyrean” system
(PANAnalytical) for general thin film and powder measurements and on a “X’pert Pro
MRD” (PANAnalytical) thin film diffractometer with three dimensional sample stage for
grazing incidence film characterisation). For lithium nickel manganese oxide samples the
lower and upper energy range percentage of the detector was changed to 49 % and 70 % re-
spectively to reduce the amount of fluorescence from these samples. The standard energy
range also used for the lithium titanate was 25 % and 100 %. Individual angle range and
measurement times depend on the given material, substrate and crystallinity of the sam-
ple but samples directly compared for the deposition characterization were measured with
identical measurement parameters. Temperature dependent XRD measurements were
carried out in a specialized vacuum/gas flow chamber with X-ray transmissive beryllium
windows that allowed to measure the sample in situ during temperature treatment (XRK
chamber). The X-ray source in both cases was copper K-alpha radiation with 0.154 nm
wavelength, extraction current of 40 mA and 40 kV acceleration voltage.

Raman spectroscopy was carried out on a “Senterra” system from Bruker Optik GmbH
with a green 532 nm excitation laser. Typical measurement parameters were 20 times
magnification and an apperture of 50 µm with a laser power of 2 mW, a resolution of 9
cm−1 to 15 cm−1 with 3 second measurement time and 30 co-additions for quick probing
measurements and 3 seconds 300 co-additions for detail spectra. The wavenumber range in
this setup was 55 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1. This setup represents the lower possible resolution
of the system but at higher grid resolution the intensity of the measurement is generally
lower. This often requires either a longer measurement time per spectrum or an increase
in laser power. For both systems measured in this thesis general spectrum intensity was a
larger problem than wavenumber resolution and increasing the energy load on the sample
through higher exposition time or laser power had adverse effects on the sample as shown
in section 12. For this reason lower spectra resolution was favored also because for the
materials sampled here the fine resolution was of secondary importance. The size of the
measurement spot was approx. 10 µm.

High resolution scanning electron microscopy (HSEM) was carried out on a “Merlin”
system from Carl Zeiss. To keep the current load on the sample comparatively low sam-
ples were generally measured at currents of 100 pA and acceleration voltages of 2 kV. No
additional platinum coating for conductivity was used.
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5.7 Electrochemical characterization methods

Battery cycling and impedance spectroscopy were carried out on a galvanostat/potentiostat
systems from Bio-Logic SA models “VMP3”, “SP300” and “VMP300”. Cycling was gen-
erally carried out galvanostatically at 1 µA (3.5 µA/cm2) for most samples and cyclic
voltamograms were measured at sweep rates of 0.05 mV/s. Individual changes to voltage
regions and currents are described for the individual samples. Parameters mentioned here
are general values used for a majority of samples but for example for thinner films cycling
currents have to be reduced proportionally to achieve comparable C-rates and therefore
cycling kinetics.

For the charge dependent impedance characterization cells were cycled at (3.5 µA/cm2)
initially for 5 cycles to equillibrate the cells and eliminate possible early cycle effects from
the impedance characterization. Afterwards the current rate was maintained but the cy-
cling was interrupted at given time intervals to measure an impedance spectrum. The
time between impedance measurements depends on the individual cell performance and
the desired measurement point granularity. In general the mentioned current represents
a C-rate of approx. 1/6 C to 1/10 C for most cells so in most cases a time interval of 30
min cycling was chosen leading to 10 to 20 impedance points per charge and discharge
cycle and changes in SOC between 5 % and 10 % between these data points. Because
the specific state of charge varies from cell to cell due to their different overall capacity
evaluating the specific state of charge is not feasible and instead the general change in
data with progressing state of charge is evaluated. As an alternative to this approach it
is theoretically possible to connect the state of charge with the cell potential and measure
the impedance at specific cell potentials. This would in theory lead to a comparable state
of charge at the same cell potential for all cells regardless of capacity but the problem that
emerges is twofold. For one since the resistances of the cells vary as does the capacity, the
overvoltages necessary to cycle the cells also vary causing individual cells to once again
require individual measurement setups. Additionally, for lithium titanate the charge and
discharge plateaus at low current rates tend to be very flat and especially since voltage
drops occur after the end of the impedance measurement it is not possible due to volt-
age variations while cycling to define distinguishable voltage points at which to perform
impedance measurements.

The impedance measurement is performed at constant potential around the last volt-
age point of the cycling step that comes before. The impedance therefore is not strictly
speaking measured under cycling conditions. A way to circumvent this is to measure the
impedance galvanostatically while overlaying a sinusoidal excitation current. For the cells
tested in this thesis though the amplitude of the excitation current necessary to produce
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even remotely usable impedance spectra was to high to consider the experiment still under
linear response conditions. The spectra produced this way also showed superficially similar
behavior as well as overall lower quality and will therefore not be further addressed in this
thesis. Experimental settings of the impedance measurements were generally an excitation
voltage of 20 mV in a range of 0.1 Hz to 1-6 MHz with 10 measurement points per decade
and averaging of 3 measurements per point. A waiting period of 0.1 s was used for each
measurement frequency. An additional note regarding the depiction of some of the data:
For the visualization of the phase angle plots it was often necessary to depict multiple
data sets in the same graph to show changes during state of charge or polarization. For
these depictions it was chosen to omit the actual data points and instead use a line graph
of the data. This was done to retain visual clarity in the graph but can cause problems
by suggesting erroneous data trends in regions of data noise. For the Nyquist data this
was often not necessary because the data is better distinguishable with data points only
being shown.

5.8 Battery cell systems and setup

For the battery cells used in this thesis two basic types of cells were assembled. One sys-
tem was used for electronically conductive substrate materials and the other was used for
insulating substrates. For the conductive substrates the substrate itself was typically used
as current collector and contacted directly while for non conductive samples additional
current collector layers were employed that had to partly be exempt from further film
deposition so that after all layers were deposited the current collector was still accessible
for measurement contact. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of both contacting
methods for a) electronically conducting and b) non conductive substrates. For the elec-
tronically conductive silicon the Ti/Pt layer is optional and will be discussed in section
11. The methods shown here are dubbed “back contact” method for case a) since the back
of the substrate is electronically contacted and “front contact” for b) since the contact is
on top of the substrate.
The preparation of the front contact samples provides some additional challenge since part
of the sample has to be masked in all deposition steps which is one of the reasons that
this method could not be employed for the spin coating samples since partial masking
of the sample was not possible for the conditions during the spin coating process. For
the vacuum deposition based techniques this was achieved with a metal mask that was
screwed on top of the substrates but for spin coating samples this is not feasible. Other
possible masking techniques involve adhesive tape or laquer which would both not be sta-
ble against the temperature treatment between spin coating layers. Spin coating samples
used in battery cells therefore always had to be deposited on electronically conducting
substrates. Lithium metal was applied using lithium foil with a thickness of approx. 500
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µm that was pressed on top of the sample.

For contacting the layer systems two different cell setups were used. In the well-type
linear assembly the substrate was pressed between two steel stamps and pressure was ap-
plied through the use of small springs. For this a custom made well-type cell system that
could fit the 10 mm · 10 mm square substrates was used. For the spin coating samples
on 12 mm diameter round steel substrates standard Swagelock type linear configuration
cells could be used which employ the same principle but are assembled in linear Swagelock
piping components. Both cell types are functionally identical but the Swagelock design
is somewhat easier to assemble and provides better long term sealing against the atmo-
sphere. For the front contact cells initially a pouch bag design was chosen and the layer
system was contacted using Ni metal strips partly coated with a polymer that could be
heat sealed inside a polymer bag to prevent exposing the sample to atmosphere while
the metal tabs allow contact from the outside of the bag. One tab had to be placed on
top of the Li electrode while a second tab had to be placed in contact with the metallic
current collector layer. Since all cells had to be assembled in a glove box environment the
placement and processing of these small samples using the cumbersome gloves was prone
to error. Because of this front contact cells were at later stages of the work assembled
using the well-type custom cells mentioned for type a) back contact cells. To achieve this
samples on non conductive substrates were placed in the cell system and contact between
the metal layer on top and the steel surface at the back of the sample was established
using a conductive silver solution to bridge the gap between the front and the back of the
substrate. The second stamp that was placed on top afterward did not short circuit with
the metal layer or the conductive silver because the Li foil served as a spacer between
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the battery layer system with a) conducting substrates
(Ti/Pt layer optional) and b) non conducting substrates. For the purpose of the lithium titanate
impedance characterization the assembly shown in a) is dubbed “back contact” due to the
backside of the substrate being contacted and assembly b) is dubbed “front contact” due to
the current collector layer on top of the substrate being contacted. (YSZ = Yttria-stabilized
zirconia) [58]
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the metal stamp and the metal layers. For additional description of the electrochemically
active cell geometry refer to section 10.

Both methods of assembly yielded identical cell performance and impedance data (as
would be expected since the impact of the electronic transport through the metal contacts
and the metal/metal contact resistances are quite small) but the later design was signifi-
cantly easier to assemble and less prone to error. To apply the silver conductive paste the
samples had to be removed from the glovebox for a few seconds after “LiPON” deposition
but this did not have a measurable impact on cell performance or impedance data. Since
the impedance data of the “LiPON”/Li contact is probed extensively in section 11 effects
of the short atmospheric exposition can be neglected. Considerations about the cell design
in this thesis are always limited to mechanical and engineering difficulties since the cell
type used never had effects on the battery performance of the layer system outside of
specific effects caused by the electronic conduction path addressed in section 11. Failure
rate of the assembled cells was always the main factor in these considerations.
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6 Lithiumtitanate Li4Ti5O12 (LTO)

6.1 General material properties

Lithiumtitanate (LTO) is, compared to other battery materials, a rather late addition to
the pool of anode materials for lithium ion batteries. It was introduced by Ohzuku et al.
in 1994 [6] as a “zero strain” insertion material due to is minimal lattice expansion during
lithium insertion and extraction. This very minor lattice expansion makes the material
interesting for solid state batteries despite is rather high equilibrium potential (for an an-
ode) of 1.5 V vs. lithium metal. Lattice change in the battery materials can lead to strain
inside the battery during cycling and to preemptive cell failure due to loss of contact or
rupturing of the separator or even of the entire cell. Under ideal conditions the material
delivers a theoretical capacity of about 175 mAh/g.

The main reason for the insignificant volume change of the material during lithium inser-
tion and extraction is the spinel type cubic structure in which the lithium occupies the
tetrahedrally coordinated 8a Wyckoff positions and 1/6 of the octahedrally coordinated
16d position which it shares with titanium (see fig. 2). During lithium insertion lithium
is moved from the 8a to the 16c positions and 3 additional lithium per stoichiometric unit
are added to form the rock salt like cubic Li7Ti5O4 phase in which the 16c positions are
occupied while the 8a positions remain empty. During insertion ions can move via hopping
between the partially occupied 8a and 16c position since the tetrahedral and octahedral

1+
Li Ti Li

2-
O 16c Vacancies Ti Li

2-O 8a Vacancies

Figure 2: Crystal structure of Li4Ti5O12 with marked polyhedra for lithium 8a tetrahedral sites
and 16c vacancy positions
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positions are face sharing. Despite this seemingly easy conduction path the ionic conduc-
tivity of the material is rather low with values around 10−9 S/cm to 10−7 S/cm reported
for the mixed conductivity of the spinel phase with a lithium ion transfer coefficient of
0.97. [59–65]

Data on the lithium rich rock salt phase is more sparse since the material is not stable
in atmosphere and can only be synthesized by charging the LTO material. The diffusion
coefficient of the rock salt phase is accessible through battery cell measurements and is
generally reported to be about two orders of magnitude lower than for the spinel. Values
reported range between 10−12 cm2/s for the rock salt and 10−10 cm2/s for the spinel phase
which likely leads to a lowered ionic conductivity of the rock salt phase as well. Contrasting
this, the electronic conduction behavior of the material changes in the opposite direction.
While the spinel phase is a electronic semiconductor bordering on insulating properties
with a electronic conductivity of around 10−11 S/cm the lithiated rock salt phase shows
significantly higher electronic conductivity in the order of 10−2 S/cm. This behavior is
attributed to the very large band gap of the spinel material leading to the miniscule elec-
tronic conductivity. [12,23,66–69] In the lithiated phase due to the reduction of the Ti atoms
the Fermi level is elevated into the Ti 3d conduction band causing very high conductivity
of the material. [59,67,69,70] This difference is also easily visible in the material itself with
the spinel phase being a colorless/transparent film and the rock salt phase having a blue
tint due to the reduced titanium and light absorption in the visible range.

6.2 Phase change properties and models

The vast changes in the conduction properties and electronic structure of the material
lead to a strong dependence on the state of charge (SOC) for the kinetic behavior of the
final cell and lead to an asymmetric behavior of the cell during the charge and discharge
cycle . This has previously been investigated for liquid based battery systems and several
different models of phase transition have been proposed. [15–20] Typically the asymmetry
is observed in a larger overpotential during the discharge cycle and deviation of the ideal
flat voltage plateau that is expected from a two phase electrode material like LTO. One
of the most common explanations is a core shell model of phase transition that assumes
phase change of a electrode particle from the outside. In this model, since the outside
of the particle (shell) consists of different materials depending on if the cell is currently
charged or discharged, the different phase parameters are dominant for the conducting
behavior of the particle. [15,16,18,71] This model though is difficult to translate into thin film
all-solid-state batteries because some of the assumptions made are no longer true when
dealing with a strictly one dimensional geometry of lithium transport. Firstly, the lithium
insertion and electronic contact of the particle in a liquid cell are located at the outside
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of the particle, i.e. both ions and electrons are inserted from the same direction, secondly
liquid cells almost always contain additional carbon to facilitate electronic transport which
reduces the limitations of the electronic conductivity to the dimensions of a single particle
and thirdldy, particle size can vary across a wide range but is often reduced to nanometer
sized particles to enhance battery performance, limiting the diffusion length of the occur-
ring lithium ion transport.

In a thin film all-solid-state cell it is typically not easily possible to add additional elec-
tronic conduction agents to enhance electronic transport. Furthermore, the length of
diffusion for this type of cell is typically identical to the film thickness since the films are
often very dense (for PLD films specifically) and contact to the solid electrolyte only exists
on the electrode surface. This leads to a comparatively higher length of diffusion of sev-
eral hundred nanometers. Electronic and ionic insertion are strictly separated due to cell
geometry with electronic insertion occurring on the substrate side of the film while ionic
insertion occurs at the electrolyte side of the film. Assuming that phase changes occur in
the thin film in a mechanism similar to a core shell model (a growing layer mechanism
from one side of the thin film) both transport types are now no longer occurring within
the same phase.
The phase change of the material itself is quite interesting since it shows all characteristics
of a two phase transition which is most prominently displayed in the flat voltage plateau
during charge and discharge. In the literature it is shown that the two-phase separation of
the material is only thermodynamically fully stable below 80 K with micro domains of the
different phases forming between 80 K and 300 K and a solid solution is expected above
300 K. [13,14,72–74] During cycling the two phase separation is only kinetically induced and
will relax into a solid solution given enough time and might not even occur at all if the
cycling current is sufficiently low. In the thin film cell the film thicknesses, i.e. crystal
size, in the range of 300 nm to 1 µm is very close to the size of the expected two phase
domains between 80 K and 300 K.

Given these changes in boundary conditions it is not clear if traditional models for phase
change in electrode particles are applicable to thin film cells and how the phase change
might influence the performance of a all-solid-state batteries based on LTO. In theory
phase change might occur similar to a core shell mechanism wherein initial phase change
occurs at the substrate or electrolyte interface depending on which transport mechanisms
are dominant and a subsequent phase boundary moves through the entire thin film. Should
the ionic conduction prove to be a large limiting factor in this case an easy solution to the
problem for solid state systems might not be possible.
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7 Lithium nickel manganese oxide LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO)

After the initial surge of lithium ion batteries based on the LiCoO2 cathode the quest
for higher power and energy densities shifted towards the utilization of cathode materials
with increased cell voltage which delivers an easy way to increase the performance data of
a given battery cell. Among these high voltage materials the spinel family of manganese
based oxides stands out as being easy to prepare, low cost and with Mn being of high
abundance. [75] The base material LiMn2O4 has been intensively studied and today many
different derivatives of the base system are known and utilized in active research. [5,7,76,77]

Similiar to LTO the base framework of the system consists of a cubic spinel system in
which manganese occupies the octahedral 16d and lithium the 8a tetrahedral sites. As
with LTO some 8a sites and the surrounding 16c sites remain vacant. In comparison
to the layered type material LiMnO2, which is comparable to the LiCoO2 structure, the
material features a higher working potential of about 4 V vs Li as opposed to 3 V for the
layered material which is also hindered by diffusion limitations orthogonal to the Li layers
inside the crystal structure. [78–80]

7.1 General material properties

The average oxidation state of manganese in the spinel material is +3.5 and the voltage
plateau describes oxidation/reduction of half the manganese atoms between Mn3+ and
Mn4+. By introducing nickel into the structure and replacing 1/4 of the manganese the
oxidation state of manganese can ideally be shifted to +4 completely in which case the
Ni2+/Ni3+ and Ni3+/Ni4+ oxidation/reduction at around 4.7 V vs. lithium is the only
active redox couple in the system. In this case the ideal LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 ordered phase is
formed in which Ni occupies the 4a, Mn the 12d, Li the 8c and O the 8c and 24e positions in
a primitive simple cubic structure of space group P4332. If the preparation conditions are
not controlled precisely the formation of a non-stoichiometric disordered LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4-δ

phase is also possible. In this disordered phase the space group of Fd-3m is formed and
both nickel and manganese are randomly distributed across the 16d octahedral sites which
means small amounts of Mn3+ remain inside the structure leading to an additional redox
couple around 4 V. The formation of the disordered spinel phase occurs mostly at temper-
atures above 700 °C or in reducing environments during synthesis due to the formation of
a oxygen deficiency. This phase is often accompanied by a rock salt-type impurity phase
which has mainly be identified as NixO, LixNi1-xO or (LiNiMn)xO. This makes labeling
the phase as disordered polymorph of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 difficult since the composition is no
longer the same as in the ordered phase due to the oxygen and nickel deficiency. [81–83]

For liquid based system it has often been found that the disordered phase offers supe-
rior electrochemical performance and for both phases a theoretical capacity of about 147
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mAh/g can be calculated assuming all available lithium can be utilized for the cell reac-
tion. The capacity is split across multiple redox processes in the case of the disordered
phase. The main limitation of the material in liquid based systems is its rather high work-
ing potential which is very close to the decomposition potential of most common organic
electrolytes and the tendency of Mn3+ to disproportionate into tetra and divalent states
forming MnO which is soluble in most electrolytes and leads to loss of active material in-
side the cell and eventually cathode destruction. [45–48] Both these problems were expected
to be trivially solved by the utilization of solid electrolytes since decomposition voltages
were expected to be much higher and dissolution of the various forming manganese oxides
is not easily possible. In fact the utilization of a high voltage cathode material is necessary
if LTO is to be utilized as an anode material because of its rather high working potential
of 1.5 V vs. lithium which leads to a significant reduction of the overall cell potential.

7.2 Application in solid cells

Currently one of the main limiting factors of LNMO in all-solid-state cells is the seemingly
high charge transfer resistance that is often observed when utilizing the material in contact
with common solid electrolytes. Multiple theories about the reason for the high charge
transfer resistance exist ranging from space charge layer explanations that result from the
large potential drop at the LNMO/SE interface to the formation of degradation layers
with low ionic conduction. [34,36,39,84–87] In the same vein different approaches have been
proposed to fix this problem by either introducing intermediary layers to improve chemi-
cal compatibility, prevent electrolyte degradation or enhance ionic transport through the
contact layer. [35,54,86] Another approach proposed by Yada et al. [40] and Braun et al. [39]

suggests that the strong polarization at the interface and therefore the formation of large
space charge layers hinders ionic transport through the interface. Yada et al. suggested the
introduction of a dielectric material with high permittivity (barium titanate in their case)
as nanoparticles at the interface to counteract the space charge layer and allow transport
along the dielectric particles due to a local electric counter field. In most of these studies
improvements can empirically be determined but often the understanding of the underly-
ing mechanisms remains unclear. Thai and Lee for example suggest that the modification
could also influence the surface strain and improvement of battery performance might be
due to this effect. [52] Recently another publication by Li et al. [51] suggested that no ad-
ditional surface treatment is necessary for the LNMO/“LiPON” system and that rather
high performance cells can be deposited by sputter deposition. Their results suggest that
the low performance of commonly prepared solid state systems based on LNMO might be
based on different factors and that other preparation parameters could be more important
for the final behavior than the modification of the interface.
Another problem the LNMO solid state system faces is that often in the first cycle a
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substantial loss of cell capacity is observed. This is often attributed to the formation of
a lithium rich tetragonal LNMO phase. Mancini et al. [88] demonstrated that additional
lithium can be incorporated into the material in a stochiometry of Li1+xNi0.5Mn1.5O4 with
x ranging from 0 up to a maximum of about 1. The introduction of additional lithium
causes the change in symmetry and the additional lithium is inserted and extracted around
3.0 V into the material up to a x value of approx. 0.4 with additional lithium (up to x = 1)
being inserted/extracted at even lower voltages. Since insertion of this additional lithium
happens at low voltage it is often assumed that LNMO cathodes are prepared in a lithium
enriched state and in the first cycle the additional lithium is extracted. Because the cells
are not cycled below 3.0 V the additional lithium is never reinserted leading to a large
irreversible capacity in the first cycle. This concept has some problems when applied to
the data of real cells though which will be shown in section 13. In general the material has
a multitude of questions that have yet to be conclusively answered and its application in
solid-state cells while often desired due to its high working potential is still problematic. It
is still unclear if even the right questions are asked regarding this material at the moment.
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8 Impedance spectroscopy

Impedance spectroscopy is a widespread electrical analysis technique that relies on fre-
quency dependent impedance response of a electrical system when exposed to a alternat-
ing current or voltage signal. When AC conditions are applied to a system the resistive
behavior of a system is expanded by an additional component corresponding to the phase
relation of the resistance to the applied AC signal. The resistance is therefore split into
a component in phase with the signal and out of phase with the signal both of which
combined are given as the impedance. The impedance is therefore commonly described
as vector in a two dimensional plane and mathematically expressed by a complex number
which leads to the description of parts of the impedance being “imaginary” due to the
involvement of i but this is of course slightly misleading since the impedance is in fact
not “imaginary” but just out of phase to the given AC signal. Depending on the nature
of the electrical circuit element probed the impedance response changes depending on
the frequency. A simple resistor has no dependence on the measured frequency and its
impedance response is always in phase to the applied signal. Its impedance is therefore
constant and simply consists of a real part with a magnitude corresponding to the resis-
tance of the resistor. For a simple capacitor though it is readily apparent why the resistive
behavior is expected to change depending on AC frequency. For high frequencies the ca-
pacitance is not exhausted leading to a simple charge and discharge of the capacitor which
has no inherent real impedance while at lower frequencies the capacitance is exhausted
leading to full blocking behavior and the impedance becoming essentially infinite. The
relation between current and voltage at the capacitor is phase shifted with the current
being shifted -90 ° in respect to the voltage and therefore the impedance is out of phase
to the AC signal i.e “imaginary”. The same is true in an opposite way for an inductance.
From these simple considerations and their mathematical descriptions the impedance of
simple circuit elements can be derived according to tab. 1 with the frequency of the AC
signal being expressed as ω. [89–92]

Table 1: Basic circuit elements and their impedance. [91]

Component Equivalent element Current vs. Voltage Impedance

Resistor R [Ω] V = IR R
Capacitor C [F, or Ω−1 s] I = CdV/dt 1/iωC
Inductor L [H, or Ω s] V = LdI/dt iωL

In the real world analysis of impedance data for a complex system these equivalent el-
ements are used to describe the electrical behavior of various system processes through
meaningful combination of the single elements into combined equivalent circuits describ-
ing the observed system process phenomenologically. A simple example is a parallel R/C
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combination circuit that describes the behavior of a electrolytic double layer capacitance
that has both capacitive properties due to the ionic double layer and resistive properties
due to the ionic transport through the double layer. As long as a system is considered
ideal it can be described through simple combinations of the three base components listed
above. In reality though a system can seldom be considered ideal. For example the R/C
element describing the conductive/capacitive behavior of a solid sample (typical conduc-
tivity measurements) features resistive and capacitive processes that are influenced by a
number of non ideal factors like:

• electrode inhomogenity and surface roughness

• electrode porosity

• variability in thickness and conductivity of surface layers

• nonuniform potential and current distribution at the surface

• grain boundary distribution and phase inhomogenity

To describe this non ideal behavior an additional element is introduced the “constant
phase element” (CPE) designated as such because its phase angle part of the impedance
is frequency independent and not bound by the strict -90°, 0° and +90 ° phase shift of the
capacitor, resistance and inductance respectively. The impedance of this element is given
by equation 1. [91]

ZCPE = 1
Q(iω)α = 1

Qωα
[cos (απ/2)− i sin(απ/2)] (1)

The introduction of an additional factor α allows for the modification of the phase re-
sponse of this element. It is apparent that for α = 1 the impedance takes the form of a
capacitor with Q = C while for α = 0 the CPE describes an ideal resistor with Q = 1/R.
Depending on the process measured several possible explanations exist on the exact nature
of what the factor α represents but as a first approximation it is best to treat the factor
as an empirical constant that allows the inclusion of non-ideal effects. [91] Since the CPE
can describe a wide range of possible impedance responses care has to be taken in where
it is used and how far the mathematical approximation deviates from the physical reality.
Further common derivations of the above ideal circuits and the CPE can be developed
for special cases for example for α = 0.5 which describes the Warburg element of infinite
diffusion. Tab. 2 list a few derivative circuit elements based on the diffusion of a given
species. The form of these equations is dependent on the mathematical derivation and the
exact conditions used for the boundaries. It is quite common to group various parameters
into constants or express them differently leading to some confusion with seemingly dif-
ferent equations for these processes. It is also important to note that several assumptions
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Table 2: Derived circuit elements arising for special conditions from the base elements. (with l
being the diffusion length, D the diffusion coefficient and σ’ =

√
2σ the mass transfer coefficient

equal to the sum of contributions of Ox. and Red. forms. [89]

Component Equivalent Element Impedance

Infinite diffusion (Warburg) Zw [Ω] σ′
√
iω

Finite diffusion with
transmissive boundaries (Warburg short) Zws [Ω] σ′

√
iω
tanh(

√
iω
D l)

Finite diffusion with
reflective boundaries (Warburg open) Zwo [Ω] σ′

√
iω
coth(

√
iω
D l)

are made in the derivation of these impedance formula which pertain for example to the
boundary conditions and in the case of the finite diffusion that the diffusion coefficients
of the oxidized and reduced species are the same. These assumptions made can and have
to vary for each system analyzed. The equations listed are intended for use in specific
cases where a lot about the system is already known. This is the case for most of the
more complex impedance elements common in the field where due to the known system
parameters it was possible to reduce the α factor or factors to more tangible physical
parameters. In the case of an unknown system the equivalent circuit should be kept as
simple as possible as long as not enough about the system is known to justify the assump-
tions made in the derivation of more complex elements since an impedance spectrum can
always be described with a multitude of different equivalent circuits. The fact that an
equivalent circuit can describe an observed phenomenon is never indicative for the fact
that it is based on correct assumptions.

Another important mathematical relation exists between the CPE and the capacitor ca-
pacitance if the CPE is sufficiently similar to a capacitor i.e. the α factor is close to 1.
For a single R-CPE or R/CPE element the effective capacitance is given by equation 2,
note that the equation changes if another preliminary resistance exists in the circuit and
the derivation is technically only valid for a single element. Again different equations for
the effective capacitance have been proposed but eq. 2 is the most commonly used. [93]

Ceff = ( Q

Rα−1 )1/α (2)

Because the derivation of the effective capacitance is rather specific it can also be argued
that it is “more” correct to refer to the complex capacitance plot and read the value of
the capacitance at the given process frequency from there for more complex systems. If
the α factor is close to 1 the difference in capacitance is only minor when compared to the
raw Q value extracted from the CPE impedance and if the factor significantly deviates
from 1 the concept of capacitance to describe Q becomes very vague. This introduces an
inherent vagueness into the capacitance extracted from CPE elements of complex systems
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on top of the mathematical fitting error.
Because of the strictness of the required assumptions in resolving impedance data math-
ematically in the real world application impedance data is often analyzed by comparison
of measured data to similar systems and empirical values in the literature. In most cases
this is a reasonable approach because the basic principles of which processes govern the
behavior of a system often are consistent within a given field. For battery research (liq-
uid system) for example the impedance is often governed by the electrolytic double layer
forming at the cathode/electrolyte interface or the solid electrolyte interface that exists
there as well as diffusion effects. The conductivity of the electrolyte is often too high for
the ionic transport to be resolved in common electrochemical frequency ranges (up to sev-
eral MHz) and the anode/electrolyte interface is often of negligible contribution. In other
fields though, dielectric characterization for example, interface effects are often suppressed
(mostly intentionally due to experimental design) and the bulk effects of the probed mate-
rial are of significant importance. This can also lead to some confusion in the language of
analysis when for example battery researchers speak about characteristic frequencies and
peak frequencies to describe the frequency of a R/C element where impedance behavior
switches from mostly imaginary to mostly real contribution, while this frequency is known
as relaxation frequency or characteristic relaxation time in dielectric characterization be-
cause of the relaxation behavior of electric dipoles in the changing electric field.

The issue arises because fundamentally identical impedance principles are interpreted in a
empirical way suited to the given application. The problem facing all-solid-state battery
research and thin-film systems especially is that the empirical knowledge is not yet deeply
developed and the systems often exhibit a mix of contributions that are not typically ob-
served in other fields because both the interfaces and the dielectric properties of the bulk
phases are important in the analysis. Since the prior knowledge of the experimentalist is
the main factor in the determination of a suiting equivalent circuit this can lead to mis-
interpretations because impedance data can always be represented by multiple equivalent
circuits. In an unknown system it is necessary to reevaluate these prior assumptions with
changes to the experimental setup and to verify the nature of assumed processes in order
to produce reliable conclusions.
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9 Preparation and characterization of LTO thin films

In order to prepare functioning and reliable thin films for the impedance characterization
a wide array of parameters for thin film deposition and film processing were explored. In
the following the analysis will be focused on a selected few parameters and mostly the
properties of the found “ideal” parameters will be showcased since the influence of most
other parameters was negligible. The starting parameters for deposition optimization was
adapted from Hirayama et al. [57] and were quite applicable to the given machine setup
which is not typical since PLD setups tend to not retain identical deposition parameters
between different machines.

9.1 PLD parameter overview

To give some context for the chosen parameters and variations, initially variation of the
temperature is the most straightforward approach to manipulate the properties of the thin
film. According to the phase diagram shown in fig. 3 the LTO phase is stable up to about
1015 °C so in the chosen temperature range between 650 °C and 800 °C no degradation of
the material is expected (adapted from [94]). In that range the most likely possibility for
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Figure 3: Quasi-binary phase diagram of lithium oxide and titanium dioxide (adapted from [94]).
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an impurity phase is titanium dioxide since during the PLD process a loss of lithium or
lithium dioxide seems more likely than an excess of those. The loss of lighter components
during the PLD process is a common problem. Even in the case of excess lithium the
lithium is not necessarily incorporated as lithium oxide as depicted in the phase diagram
but could also be incorporated into the spinel structure like expected for the electro-
chemical insertion. This again can be dependent on the oxygen partial pressure during
deposition since the availability of oxygen can influence formation of oxygen deficiencies
and possible non stoichiometric phase compositions. Another feature typical for PLD thin
film deposition is a strong preferential orientation of the resulting films. This orientation is
mostly governed by combination of the surface energies of the substrate versus the energy
of the relevant crystal plane and the surface energies between the crystal surface and the
PLD atmosphere. The pressure during deposition therefore can have an impact on the film
orientation. Due to the rather tight window of variation for this parameter of only about
2 - 3 decades limited by the utilized system a significant impact is rarely observed though.
In this thesis the pressure was varied between 0.3 Pa and 20 Pa partly because the ma-
chine setup would not allow for a much larger variation with pure oxygen alone and partly
because favorable results were already obtained in this pressure region as will be shown in
the following. In the case of surface kinetics substituting a higher chamber pressure with
an increase in the working distance is feasible since the increased travel distance of par-
ticles leads to more particle collisions in the gas phase and therefore lower kinetic energy
at the surface. The increased distance has no influence on the surface energy itself though.

The influence of the working distance (WD) is mostly felt in the deposition rate since
the plasma cone becomes less dense the higher the distance to the origin point gets (and
the higher the chamber pressure is but again to a lesser degree). Additionally, a higher
working distance can help to reduce macroscopic target particles (droplets) that form when
either large parts of the target are ablated due to tearing because of the explosive forma-
tion of the plasma cone or due to “splashing” of molten target material. These droplets
though are rarely completely avoidable in PLD deposition and are often the main contri-
bution to overall surface roughness of the thin film. Since for this material the number of
droplets formed was already quite low and no significant further reduction with increased
working distance was observed it was decided to keep the deposition rate at a reasonable
level by utilizing a distance of 40 mm.

The energy needed to bring the target material into the plasma phase can vary but is
typically somewhat tied to the thermal conductivity of the material. Metals typically
require quite high ablation energy because of their high thermal conductivity while other
anorganic compounds (e.g. oxides) generally require less. Organic compounds are often
very difficult to deposit because they easily degrade and can only be ablated with very
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low energies and typically only in the IR wavelength region. Since after the minimum
ablation energy is reached higher energies only introduce the risk of more droplet forma-
tion, material degradation or kinetic impact damage on the substrate (since the particle
energy after ablation is already quite high), the energy is typically kept at the lowest level
possible to allow sufficient ablation. In the case of LTO while starting out a energy of
about 2.5 J/cm2 was utilized but as was also shown by Hirayama et al. [57] a lower energy
of 0.7 J/cm2 is enough for material ablation.

9.2 X-Ray diffraction analysis

Fig. 4 depicts XRD patterns for LTO thin films deposited on silicon (100) substrates at
varying temperatures with otherwise constant deposition parameters. A reference pattern
measured from the bulk material is also given. As can be seen the LTO phase forms at all
tested temperatures and the visible reflexes can be indexed as the (111), (222) and (115)
reflex indicating a strong preferential orientation along the (111) direction. This orienta-
tion is also typically observed in the literature if not specifically grown otherwise. [24,57,95,96]

Aside from the reflexes typical for LTO some additional impurity phases can also be iden-
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Figure 4: XRD pattern of LTO thin films on silicon (100) substrates deposited with varying
substrate temperatures. (constant parameters: 0.3 Pa oxygen pressure, 40 mm WD, 2.5 J/cm2,
10 Hz, 10k pulses) [58]
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tified. Referring back to the phase diagramm shown in fig. 3 the two reflexes near about
40 ° can be attributed to the titanium dioxide rutile and anatase phases. With the tem-
perature ranging above 600 °C rutile would be expected to form but since PLD deposition
is not a equilibrium process formation of anatase is not impossible. The reflexes are the
(020) for rutile and (112) for anatase which typically have low intensity in the bulk mate-
rial but are the only ones visible here due to the orientation. An increase in temperature
has seemingly no impact on these impurity phases under the given conditions although the
anatase reflex disappears at 700 °C this is more of a random effect of the film growth since
across multiple samples the ratio between anatase and rutile would vary. The pattern was
included here to showcase this effect.

The crystallinity of the thin film increases with higher deposition temperature as ex-
pected which is seen in the pattern as increased reflex intensity mostly notable for the
smaller reflexes since the (111) reflex is scaled out of the visible area. Note here that the
intensity scale for the two highest temperatures is scaled differently to keep a consistent
comparable image. Lastly the reflex around 33 ° indexed as a silicon reflex has to be
discussed. The substrate used as mentioned was a (111) oriented silicon single crystal
substrate that has a very high intensity main reflex around 70 ° but also some smaller
side reflexes that can appear due to small crystal imperfections and the position of the
sample in the measurement setup. These side reflexes have typically a very low intensity
compared to the main reflex but compared to the thin film reflexes the intensity can be
quite high. They can be easily identified due to the sharpness of the reflex. One of these
reflexes often appears around 61 ° and considering the main reflex at 70 ° has a broad base
due to its high intensity the display range of the pattern here is limited to 60 °. The reflex
around 33 ° is also a side reflex of the silicon substrate and thus appears and disappears in
the pattern randomly as explained above. Overall the influence of deposition temperature
in the given range is quite small and most importantly has no impact on the impurity
phases as would be expected considering the phase diagram since the impurity is based
on composition and not temperature dependent in this range.

Fig. 5 depicts XRD patterns of LTO thin films on silicon (100) substrates deposited
with varying oxygen chamber pressures. The temperature in this case was kept at 650 °C
and note that the ablation energy for this data set was changed to 0.7 J/cm2. To address
the change in ablation energy first: since the temperature dependent data set shows that
the main impurity phase was TiO2 the composition of the thin film is skewed towards low-
ered lithium stoichiometry i.e. lithium or lithium dioxide loss occurs during deposition.
As mentioned in the initial parameter overview the ablation energy modifies the kinetic
energy of the plasma particles and if the kinetic energy becomes to high particles can be
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Figure 5: XRD pattern of LTO thin films on silicon (111) substrates deposited with varying
oxygen chamber pressures. (constant parameters 650 °C, 40 mm WD, 0.7 J/cm2, 10 Hz, 10k
pulses)

reflected from the substrate. Since the kinetic energy of the lighter components is higher
than of the heavier components this is one of the main reasons for the often observed
loss of lighter components. By decreasing the ablation energy this effect can be mitigated
to some degree which is why, as mentioned in the overview, the ablation energy should
in most cases be kept as low as possible. The full data set for the determination of the
optimal ablation energy is not shown since the most significant result can be seen when
comparing the bottom pattern of fig. 4 and 5 which are deposited with identical parame-
ters aside from the ablation energy. The sample deposited with lower energy shown in fig.
5 only displays reflexes attributed to the LTO phase while the previously observed rutile
and anatase impurities have disappeared. Higher ablation energies still showed impurity
phases and lowering the energy further is not possible due to the experimental setup and
power limits of the laser itself.

Raising the chamber pressure during deposition leads to an immediate reduction of film
crystallinity as is apparent in the strong decrease of reflex intensity and also in the ap-
pearance of a more pronounced underground signal. Additionally very small reflexes for
the LTO (113) and (004) orientation start to appear which might indicate that the (111)
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film orientation becomes less energetically favorable towards higher deposition pressures
because of changes in the surface energy relations. The loss in crystallinity probably stems
from the reduced kinetic energy of the plasma particles due to the higher amount of parti-
cle collisions in the gas phase. Since the kinetic energy of the particles is already lowered
by reducing the ablation energy the partial formation of an amorphous phase might be
possible even at 650 ° C since the temperature is only held for about 20 min during the
deposition. Reflexes of titanium dioxide start to reappear as soon as the chamber pressure
is raised although those suffer from low crystallinity as well. An additional reflex of the
LTO phase at about 43 ° is attributed to the (004) direction and indicates a diminishing of
the preferential orientation but due to the overall decrease in reflex intensity the reflex is
very small. The increase of the impurity phases can once again be explained by the shift of
film composition through the kinetic energy of the plasma since the increased gas density
in the chamber affects the heavier plasma components (mainly titanium) more than the
light components (lithium) shifting the reflection rates again in the favor of lithium loss
since even at this rather low ablation energy the plasma tends to be quite big indicating
a high ablation and therefore high particle energies.

Some of the reflexes attributed to rutile seem to be quite sharp and could also possi-
bly be attributed to minor reflexes of the silicon substrate that can appear at the same
diffraction angle. Since, as mentioned above, the silicon reflexes tend to appear and disap-
pear depending on the substrate position during the measurement a scan with an omega
offset of 2 ° was performed on a sample with optimized deposition parameters in order to
eliminate possible substrate influences and to allow for a larger range of diffraction angle
measured (see remarks about angle limitations above). Fig. 6 depicts the XRD pattern
of this optimized sample (650 °C, 0.3 Pa O2, 40 mm WD, 0.7 J/cm2, 10 Hz, 10k pulses)
as well as a LTO powder pattern simulation for reference. With the increased range of
diffraction angle measured an additional reflex at ca. 79 ° is visible that is indexed as the
(444) reflex and is expected considering the strong preferential orientation of the sample.
The intensity proportions between the (111), (222), and (444) reflexes (100 % to roughly
3% and 6%) are similar to the powder pattern with the (115) reflex obviously differing
from the expected proportion due to it not belonging to the preferential orientation (1.4 %
as opposed to 17 % in the powder pattern). The broad signal around 70 ° is attributed to
some remaining reflex intensity of the silicon single crystal reflex that could not be entirely
suppressed without losing significant intensity in the thin film reflexes. Aside from the
reflexes attributed to the LTO no further reflexes are visible indicating that these param-
eters allow the deposition of phase pure LTO with strong (111) preferential orientation.
To further evaluate the crystalline properties of the material Raman spectroscopy was
employed. Since the XRD technique is not very sensitive to lithium ordering and posi-
tioning inside the material there is no significant difference between the Li4Ti5O12 phase
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Figure 6: XRD pattern of a LTO thin film deposited on a silicon (111) substrate measured with
an omega offset of 2 °. LTO deposition parameters were optimized to 650 °C, 0.3 Pa O2, 40 mm
WD, 0.7 J/cm2, 10 Hz, 10k pulses

and the more lithium rich compositions towards Li7Ti5O12. The low spacial expansion of
the material during lithium insertion is also problematic when trying to discern differences
between the pure and lithiated phase since no significant difference in the lattice param-
eters leads to only minor differences in the XRD pattern at very high diffraction angles
(around 160 ° to 180 °) not easily measurable with common setups. [12]

9.3 Raman spectroscopy analysis

Fig. 7 shows Raman spectra for the LTO thin film on a Pt/YSZ substrate as well as the
utilized target material. Also given are comparative spectra for rutile and anatase taken
from the RRUFF database. The substrate was chosen since typically when operating on
pure silicon the strong bands of the substrate make interpretation of the thin film bands
difficult. The main bands visible in the LTO spectrum are the Li-O bending and stretching
modes at 165 cm−1, 345 cm−1 and 425 cm−1 as well as the Ti-O bending and octahedral
vibration modes at 230 cm−1, 670 cm−1 and 745 cm−1. [56,63,97,98] For the thin film the
intensity and quality of the measured bands is significantly decreased compared to the
powder material. Some of the intensity reduction can be explained since less material is
measured in the thin film as opposed to the powdered material but increasing measure-
ment time or excitation energy only leads to a higher overall intensity not a qualitatively
different spectrum. The broadening of the bands appears to be more prevalent for the Li-
O vibrations as opposed to the Ti-O vibrations that remain relatively sharp. As outlined
in section 6 in the stoichiometric Li4Ti5O12 phase lithium exists in the the 8a tetrahe-
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Figure 7: Raman spectra of LTO thin films on Pt/YSZ substrates and spectra for the target
material as well as comparative spectra for anatase and rutile taken from the RRUFF database.

dral positions and the 16d octahedral positions together with titanium. When additional
lithium is inserted, lithium is moved from the 8a to the 16c positions and the 16c posi-
tions are filled to achieve rock salt structure in Li7Ti5O12. Leonidov et al. [63] have shown
that the Raman spectrum of LTO changes depending on the temperature during measure-
ment since the lithium in the 8a position becomes mobile and the lithium positions (and
therefore the vibration energies of the Li-O bond) become blurred. This is essentially the
same as the shuffling of lithium positions that occurs when additional lithium is inserted
during the electrochemical phase transition. It is possible since the film stoichiometry was
manipulated to incorporate more lithium as opposed to titanium to reduce the prevalence
of TiO2 impurity phases, that the film now has a slight lithium excess. This would cause
shuffling of the lithium positions as described above and broadening of the bands. Note
here that the titanium vibrations are not expected to be independent from the lithium
ordering since introduction of additional lithium into the 16c octahedral sublattice causes
Ti positions to become non-equivalent. Indeed a broadening of the titanium bands can
bee seen when compared to the powdered material similar to the results of Leonidov et al.
In regards to the phase purity similar results to the XRD patterns were observed. The
thin film shows no significant features of the rutile and anatase impurity phases granted
that the characteristic bands for those phases are rather close to the LTO bands and might
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be present beneath the LTO features. The absence of the strong anatase feature around
510 cm−1 and rutile feature at 612 cm−1 though indicates that the amount of impurity
phase, if present, is very low.

9.4 Surface and film morphology

Fig. 8 a,b and c shows HSEM images of the produced LTO thin films deposited at different
oxygen pressures. The images further indicate the possibility of a slight lithium excess
at lower deposition pressures. While the overall appearance of the films does not differ
much the surface of the film deposited at 0.3 Pa appears blurred as if covered with a thin
layer of amorphous material. The crystal structure beneath is still visible as it appears
for the 6 Pa and 15 Pa film. When the deposition pressure is increased this amorphous
film is visibly reduced and vanishes for the sample prepared at 15 Pa. Since the samples
were all handled in air the thin layer might form if excess lithium from the film is drawn
towards the surface to form lithiumoxide and lithiumcarbonate which is a often observed
phenomenon for lithium rich materials. With increasing chamber pressure during depo-
sition the lithium content in the film is reduced and excess lithium can no longer form

0.3 Pa

6 Pa

15 Pa

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

4 µm100 nm

100 nm 10 µm

100 nm 100 nm

“LiPON”

LTO

Si with Ti/Pt coating

Figure 8: HSEM images of the LTO thin films deposited at varying chamber pressures (a,b,c) ,
the LTO film surface for droplet analysis (d,e) and a cross section of the film in an assembled
all-solid-state battery (f).
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this layer at the sample surface. Since in the later electrochemical characterization no ill
effects of this surface layer were observed it is either sufficiently thin to not impact the
measurement or is destroyed during further processing (“LiPON” sputtering). It might
also be dissolved once the cell is cycled or be incorporated in the formation of an inter-
phase. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) measurements show indication of these lithiumoxide and lithiumcarbonate species
at the sample surface but as mentioned this is typical for lithium rich materials. Depth
profiling showed no clear difference between the samples either because the films are very
thin or because surface mixing due to ion bombardment during the depth etching obscured
the exact film thickness.

Regardless all films appear relatively smooth with crystal diameters in the range of 20
nm to 100 nm. The surface overview in fig. 8d shows that despite the smoothness in the
microstructure the films exhibits cracks and particles at the surface. The cracks are likely
formed due to thermal strain while cooling the sample after deposition. The cracks are
generally more prevalent in samples deposited on silicon due to its low thermal expansion
coefficient and are reduced when utilizing Ti/Pt interlayers while mostly disappearing if
the material is deposited on YSZ/Pt or sapphire/Pt. It is assumed that in the final cell
these cracks are filled or covered when the solid electrolyte is deposited on top since short-
circuiting or delamination was not typically observed. The particles visible are typical
PLD artifacts (“droplets”) formed by scattering or splashing of the target material. The
broader overview in fig. 8e shows that these particles appear randomly across the surface
with a general particle size of about 1 µm. Most cracks in the film seem to originate or
correlate with the impact sites of the droplets due to the additional strain/film defects
at these positions. Droplet number and size could be reduced by increasing the working
distance but the simultaneous decrease in deposition rate and the formation of impurity
phases out weigh this improvement.

The cross section in fig. 8f shows the expected strong columnary growth behavior of
the thin film with most crystals stretching across the entire film thickness. The smaller
layers at the bottom are the Ti/Pt interlayers deposited and the layer on top is the sput-
tered “LiPON” solid electrolyte. The contact between all layers appears to be uniform
and no delamination or easily determinable interface defects seem to form. No indication
of the before mentioned lithiumoxide/lithiumcarbonate layer is present at the top of he
LTO thin film possibly because it was removed during sputtering of the solid electrolyte
or simply because it is too thin to be visible in the cross section.

In summary it was possible to deposit phase pure LTO thin films with the optimized
parameter set (650 °C, 0.3 Pa O2 40 mmWD, 0.7 J/cm2, 10 Hz, 10k pulses) but slight vari-
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ation causes formation of impurity phases. The main cause is likely the lithium/titanium
stoichiometry of the thin film that can be controlled through the kinetic energy of the
plasma particles i.e. the ablation energy and the chamber pressure/working distance.
Lithium reflection from the substrate due to high kinetic energy is likely the most impor-
tant factor for the stoichiometry. Ablation energy has to be kept low since the low thermal
conductivity of the target causes a high efficiency in energy transference into the plasma
and chamber pressure equally needs to be low as to not obstruct titanium deposition too
much. Under optimal parameters formation of impurity phases could be prevented but
the thin films likely feature a minute excess of lithium indicated by Raman and HSEM
data. The films appeared smooth but when utilizing pure silicon formation of cracks due
to thermal strain could be observed.
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10 Electrochemical characterization and processing setup for
LTO based batteries

To characterize the electrochemical behavior of the LTO thin films galvanostatic cycling
and cyclic voltammetry was performed. Since the thin films were intended for model
studies in the impedance measurements the focus while preparing the system was not set
on optimizing the battery performance from a capacity or cycle life point of view. Most of
the electrochemical and kinetic limitations that influence the data shown in this section are
explained due to either high resistances involved in the cell setup or in inherent properties
of the LTO material that will be discussed in depth in the impedance data. This section
serves to illustrate the basic properties of the cells studied.

10.1 Cell design basis and development

Since a lot of the early problems in the performance of the cells were rooted in the ex-
perimental setup and cell processing a short overview of various attempts and decisions
made will be given that resulted in negative measurement results themselves but lead to
the final method of cell assembly and processing. Fig. 9 depicts an early cell test of a
LTO thin film (800 °C, 0.3 Pa O2, 2.5 J/cm2, WD 40 mm, 10 Hz, 10000 pulses) in liquid
electrolyte (ethylene carbonate, diethyl carbonate 3:1 with 1 mol/l LiPF6) with lithium
metal as anode and a constant current of 10 µA/cm2. Initially the cell delivers a reversible
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Figure 9: Early thin film test in liquid electrolyte (EC:DEC / 3:1, 1 mol/L LiPF6, 10 µA/cm2).
Early cycles appear close to the expected behavior but the cell experiences rapid capacity fading
after approx. 25 cycles.
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capacity close to the theoretical capacity of 175 mAh/g. In the first cycle the theoretical
capacity is exceeded which can be an indication of initial SEI formation at the Li anode
but since the mass of active material is estimated through the thin film dimensions, which
will be discussed further during the impedance characterization, the value lies within the
margin of error. Note also that the cell has no initial charge cycle since the material
is deposited in the charged state. A strong capacity fading is evident even during the
first 25 cycles that increases rapidly after the 25th leading to cell failure. Post mortem
analysis of the sample revealed partial dissolution of the LTO thin film. It is well known
that LiPF6 in the electrolyte can form HF with trace amounts of water which can lead
to a dissolution of active material in a liquid cell. This is especially harmful for very thin
films since the amount of active material is very low. The properties of the thin film itself
seemed reasonable considering problems in this setup were likely caused by interactions
with the liquid electrolyte. Since the performance and optimization of the liquid system
is not the focus of this thesis it was decided to skip straight into the solid state system
without addressing the problems in the liquid system first.

In order to maximize the chance of a functioning cell, since short circuiting is commonly
a problem with thin solid electrolyte films, early cells featured an array of four 4 mm2

electrodes on top of a 1 cm2 substrate. This was supposed to allow the utilization of
different electrodes in case one or more featured a short circuit. It was quickly evident
though that the resistances of those small electrodes were too high and the capacities
of the resulting micro batteries too low to allow a reasonable cycling behavior since the
absolute currents necessary to cycle these cells were in the 10 nA range and therefore
difficult to measure. Overpotentials were vastly increased due to the high current density
applied to the samples. The electrode area therefore was increased to 68 mm2 in order to
allow a small strip of the 100 mm2 substrate around the thin film to remain free. This
was to ensure full coverage of the thin film when the “LiPON” solid electrolyte was de-
posited in the following step since otherwise mixing of the different layers or contact to
the current collector tabs in the pouch cell assembly would have been possible at the edge
of the sample. The cell was then completed with a round piece of lithium foil with 6 mm
diameter on top of the 8 mm · 8 mm thin film electrode to allow for some leniency during
cell assembly since positioning the electrodes perfectly is hindered due to the glovebox
working conditions. This lead to the final cell geometry with an active area of 0.2827 cm2.
Later the cell system was switched from mainly pouch cell assembly to mainly well type
assembly which meant that the LTO electrode was no longer required to be only 68 mm2

since contact of the current collectors at the sample edge was impossible. To keep the
measurement results comparable to earlier results though the active areas of the cells was
kept at 0.2827 cm2.
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10.2 Electrolyte impurity

After the initial problems with cell geometry reasonably functional all-solid-state thin film
batteries could be prepared. Fig. 10 depicts cycling data of early all-solid-state cells. The
cells operate quite stable across 50 cycles with minor capacity fading after 5 cycles but
exhibit rather low Coulombic efficiencies. The solid electrolyte utilized in these cells was
deposited with the, at that time, newly acquired sputter deposition setup. As was later
discovered in collaboration with Martin Busche, Thomas Leichtweiß and Matthias Geiß the
electrolyte had significant iron impurities that were caused by ablation of the anode ring
that was part of the sputter source setup. This iron impurity led to a increased electronic
conductivity of the solid electrolyte causing the cell to self discharge at a relatively fast
rate. Fig. 11 depicts a self discharge profile for such a cell. The cell was initially charged
to 2 V and displayed in the graph is the following OCV behavior. It is evident that the cell
discharge is nearly complete after about 40 hours. Considering the typical LTO thin film
deposited with the optimized parameter set contains about 12 µAh of charge capacity this
equates to a absolute self discharge current of 0.3 µA or roughly 1 µA/cm2. Since the self
discharge leads to increased net charge capacities and decreased net discharge capacities
the efficiency of the cell is reduced. From the current values given above the expected
efficiency is about 55 % for the applied absolute cycling current of 1 µA which was exactly
what was measured for this particular cell. Typically the efficiency for these cells would
vary between about 60 % to 80 % indicating that the induced electronic conductivity of
the electrolyte was not constant. With the dimensions of the electrolyte (area 0.2827 cm2,
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Figure 10: Early all-solid-state thin film cells deposited with optimized parameters on a sili-
con substrate. Clearly visible is the low Coulombic efficiency caused by impurities in the solid
electrolyte.
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Figure 11: Self discharge profile of a LTO thin film all-solid-state battery with impure electrolyte.

thickness 1.5 µm) this leads to an electronic conductivity in the range of 10−10 S/cm.
The presence of iron was also confirmed by SIMS depth profiles (fig. 12a) and XPS
measurements (work of Martin Busche and Thomas Leichtweiß not shown here). Though
quantification is difficult the SIMS depth profile clearly shows the presence of iron inside
the “LiPON” film and the signal disappears as soon as the glass substrate is reached. The
relatively high intensity of the silicon signal in the thin film is also caused by the sputtering
impurities since the anode ring consist of industrial steel and therefore not only iron is
deposited onto the substrate.
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Figure 12: SIMS depth profile of a "LiPON" thin film deposited with different machine setups on
float glass. The early samples a) show significant iron impurities (measured in negative mode)
after the setup was changed b) only a base level of iron is detectable (measured in positive mode
to increase iron sensitivity by Matthias Geiß). (Bi+ 25kV analysis beam (1 pA), Cs+ 1kV sputter
beam (130 nA), m/∆m = 6000 for m = 55.84 (iron), 50 µm · 50 µm analysis field)
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The iron impurities necessitated a reconstruction of parts of the sputtering setup and
therefore in the intermittent time the sputtering setup of the physics department (AG
Meyer/AG Polity) was utilized. This is the reason two different machine parameters for
the “LiPON” deposition are given in the experimental part. The “LiPON” produced with
their setup and later on our own machine after the necessary changes were implemented
did not show the same impurities as is evident in fig. 12b and the efficiency of the produced
LTO thin film cells was no longer hindered by the solid electrolyte. The samples show
only a base level of iron which can be explained by the increased sensitivity for iron when
measuring in positive mode. The signal is comparable but slightly less than measured
inside the glass substrate. Further negative impacts on the cell performance by the choice
of the substrate will be discussed in depth in the impedance characterization.

10.3 Finalized setup and properties

The performance of the final cells used for most of the impedance characterization is
depicted in fig. 13. The data depicts a typical experimental setup in which the cells
were cycled with 3.5 µAh/cm2 for five cycles to equilibrate the cell chemistry before an
additional five cycles with intermittent impedance measurements were measured. The
equilibration assured that no early cycle irregularities were measured in the impedance.
The growth of interphases or formation of space charge layers is possible in these cycles.
Instead the behavior of the cell under stable conditions could be probed in the impedance
cycles. Impedance cycles were measured by charging and discharging like in the first
cycles but dividing the charge and discharge cycles into multiple steps with interjected
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Figure 13: Cycling data of the final cells used for most of the impedance characterization. The
typical experiment is shown where the cells were cycled at 3.5 µA/cm2 for five cycles before
cycles with intermittent impedance spectroscopy were measured. Additionally the experiment
repeated with 35 µA/cm2 is given.
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impedance measurements. Since the cycling was performed galvanostatically this allowed
for the charge inserted or extracted between each impedance measurement to be controlled
through the time for each step. As can be seen when comparing the data to earlier results
the efficiency is now greater than 95 % after the third cycle with a somewhat lower effi-
ciency during the first cycles that can be explained by equilibration processes mentioned
above. The high efficiency further indicates that the main problem of the earlier experi-
mental setups was the electronic conductivity of the electrolyte.

The cell performance is generally somewhat lower in the impedance cycles since the cell
currents are no longer controlled and partial charging and discharging occurs due to the
voltage amplitude necessary for the impedance measurement. This effect is more pro-
nounced when the cycling current is increased. Since the impedance measurement requires
a fixed amount of time to measure the necessary frequencies (roughly 7 minutes with the
utilized settings) the proportion of galvanostatic cycling time versus impedance measure-
ment is skewed towards the latter for increased cycling currents i.e. a larger percentage
of the overall cycling experiment is no longer under galvanostatic conditions. The data
shows a reversible capacity of about 32 µAh/cm2 after the initial equilibration (about
100 mAh/g) which equates to ca. 57 % of the theoretical capacity. The capacity is re-
duced by about 20 % down to roughly 25 µAh/cm2 when the cycling current is increased
to 35 µA/cm2. The overall rather low capacity of the cells is partially caused by the
calculation of the specific capacity. Since measuring thickness of each individual film was
not feasible due to the films being further processed (“LiPON” deposition) immediately
to avoid surface degradation under environmental conditions, the film thicknesses were es-
timated from the deposition parameters. Initial screening of the deposition rates showed
that the film growth was approximately 0.7 nm per pulse equating to about 700 nm thick-
ness for the typical 10000 pulses used. Note here though that a variation of about 50 nm
can be expected even for films deposited identically. Further uncertainty is introduced
into the capacity estimate by the nature of the lithium anode. As mentioned in the ex-
perimental setup the Li foil was pressed mechanically onto the electrolyte with a diameter
of 6 mm. While the foil is pressed by a spring inside the cell complete coverage of the
surface is not guaranteed. The estimation for the variation in contact area is about 10 %.
The final factor necessary for the calculation of the specific capacity is the density of the
film. For this the density of the bulk material was assumed since the film did not appear
to be porous but the density of the thin film might still vary slightly. Assuming again
an error of about 10 % for the density this leads to a calculation error of about 37 % in
the specific capacity of the thin films which is why they are only given as estimated values.

Fig. 14 depicts charge and discharge profiles of the final LTO cells at two different current
densities. For the lower current density the overpotential of the cell is very small in the
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Figure 14: Charge and discharge profiles of the final cells. The profile is given for two cycling
currents to emphasize the difference in kinetic behavior between the charge and the discharge
cycle.

range of 20 mV - 30 mV with both charge and discharge profile exhibiting the flat voltage
plateau that is typical for a two phase reaction. If the current density is increased the
overpotential also increases to about 100 mV. As mentioned above the reversible capacity
of the cell is also reduced under these conditions. Both these phenomena are expected side
effects of an increased current density but additionally for this material there is a change
in the kinetic behavior between the charge and discharge step. While the charge plateau
increases in potential it retains its flat characteristic in contrast to the discharge plateau
that exhibits a clear decline with the overpotenial increasing linear with the extracted
charge. As outlined in section 6 this behavior in the literature is often attributed to a core
shell mechanism of phase change that causes the individual conductivities of the phases
involved to become limiting. The rising potential drop across one specific phase then
increase the overvoltage. In the typical situation described in the literature the system
consists of a particle where the outer shell is transformed into Li7Ti5O12. As described
in section 6 the lithium ion conductivity of the Li7Ti5O12 phase is lower than that of
the Li4Ti5O12 phase so the resistance of this “outer shell” is increased. Since the “shell”
keeps growing the resistance is further increased leading to a larger potential drop under
galvanostatic conditions and therefore to an increase in overpotential. This behavior will
be discussed in more detail in the impedance characterization since the considerations
proposed for particle based electrodes in liquid systems are not directly applicable to the
all-solid-state system. It is also notable that this behavior might change depending on the
applied current since the phase separation of the material is kinetically induced during
cycling. At lower currents the phase separation therefore might be less stabilized than at
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Figure 15: Cyclic voltamogram of the final cells measured with a scan rate of 0.05 mV/s resulting
in the nearly ideal reversible redox couple around 1.55 V.

higher currents and its effects therefore lessened.

The cyclic voltamogramm of the final cells depicted in fig. 15 shows a nearly ideal re-
versibility of the Ti3+/Ti4+ redox couple. The peak shape appears almost symmetrical
for the anodic and cathodic process with a slight reduction of the peak current for the
cathodic process with the cathodic peak current equating to 90 % of the anodic peak cur-
rent. No additional processes are observed in the given voltage range. The reversible peak
currents resulting from the measurement are in the range of 15 µA/cm2 to 20 µA/cm2 in-
dicating that the typically utilized current density of 3.5 µA/cm2 for the equilibration and
impedance cycles are well within the reversible range of the cells which is a confirmation
of the conclusions already drawn from the low overvoltage present in the cycle profiles and
the high Coulombic efficiency of the cell.

In summary the preparation of well functioning Li/“LiPON”/LTO all-solid-state cells is
possible with the utilized LTO deposition parameters (650 °C, 0.3 Pa O2, WD 40 mm,
0.7 J/cm2, 10 Hz, 10000 pulses). Most of the early difficulties in cycling the cells resulted
from the experimental setup and not from the material properties of the thin film. The
material itself shows good reversibility in cycling although the capacity of the cells might
be rather low compared to the theoretical capacity. Due to the difficulty in accurately
determining the amount of active material though the specific capacity of the cells has a
relatively high inherent error of about 37 %. The influence of the phase change kinetics of
the material is visible in the cycling data which necessitates an evaluation of the model of
phase transition applicable to this system specifically. Some of the concepts described in
this section will be explored in more detail during the impedance characterization since a
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lot of the overall cell behavior during cycling is connected to specific processes observed
in the impedance and therefore have to be explained in context with the relevant data.
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11 LTO impedance characterization

In order to characterize the exact processes responsible for certain cell behaviors and lim-
itations electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was employed. The technique allows for
all major impedance contributors of a cell to be monitored simultaneously if their time
constants are sufficiently different from one another. Initially the technique was supposed
to identify the charge transfer resistance between the cathode material and the “LiPON”
solid electrolyte since this resistance is often claimed to be the major resistive contributor
to the overall cell kinetic. LTO thin film cells were supposed to serve as a reference mate-
rial since earlier work by Iriyama et al. [21,32,34] had already shown that the charge transfer
resistance of the material was quite low. The material was therefore ideal to compare to
the LNMO thin films that are expected to display a much higher charge transfer resistance.
After initial measurements though it became apparent that the impedance spectrum for
these all-solid-state cells was more complicated than typically observed for systems based
on liquid electrolytes and a thorough exploration and definition of the spectrum and the
processes involved was necessary. In order to adequately discuss the impedance character-
istic of the system, the final result, the electrochemical equivalent circuit representing the
cell processes, has to be given here initially to serve as a reference while the contributions
of the individual processes and the steps in determining those are laid out.

Theoretically every process that happens inside the cell contributes to the overall cell
impedance from typically major contributors like conduction through the solid electrolyte
to small contributions like contact resistance between metal contacts. The nature of the
final impedance spectrum depends on which of those processes are dominant (i.e. have the
biggest contribution to the impedance) and how much they dominate the other processes.
The contribution of a given process is both dependent on intrinsic process parameters (e.g.
how high the conductivity of a material is) and extrinsic parameters (e.g. how thick a
certain layer is). If extrinsic parameters are shifted enough, for example by using very thin
films of a material, processes that are dominant under typical conditions might become
less relevant and other processes might begin to influence the overall spectrum. An easy to
grasp example is the difference in behavior between solid and liquid electrolytes. In liquid
based systems the contribution of electrolyte conductance is often given as a preliminary
resistor in the impedance evaluation while in a solid state system the electrolyte is mostly
described as a semicircle due to its behavior similar to an RC or RQ element. There is
of course no difference in the nature of the conduction between the two electrolytes as
far as the equivalent circuit is concerned. The equivalent circuit representation of a liquid
electrolyte also has to be a RC or RQ element in theory but since the electrolyte resistance
is rather low and the capacitance of the idealized plate capacitor involved rather low too,
the characteristic frequency of the process is shifted deep into the high frequency range
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Figure 16: Equivalent circuit and typical impedance spectrum for a Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell de-
posited on a silicon substrate.

and therefore often impossible to measure with common equipment. What is visible in the
impedance spectrum is basically the DC resistance of the solid electrolyte. Approximating
this to a resistive behavior is fine for these systems, the problem arises when this kind of
“rule of thumb” is applied to systems that are not well explored. Judging the impedance
spectrum of a previously unexplored system both in materials employed as well as dimen-
sions chosen by simply comparing it to the impedance characteristic of a system varying
greatly in any of those parameters is not advised. In the case of the electrolyte conduction
this is fairly straight forward because the scenario described above is common knowledge
but every other process involved might become dominant in a new system and has to be
considered while formulating an equivalent circuit and either ruled out or verified by either
experimental results or logical consideration.

Fig. 16 depicts a typical impedance spectrum for a Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell deposited
onto a silicon substrate. Four distinct processes/semicircles can be identified indicated by
the grey areas. Note here that the semicircles shown only serve as a guide to the eye and
do not represent the actual fitted semicircles. The visible processes can be grouped by the
characteristic frequency at which they appear. There are two processes appearing at high
frequencies of 80 kHz and 4 kHz labeled as high frequency process 1 (HF1) and similarly
HF2, one process in a medium frequency range of about 50 Hz (MF) and one process in
the low frequency range (LF).
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As will be shown in the following chapter these processes represent:

HF1: The electronic conduction of the silicon wafer or in later samples not shown yet the
ionic conduction of the solid electrolyte after the influence of the silicon substrate
was eliminated.

HF2: The charge transfer resistance between the lithium anode and the “LiPON” solid
electrolyte or the transport through a degradation layer forming at this interface.

MF: An electronic charge transfer resistance between the substrate material (mostly sili-
con) and the LTO thin film.

LF: The mixed conductivity of the LTO thin film.

Notably absent is the charge transfer between the LTO thin film and the solid electrolyte.
As mentioned before it was already described by Iriyama et al. [21] that this resistances
is quite small so it does not appear in this experimental setup. It can still be measured
but this will be discussed in detail further below. Two of these processes are not often
observed in liquid systems namely the electronic charge transfer to the thin film and the
charge transfer between Li and the solid electrolyte which is often assumed to be minor.
In the following it will be described how these processes were identified and how they
impact the overall cell behavior.

11.1 The choice of substrate (HF1 and MF)

11.1.1 Substrate conduction and properties of the experimental setup

Since the impedance data was measured dependent on the state of charge (SOC) of the
cell some processes are easily identifiable to be dependent on the state of charge while
others appear not affected. Fig. 17 depicts the phase angle of the impedance measured
for a Li/“LiPON”/LTO thin film cell for different states of charge. This is similar to
a Bode plot depiction except the absolute value of the impedance has been omitted to
not clutter the graph. The four processes visible in the Nyquist plot fig. 16 are marked
and the arrows show the change in the data with decreasing state of charge since this
particular data set is extracted from a discharge cycle. The data clearly shows that pro-
cesses HF1 and HF2 are not affected by the state of charge of the cell indicating that
these processes are likely not involved with the LTO thin film electrode since significant
change of electrode properties with the state of charge are expected as outlined in section 6.

The fitted capacitances for process HF1 and HF2 are around 3 · 10−11 F to 10−10 F
and 2 · 10−8 F respectively and also do not show any major change during cycling. Judg-
ing the capacitance values of unknown processes can be quite difficult since knowledge of
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the relative permittivity is necessary to calculate the ideal capacitance of a plate capac-
itor. Typically though the permittivity of a material is dependent on the measurement
frequency and in this frequency range is mostly low due to slow dipole relaxation time in
solids. Especially the capacitance of process HF1 is interesting since it is relatively low
compared to the other processes observed. Considering that the relative permittivity can-
not become less than 1 the only way to further decrease the capacitance of the imagined
plate capacitor is by changing its geometry. Since the area for the system is ideally identi-
cal for all processes this means the length scale of the process i.e. the thickness of the layer
involved is the only factor capable of reducing the capacitance to these low values. This
is not entirely true since while the area of the active battery cell is governed by the size of
the Li anode the electronic conduction through the silicon is not necessarily limited by the
thin film setup on top simply because the electronic conductivity is relatively high and the
silicon is roughly 500 times thicker than the remaining cell components. By calculating
the expected capacitance of the different layers sufficiently low values of capacitance to
explain process HF1 can only be obtained when using the parameters of the silicon sub-
strate. Assuming the relative permittivity of silicon of 11.7 at ca. 1 MHz [99] the active
cell area of 0.2827 cm2 (ref. section 10) and the thickness of the silicon wafer (500 µm) the
resulting capacitance is in the 10−12 F range which is two order of magnitude below the
measured value. As mentioned though the area of the silicon is not necessarily limited by
the Li anode so assuming the full substrate area of 1 cm2 the capacitance calculated lies
in the 10−11 F range so still not exactly as measured. Assuming reasonable parameters
for the other layers involved it its not possible to reach this low value range by calculation
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Figure 17: Phase angle of the impedance measured in dependency of the state of charge for a
Li/“LiPON”/LTO thin film cell on a silicon substrate.
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Figure 18: Phase angle of the impedance measured for silicon substrates with different conduc-
tivities in an identical cell setup to the all-solid-state cells. A 6 mm diameter gold electrode was
used to contact the silicon surface.

for these layers either. Theoretical considerations for the capacitance are not enough to
fully explain this process since the geometry of the silicon conduction is not sufficiently
defined.
To verify if the silicon wafer is involved with process HF1 the layer was isolated in the
setup by depositing a 6 mm diameter gold electrode (same dimensions as the active are in
the all-solid-state cell) directly onto different silicon substrates and then measuring within
the same cell setup.

Fig. 18 depicts the phase angle of the impedance measured for these samples. Silicon
wafers with varying conductivities were chosen and the specific resistance as well as the
dopant element is given in the graphic. Two processes can be identified in these mea-
surements with one process appearing at very high frequencies similar to process HF1 in
the all-solid-state cell and another process appearing at slightly lower medium frequencies
that has no readily apparent equivalent in the battery system. Referring to tab. 3, the
first process scales in resistance according to the conductivity of the silicon wafers utilized
while the capacitance remains unchanged (considering the confidence in fitting this value).
The second process scales in both resistance and capacitance according to the change in
conductivity of the substrate. The behavior of the first process is in agreement with the
process being the conduction through the silicon substrate. Furthermore the capacitance
measured is about the same as the capacitance measured for the all-solid-state cell. The
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Table 3: Fitted values for resistance and capacitance for samples on silicon substrate depicted in
fig. 18.

Fitted parameters for the mid-frequency process

Wafer Type Resistance / Ohm Capacitance / F
0.006 As 131.2 2.7 ·10−7

0.01 P 2301.2 8.1 ·10−8

1-20 P 75537 2.1 ·10−9

Fitted parameters for the high-frequency process

Wafer Type Resistance / Ohm Capacitance / F
0.006 As 42.8 1.1 ·10−10

0.01 P 111.1 1.8 ·10−10

1-20 P 6714.1 2.3 ·10−10

resistance measured for this process is higher than expected considering the specific re-
sistances given for the silicon substrates. Fig. 19 explains this behavior. Depicted is the
same experimental setup as in fig. 18 but for two identical silicon substrates. One of
the substrates was fixed with silver paste to the steel cell to improve the contact between
silicon and the cell housing. The resistance of the high frequency process is visibly reduced
and the capacity measured now lies in the range of 10−11 F as would be expected through
calculation for the silicon conduction. This indicates that the contact between the silicon
and the measurement cell is poor under typical experimental conditions which is probably
related to the roughness of the unpolished side of the silicon substrate that is in contact
with the steel casing. The poor contact causes the area of the electronic conduction to
be ill defined as well as increasing the measured resistance of the setup explaining the in-
consistency of the values obtained by impedance spectroscopy to the values theoretically
expected. The poor contact was one of the major reasons pure silicon was no longer used
as substrate material in the later all-solid-state cells since even with the silver paste the
resistance is still not as expected.

The second process visible in the medium frequency range in fig. 18 and fig. 19 can
be attributed to the electronic charge transfer between silicon and the gold electrode or
more precisely the silicon and varying metal contact. The process has a capacitance or-
ders of magnitude higher than the high frequency process indicating that it is probably
a interface process. Both the resistance and the capacitance scale with the conductivity
of the silicon. For the charge transfer or contact resistance it is expected to occur across
the space charge layer forming in the semiconductor in contact with the metal when a
potential is applied or that exists purely based on the contact potential. The width of this
space charge layer is inversely proportional to the charge carrier density of the semicon-
ductor and therefore indirectly to the conductivity. In the data a decrease of capacitance
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Figure 19: Phase angle of the impedance measured for two silicon substrates contacted via gold
electrodes in the typical cell setup. One sample was fixed inside the cell with silver paste to
improve the contact between the steel cell and the silicon.

for the process with decreasing silicon conductivity is visible due to the space charge layer
becoming wider and therefore the length of the imagined plate capacitor becoming longer,
decreasing the capacitance.

In theory more than just the silicon gold contact could be relevant since the silicon is
also in direct contact with the steel cell and, in case of fig. 19, silver. Indeed the process
changes when silver paste is used which is not expected if the process was purely located at
the gold/silicon contact since this contact should remain unchanged. In reality this process
is probably a combination of the different contact phenomena with the gold/silicon contact
likely being the major contributor and the steel/silicon contact being less important since
the process is not directly visible for the all-solid-state cell where the steel/silicon contact
is still present. Note here that an influence of the steel/silicon contact on process HF2
was never completely ruled out in this thesis but results shown further below strongly
indicated the prevalence of the Li/“LiPON” contact in this frequency region. This uncer-
tainty though is another reason why silicon is not a suitable substrate for the impedance
analysis of all-solid-state cells.

11.1.2 Substrate contact behavior

Returning to the impedance data shown in fig. 17 process HF1 can now be identified as
the conduction through the silicon wafer. Suspecting the influence of the substrate on
process HF2 too the Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell was deposited onto a silicon wafer with higher
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conductivity. Fig. 20a depicts this cell. As suspected process HF1 has a significantly
reduced resistance due to the higher silicon conductivity so the phase signal at the high
frequency region is reduced. Process HF2 is difficult to discern since the neighboring HF1
process was reduced in size but is still present as a shoulder in the signal. In the fitting
data the process appears as before so the change in substrate seemingly has no or a very
minor influence on process HF2. Looking at the data though the process in the medium
frequency region now appears to be influenced by the substrate change. While the pro-
cess showed a strong dependence on the state of charge in fig. 17 it now shows a much
lower dependence on the SOC and also has a lowered resistance in general. Comparing
this with fig. 20b the process MF now has completely disappeared. Fig. 20b depicts the
impedance of a battery cell deposited onto the standard silicon wafer (20 Ω cm) but with
a Ti/Pt metal layer between the silicon and the battery. Process HF1 is increased for this
system again since the silicon has lower conductivity and process HF2 appears as before
unchanged by the variation in substrate. Since process MF clearly shows dependence on
the SOC as well as on the electronic properties of the substrate material it has to be
located at the LTO/substrate interface. The capacitance values for this process are in
the range of 10−8 F further indicating that this is an interface process. The electronic
charge transfer between the thin film and the substrate seems to be the most reasonable
explanation for this process.

As described in section 6 LTO undergoes a change in electronic conductivity during charge
and discharge but in its charged state (Li4Ti5O12) it is a semiconductor bordering on insu-
lating behavior. In contact silicon and LTO are therefore expected to form a heterojunction
with varying activation barriers depending on the degree of lithiation of LTO since the
Fermi energy in LTO changes. For the lithiated phase it is expected that the Ti 3d con-
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Figure 20: Phase angle of the impedance of a Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell measured on a silicon
substrate with specific resistance of 0.006 Ω cm (As doped) (a) and deposited onto standard
silicon with a Ti/Pt metal layer between the silicon substrate and the battery cell (b).
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Figure 21: Polarization measurements of the electronic contact behavior of a) gold deposited on
a pure Si wafer and b) gold deposited on a LTO thin film on top of a Si wafer. The process in
the medium frequency range only appears when positive potentials are applied.

duction band overlaps with the Fermi level and therefore the band gap disappears and
the material reaches very high electronic conductivities. Since the lithiation states at the
interface and therefore the electronic structure is not exactly known for most of the bat-
tery cycle it is difficult to formulate a band model of the contact. Wu et al. [71] described
similar problems in their work for the LTO contact with conductive carbon additives.

Fig. 21 depicts the phase angle of the impedance measured on Si/Au and Si/LTO/Au
samples at varying external potentials with the gold electrode being the reference elec-
trode at 0 V. For the Si/Au sample fig. 21a the process in the medium frequency range
only appears when positive potentials are applied and the local minimum shifts towards
higher frequencies while the area of the feature increases. If the process is attributed to
the band transfer between silicon and gold this would indicate an increase of the band
difference between Si and Au since the resistance of the process increases (larger area).
The shift towards higher frequencies can only be explained by a decrease of capacitance
which would result from a widening of the space charge layer. The fact that the process
only appears in one direction of net electron transport strongly indicates that this process
is a band transfer process.

For the Si/LTO/Au sample fig. 21b a similar result is obtained with the medium fre-
quency process only being visible at positive potentials but the resistance of the process
is much higher leading to an increased area for the visible feature in the phase angle plot.
The frequency shift of this sample is not as readily explained as for fig. 21a since the
resistance decreases and therefore might cause the high frequency shift. Fitting of the
data is inconclusive due to the quality of the data (difficulty in measuring high impedance
samples) but it indicates that no significant capacitance changes occur. Overall the pro-
cess occurs at slightly lower frequencies than the Si/Au contact and therefore matches
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the observed MF process for the full cells much more closely. The system in this case is
more complicated since now both the Si/LTO and the LTO/Au contact have to be consid-
ered. Considering the equilibrium work functions of the materials involved (about 4.8 eV
for Si [100], 5.3 eV for Au [100] and around 6 eV for LTO (derived from density of states
plots [67,70,101]) silicon and gold can be considered rather similar when compared to LTO
for this simple argument (in respect to the phenomenological effect of both work functions
being lower than the work function of LTO and therefore the band distortion occurring
in similar ways). Since the charge carrier density in the conduction band of LTO is very
low due to the high band gap (approx. 3.8 eV [67,70,101]) it is assumed that a majority of
the band distortion occurs in the LTO. In this case the energy diagram is similar on both
contacts under equilibrium conditions for the Si/LTO/Au contact due to the similar work
functions of Si and Au in relation to LTO. It is not readily apparent why the medium
frequency process is only visible at positive polarization since upon reversal of the polar-
ization in theory band transfer limitations of one contact should be mirrored by the other
contact in this configuration. The limiting contact at positive polarization should be the
Au/LTO contact while at negative polarization the Si/LTO contact should be limiting. In
reality though as mentioned before the applied potentials at the interfaces are unknown
and therefore the position of the individual bands at the interface is unknown so it is not
possible to determine from this measurement if the observed process is the Si/LTO or the
LTO/gold contact. Furthermore the Si surface might be covered by a thin oxide layer
changing the work function properties at the interface further. In full cell application a
applied potential difference between LTO and silicon does not necessarily exist since the
cell potential difference exists between lithium and LTO and is not artificially applied at
the electrodes. Silicon can be assumed to be at the same external potential as the LTO
electrode and only the equilibrium band difference is important. Since the impedance mea-
surement probes both negative and positive current flow directions due to the sinusoidal
excitation signal a barrier existing only in one direction will still be visible in the data.
Unfortunately the potential dependence of the contact in a full cell cannot be measured
in both polarization directions because if the cell is polarized to 0 V or even negative
potentials lithium is deposited on the cathode side leading to fast dendrite growth and
short circuiting of the cell. The potential dependence is therefore limited to the window
given by the charge/discharge chemistry and simultaneously masked in that region by the
property changes of LTO.

11.1.3 Beyond silicon substrates

The points mentioned above serve to illustrate why a detailed description of the electron
transfer is difficult and cannot conclusively be given in this thesis. Since all of the ob-
served band transfer phenomena appeared around the same frequency range and a clear
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Figure 22: Nyquist plots of two identical LTO all-solid-solid-state cells on different substrates and
with different contact setups. A large reduction of overall resistance is achieved by eliminating
the poor Si mechanical contact and the MF process is eliminated due to the avoidance of the
Si/LTO electronic contact.

connection between both SOC and electronic properties of the substrate could be mea-
sured the conclusion that this process is indeed the electron transfer substrate/LTO was
drawn despite the details of the process remaining undefined. The process is inversely
proportional to the electronic conductivity of the silicon substrate or more precisely to the
charge carrier concentration yet even in the highest doped substrates the process could
not be eliminated. Substituting a metallic contact layer (Ti/Pt) can reduce this resistance
and in theory an ohmic contact is expected between Si and Ti due to the work function of
Ti (ca. 4.3 eV [100]) being smaller than of silicon (ca 4.8 eV [100]). Note that this is not the
case for platinum (approx. 5.6 eV [100]) and is another reason beside the alloying behavior
it should not be used directly on silicon. Due to the many processing steps involved in
producing a full thin film cell the ideally expected contact behavior of Si and Ti is not
guaranteed. Considering the other problems silicon as a substrate and current collector
already showed it was discontinued as a substrate for further cells. The substrate was
changed to nonconducting sapphire and YSZ in order to retain the smooth surface offered
by single crystal substrates.
Fig. 22 depicts the change in overall impedance achieved when not utilizing silicon as
substrate material. The resistance of every cell process is reduced due to a better mechan-
ical contact between the Pt thin film layer and the metallic cell tab (“front contact”) as
opposed to the Si wafer and the steel cell housing (“back contact”) that essentially reduces
the geometrical cell area. Furthermore the MF process is eliminated from the impedance
by the direct contact of Pt and LTO and only the LF process remains. The high fre-
quency region remains seemingly unchanged which is surprising considering the process
HF1 was attributed to the silicon conduction before but silicon is no longer present. As
mentioned in the initial process overview the lithium conduction through the solid elec-
trolyte appears in the same region as the silicon conduction. This is readily apparent
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when fitting the impedance data. The formerly very low capacitance of process HF1 (due
to silicon being rather thick) is now increased about two orders of magnitude to the order
of 10−9 F to 10−8 F which matches the geometrical conditions of the solid electrolyte
with a thickness of 1 µm to 1.5 µm and an assumed relative permittivity of 20 to 30. [102]

The resistances measured for this process across all samples studied varied between ca.
150 Ω cm and 500 Ω cm which translates to a lithium ion conductivity of 3 · 10−7 S/cm
to 1 · 10−6 S/cm which is the typical range expected for the electrolyte according to the
literature. [3,44,103–108] Process HF2 remains largely unchanged except for the already men-
tioned reduction in overall resistance it shares with the other processes indicating that the
process is not related to the substrate. The discussion of process HF2 will be given after
the remaining processes are discussed since its definition is largely based on the exclusion
of other possibilities.

11.2 The LTO thin film and its phase transition (LF)

The process in the low frequency region is influenced by the SOC and is the most dominant
out of all visible processes indicating a connection to the changing cathode. Two processes
are likely to be strongly dependent on the cathode properties, the charge transfer at the
LTO/“LiPON” interface and the Li ion conduction through the LTO thin film. Fig. 23
depicts the fitted resistance values of process LF plotted versus the cell potential which
indirectly represents the state of charge for LTO films with different film thicknesses. It
is apparent that the overall resistance of the process scales with the thickness of the LTO
film and therefore the process does not represent the charge transfer at the interface since
that process is not expected to be dependent on the film thickness.

The apparent conductivities derived from these values in combination with the film ge-
ometry are in the order of 10−12 S/cm for the fully discharge material (1.0 V) to ca 10−10

S/cm for the fully charged phase (2.0 V). The change of the apparent conductivity is
similar to the change expected in the diffusion coefficient for the phase transformation be-
tween Li4Ti5O12 and Li7Ti5O12 with the spinel phase Li4Ti5O12 (charged phase) having
a higher diffusion coefficient and the rock salt phase Li7Ti5O12 (discharged phase) having
a lower diffusion coefficient. This behavior also matches the data depicted since the ap-
parent conductivity is lower in the discharged phase indicating that the ionic conduction
is the main limiting factor to the apparent conductivity. The electronic conductivity for
the discharged phase is expected to be orders of magnitude higher than the results shown
here so for the Li7Ti5O12 the ionic conduction is expected to be rate limiting.

For the Li4Ti5O12 phase though in the fully charged state it is not clear if the limita-
tions arise from the ionic conduction alone or if the electronic conduction influences the
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apparent conductivity in this SOC region. For the 700 nm and 100 nm sample a dip in
conductivity can be observed towards the upper potential limit of 2.0 V which might arise
from the electronic conductivity of the spinel phase (expected to be 10−11 S/cm) becom-
ing dominant in this region. For the 1400 nm film this effect is not observed which can
possibly be explained by the lower utilization of the thin film which is an often observed
phenomenon with thicker “thin” film electrodes. The residual Li7Ti5O12 phase inside the
thin film might act as a electronic conduction agent similar to carbon in conventional bat-
tery electrodes and prevent the low electronic conductivity of the spinel phase to become
relevant until all remaining phase domains have been transformed.

Figure 23: a) Resistance of process LF plotted versus the cell potential (SOC) for LTO thin films
with different film thicknesses as well as b) the derived apparent conductivity for the thin films.
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Figure 24: Capacitances for the LF process for LTO thin films with different film thicknesses.

11.2.1 Evaluation of a core shell transition mechanism

Since the resistive behavior of the thin film seems to arise solely from the properties of
the two phases involved more detailed conclusions about the phase transformation can be
drawn by analyzing the data. If a model similar to the often used core shell model for
liquid electrolyte systems is to be applied to a two dimensional layer system the phase
transition would be expected to proceed via a phase boundary that forms either on the
electrolyte or the substrate interface and then proceeds to move through the thin film. In
this model the resistance of the process is expected to scale linear with the thickness of
the limiting phase layer i.e. the spinel phase in case the electronic conduction is limiting
or the rock salt phase if the ionic conduction is limiting. It is also possible that at a
certain SOC the limiting process switches since the non limiting layer becomes so thick
that its resistance becomes dominant. The ionic conductivity of the rock salt phase is not
known directly but if it is reduced like the diffusion coefficient by two order of magnitude
when compared with the spinel phase it would be in the order of 10−11 S/cm to 10−9

S/cm. With both limiting conductivity values being rather similar, the individual layer
thicknesses might indeed be relevant for the dominant conduction. There are multiple
details though that challenge the validity of applying this model to the system.

Fig. 24 depicts the fitted capacitance values of the LF process for LTO thin films with
different film thicknesses plotted against the cell potential. Some inconsistencies are ap-
parent when considering the 3 logical cases for a growing layer mechanism a) the ionic
conduction is limiting, b) the electronic conduction is limiting and c) the dominant con-
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duction changes during layer growth.
In case a) the capacitance of the LF process would be at its maximum while the ionic
transport limiting layer is thinnest i.e. near the fully charged state or close to 2.0 V.
This seems to be the case for the 700 nm and 100 nm film but the capacitance would
also be expected to change linear with the state of charge increasing the further the cell
approaches the fully charged state. This is not the case since the capacitance only rapidly
increases towards the end of the charge cycle while it remains mostly stable or even de-
creases in earlier parts of the cycle. Note here that a majority of the SOC change occurs
around 1.55 V and the data points depicted above approx. 1.6 V and below 1.5 V already
represent SOC values of above approx. 90 % and below approx. 10 % respectively. Fur-
thermore, since both charge and discharge cycle are depicted in fig. 24 the data points
directly adjacent to the inserted arrows represent the start of the charge cycle and the
start of the discharge cycle and therefore have drastically different electrode compositions
from very lithium rich (start charge cycle) to very lithium deprived (start of the discharge
cycle). The capacitance difference of the ionic limiting layer should therefore be highest at
these two points yet the values are almost identical. The same argument applies when the
electronic conduction is limiting but is of course mirrored. The Li4Ti5O12 phase should
be limiting therefore capacitance should be highest at 1.0 V and increasing during the
discharge cycle (which is the case in the data) but again start of charge and discharge
cycle should be the points of biggest difference.

In case of a change in dominant conduction it would be expected that the capacitance
increases initially (since the limiting layer shrinks) and then starts to decrease again (when
the new dominant layer continues to grow) which is observed in none of the samples. None
of these cases reflect the measured data satisfactory and the model seems to be inconsis-
tent with the data. Note here though that the change in capacitance is not only related
to the expected change in geometry but also to change in material properties. Since the
capacitance of a plate capacitor is directly proportional to the relative permittivity it is
an important value to take into consideration. For the spinel phase the relative permit-
tivity is expected to be rather high in the given frequency range according to Ganesan
et al. [109,110] (in the range of 106) which also explains the relatively high capacitance the
LTO layer exhibits. In theory the capacitance derived from the given parameters would
be expected to be even higher yet since the material probably does not exist in pure spinel
form after the cell has been assembled and instead in varying degrees of lithiation in the
Li4+xTi5O12 composition the value derived from the data is closer to 104 - 105 which is
still quite considerable. The change in measured capacitance might simply arise from a
change in permittivity when the electrode is transformed during cycling. No permittivity
values for the Li7Ti5O12 phase are reported in the literature so it is unclear how much the
permittivity is expected to change. Even if the permittivity values were drastically differ-
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ent from one another the beginning of the charge and the beginning of the discharge cycle
would still be expected to reflect this difference yet, as mentioned before, the capacitance
is nearly identical.

Another detail questioning the growing layer mechanism is the electronic charge transfer
process MF discussed in the previous section. This process is located at the LTO/substrate
interface and is dependent on the material properties of LTO at this interface. If a grow-
ing layer mechanism was applied to the thin film the charge transfer resistance at the
interface would be expected to change fast and drastically as soon as the contacting LTO
phase changes so either at the start or at the end of the cycle depending on where (ge-
ometrically) the initial phase transformation in this model begins (determined by which
conduction process is limiting). As can be seen though in both fig. 17 as well as fig. 20 the
charge transfer resistance changes gradually across the cycle indicating that the interface
contact changes across the entire cycle duration and not at a specifically determined point.

As described in section 6 the phase separation between the spinel and rock salt phase
is thermodynamically unstable above 80 K but is typically induced kinetically during cell
cycling causing the flat voltage plateau. Between 80 K and 300 K a solid solution with
some nano domains between 1 nm and 800 nm are expected under reversible conditions.
Since the cells in this thesis were typically cycled with currents of ca. 1/10 C to 1 C
the rates might not have been high enough to kinetically stabilize the phase separation
fully. Furthermore, the impedance measurements were taken during the cycle under po-
tentiostatic conditions i.e. the current flow was not controlled and the film or parts of
the film might have relaxed to the solid solution equilibrium state. Under the assump-
tion that the phase transformation proceeds with a solid solution mechanism the data
shown above seems more reasonable. The properties of the interface would be expected
to change gradually as the phase composition of the solid solution shifts and with it the
conduction properties of the material. A problem when discussing the data is that parts
of the battery cycle are dominated by non ideal polarization phenomena towards the end
of the respective cycle.

11.2.2 Solid solution transition

Until now the points of radically different electrode composition were always described as
being at the start of the charge and discharge cycle but of course at the end of the respec-
tive cycles the composition difference is also maximized but mirrored. The two states are
not easily comparable due to the way in which the experiment was carried out. To ensure
that the first measurement point in a given cycle did represent the active state during cy-
cling as close as possible some amount of charge has to be inserted in order to not measure
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the equilibrium state of a charged or discharged cell. Therefore the active cell state “at the
start of the cycle” cannot be measured, only the state shortly after the start of the cell. For
the end of the cycle polarization phenomena start to occur that cause the rapid increase
in cell voltage. This is caused by parts of the cell being already fully transformed and
the remaining current density being applied to a lower amount of active material causing
higher overvoltages until the cell is fully transformed and capacitive behavior sets in. The
latter case is further from the actual conditions of the majority of the cell cycle because the
cell potential is further from equilibrium and current densities applied to the remaining
active material are higher. In the data it is indicated that upon beginning of the charge
and discharge cycle the solid solution is formed rapidly since vastly different compositions
display similar properties. The solid solution then shows only minor property change with
the SOC across a majority of charge insertion up to about approx. 90 % SOC. After
that point properties begin to change rapidly, probably because the solid solution begins
to collapse. Individual parts of the film are already fully transformed and exist in their
respective phases. The parts that are yet to be transformed are cycled with higher current
densities and therefore the kinetic formation of phase domains or the phase separation
itself is promoted. The distribution of these regions is random across the film and not
limited by a layer growth mechanism so not only the interfaces are affected. Considering
the columnary structure of the electrode it is possible that individual crystals that span
across the entire thin film are fully transformed at this point while others remain only
partially transformed.

This is more likely for the thinner films and as can be seen in the capacitance plot they
show an increase in capacitance towards the end of the charge cycle corresponding to the
phase formation of the spinel phase with high permittivity. The thicker 1400 nm film is
probably less utilized and therefore the percentage of material still in the solid solution
phase transition is increased. The overvolage for this cell is higher due to the increased
film resistance so equivalent cell potentials do not correspond to equivalent states of charge
when compared to the other films. Either due to the lesser degree of phase transformation
or the increased film thickness and therefore reduced influence of phase separated nano
domains the behavior of the thicker film is more stable.

Another example of this behavior is depicted in fig. 25. Shown is the resistance of the LF
process during cycling plotted against the cell voltage for multiple samples deposited with
the same deposition parameters. All samples were deposited with 10000 pulses (except
for sample 198 which features only 1000 pulses as a comparison) but between sample 185
and 187 a new target pellet was utilized. The old target pellet had at this point degraded
and due to heavy surface damage introduced in the last few samples prepared on that
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Figure 25: Resistance of the LF process for multiple different film thicknesses resulting from
aging of the target pellet.

target the ablation rate started to steadily decline leading to a variation of film thickness.
This is also apparent in the decrease in overall resistance measured which was also used
to estimate the film thicknesses of these films since they were not measured individually
due to samples prepared at the start and end of a target cycle life typically not being used
for cell characterization.

As can be seen the resistive behavior around the equilibrium potential changes when
the film thickness reaches a threshold of about 700 nm to 800 nm. For these films the
resistance change is compressed into a smaller potential window due to the charge and
discharge plateaus suddenly becoming rather flat i.e the measurement points are more
condensed around the equilibrium potential. The corresponding region is therefore de-
picted in more detail in the inset for three selected film thicknesses. This is an indication
of two phase behavior since the difference in resistance outside of the narrow range near
the equilibrium potential is not too different to the slightly thicker films (accounting for
the difference in geometry) so the sudden change around equilibrium potential indicates a
change in transport. Reiterating though that for the thinner films the behavior at the sub-
strate interface does not change this result is probably caused by the thin film dimension
approaching the size region of the nano domains of phase separation. The film thickness
of about 700 nm - 800 nm matches the estimate given by Wagemaker et al. [13].

In summary the conditions for cycling the LTO all-solid-state batteries in this thesis
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seem to be close to a switching point of mainly solid solution and nano phase domain
controlled behavior. The model of a growing layer mechanism is inconsistent with the
gradual change of the interface so if two phase separation occurs it is not in the form of
two dimensional layers moving through the electrode. For intermediate potentials during
cycling the cell probably exists in a state of solid solution majorly since heavily different
compositions exhibit very similar resistive and capacitive properties. Individual phase do-
mains distributed randomly across the film continue to grow though and start to influence
cell behavior stronger the further the cut off potentials are approached since they become
dominant across the film. This behavior is emphasized when the films are reduced in
thickness since the domains are possibly stretched across the entire film thickness in this
case. Conditions at the start of a cycle are not the same as at the end of the previous
cycle i.e a near fully discharged cell at the start of the charge behaves different than a
fully discharged cell near the end of the discharge. This indicates that the solid solution
is formed rapidly once the phase transformation kinetic sets in and only dissolves once
large enough parts of the material are no longer kinetically active and allowed to relax. In
order to fully describe these phenomena though in-situ synchrotron measurement of LTO
all-solid-state cells with varying film thicknesses would be necessary since the difference in
the diffraction pattern between the spinel and rock salt phase is very minor and not vis-
ible with conventional XRD setups. [12,98] Neutron scattering to observe lithium positions
would be difficult to carry out in-situ especially since the layer of interest is encased in
other solids (substrate and electrolyte).

11.3 The Li/LiPON interface (HF2)

So far the discussion of process HF2 was avoided in order to first explain the reasoning
behind attributing the other observed features to different cell processes. The process HF2
itself is difficult to characterize since in all variations of cells measured process HF2 was
always constant and never changed with SOC, polarization, contact materials or other
changes to the system.

Fig. 26 provides an overview over the range of capacitance observed for the different
cell processes. As mentioned before the solid electrolyte has a relatively low capacitance
due to the high film thickness in combination with the low to medium permittivity. The
relative permittivity of “LiPON” is reported by Le van Jodin et al. [102] to be around
20 - 30 at 104 Hz which fits with the observed values for the capacitance considering the
film geometry. The electrode film, despite having comparable film thicknesses (within an
order of magnitude), has a much higher capacitance due to its higher permittivity (in the
respective frequency range). The permittivity is about 4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher
which matches the capacitance difference which is also 4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher.
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The remaining process ascribed to the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer has a somewhat higher
capacitance than the “LiPON” thin film, considering the degradation layer is stable and
its growth self limiting the thickness is estimated to be in the 10 nm range.

The growth of this layer has been shown by Schwöbel et al. [28] as well as Wenzel et
al. [111,112] for sulfur based electrolytes. Judging the permittivity of this layer is difficult.
Under the assumption that the permittivity is comparable to the solid electrolyte the cal-
culated capacitance values are already within the same order of magnitude as the observed
values (about 7 · 10−7 F). To achieve values closer to the observed results, assuming the
geometry is fixed, the permittivity of the formed layer would have to be in the range of
4 to 6. To explain this one has to consider the composition of this layer. Schwöbel et al.
demonstrated that upon contact with Li the “LiPON” solid electrolyte decomposes into
mainly Li2O, Li3N and Li3P. While the exact permittivity of the material composite is not
known the individual components exhibit a somewhat lower dielectric constant as reported
for “LiPON”. In particular the main component of the degradation layer, Li2O exhibits a
dielectric constant in the range of 2 to 4 [113] which is close to the estimated value given
for the interphase derived from the observed data. Since the interphase is not grown in a
controlled manner exact values for the capacitance also might vary slightly from sample to
sample depending on exact film thickness and geometry leading to different values for the
dielectric constant. Considering these uncertainties discussing a deviation of a factor of
about 2 to 3 in the observed dielectric constant versus the expected one from the literature
values is not reasonable.
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Figure 26: Capacitances for the different cell processes for a Li/“LiPON”/LTO/Pt cell in a
“front contact” assembly. Visible are the solid electrolyte capacitance (CSE), Li/“LiPON” charge
transfer capacitance (CLi/“LiPON”) and thin film capacitance (CTF).
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The resistance of this process is about the same as the remaining 1 µm to 2 µm of “LiPON”.
Assuming again a thickness of the degradation layer of about 10 nm this indicates a re-
duction of conductivity of about 2 orders of magnitude to the range of 10−8 S/cm to 10−9

S/cm. While the ionic conductivity of Li3N [114–117] and Li3P [118] are expected to be even
higher than the conductivity of “LiPON”, the majority component of the layer, Li2O, has
very low ionic conductivity at room temperature (in the range of 10−10 S/cm to 10−11

S/cm extrapolated from Biefeld et al. [119]). The presence of Li2O can explain the very low
conductivity of the interphase under the assumption that it forms the limiting component
for ionic transport.

Li3PO4-xNx + (8− 5 x) Li −−→ (4-x) Li2O + x Li3N + Li3P (3)

Equation 3 shows a possible summary degradation reaction for the solid electrolyte. As is
apparent from the stoichiometry Li2O is formed in relatively high excess since the amount
of nitrogen in the material is typically low (x about 0.5 to 1.0). If a composite material is
formed it is therefore unlikely that ionic transport can proceed in the Li3P or Li3N mate-
rial without at least partial transport through the Li2O phase. In the actual cell reaction
that takes place it is probably necessary to distinguish between reaction of triple and
double coordinated nitrogen structures in the “LiPON” phase. Schwöbel et al. described
two different cell reactions for that case [28] but the authors also mention that these are
only two of many possible partial reactions so instead here a summary reaction into the
degraded materials is given.
In general the driving force for these reactions is thermodynamic since the Gibbs enthalpy
of reaction is typically negative for these components. The degradation of the material in
contact with lithium is therefore not a phenomenon of the electrochemical activity of the
cell and is expected to always occur independent of other utilized cell components, espe-
cially the cathode. Schwöbel et al. also suggested that the interphase formation is likely
self limiting which can be explained with the very low ionic and electronic conductivity
values of the interphase that only allow for a rather thin interphase to form. This might
be different if significant electronic conductivity was introduced into the solid electrolyte.
As mentioned when discussing the electrochemical performance of early battery cells the
“LiPON” initially deposited with our machine had significant iron impurities due to the
sputtering setup and exhibited a significant electronic conductivity leading to the cells
short circuiting. TOF SIMS depth profiles depicted in fig. 27 show the difference be-
tween two identical Li/“LiPON”/Glass samples where one sample was measured as fast as
possible after lithium deposition (about one hour) and the other was aged after lithium de-
position for a day before measurement (in glovebox atmosphere). In the non aged sample
a distinct lithium layer is visible at the beginning of the depth profile although the signal
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Figure 27: TOF SIMS depth profiles of two samples of LiPON with a Li layer on top, one sample
was measured fresh after Li deposition (vapor deposition), one sample was aged for 24 hours
after deposition and then measured. (Bi+ 25 kV analysis beam (1 pA), Cs+ 1 kV sputter beam
(130 nA), negative mode, m/∆m = 6000 for m = 55.84 (iron), 50µm · 50 µm analysis field)

intensity is not stable in this region which might occur due to the on setting degradation
reaction and the therefore introduced changes in the sputtering matrix. After aging this
lithium layer is barely visible and seems to have been almost completely absorbed into the
“LiPON” layer. This can also be visually verified in that the opaque lithium film on top
of the translucent “LiPON” was no longer visible after that time and the sample appeared
translucent again much like just the “LiPON” layer would.
The amount of lithium deposited (about 1 µm Li on top of 1 µm “LiPON”) was more than
the amount needed to form the self limiting degradation layer of about 10 nm thickness.
Correlating the sputter time directly with the film thickness is difficult due to the changes
in the sputtering matrix. The lithium film for example appears thinner in the figure only
because the sputtering rate in the material is higher than in “LiPON”. In the aged sample
the “LiPON” film thickness appears roughly like the Li layer and the “LiPON” layer com-
bined in the fresh sample but again this can only be interpreted as a tendency and not
directly. Measuring the depth of the sputter crater was not possible since at the time there
was no way to measure surface profiles under glovebox or vacuum conditions and the sam-
ple surface degraded under normal atmosphere. The information obtained from surface
profiling therefore was not reliable. Distinguishing between components of the degradation
layer and the “LiPON” film is difficult because similar ionic sputter species are expected to
form. Differences might arise from the different sputter yields in the different phases due
to matrix effects but none are clearly visible in the measurement which indicates that those
either do not exist or that the lithium is distributed uniformly throughout the “LiPON”
film. Since high electronic conductivity of the electrolyte is not tolerable in battery cells
anyway the data just serves to indicate how readily the degradation between the two ma-
terials occurs if left unhindered leading to the full reaction of 1 µm lithium in only 24 hours.
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Figure 28: Nyquist plot of an example Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell from this thesis and data for the
Li/“LiPON”/LiCoO2 system from the literature. The data was extracted from Larfaillou et al. [26]
and corrected by the cell geometry.

With the degradation of the “LiPON” occurring independent of the remaining cell setup
and the resistance of the degradation layer being significantly higher than of the “LiPON”
phase itself it is expected that a significant impedance contribution of this interphase
should occur in all cells having the materials in direct contact. For very thin electrolyte
films it is expected that their impedance response is completely dominated by the inter-
phase layer while for thicker films the effect is lessened. Typically though “LiPON” is used
in thin film cells with a film thickness of less than 10 µm so if the degradation layer is not
present in the impedance data it has to be explained by another process dominating at
this frequency region. This is important to note since for quite a long time “LiPON” was
expected to be stable in direct contact with lithium so some of the results obtained in the
literature might have to be reevaluated. The process might be masked by geometry effects
in some examples but might have been misinterpreted in other works. A recent work
by Larfaillou et al. [26] provides similar insight as this thesis for the Li/“LiPON”/LiCoO2

system and the authors arrive mostly at the same conclusions. Fig. 28 depicts a typical
LTO cell from this thesis (“front contact” on Al2O3/Pt ) and data from Larfaillou et al.
for the Li/“LiPON”/LiCoO2 system. The data from Larfailou et al. has been extracted
from the work and modified by the cell area to make the data more comparable.
The two semicircles in the high frequency area are comparable because they both arise
from the “LiPON” conduction (1st) and Li/“LiPON” charge transfer (2nd) as is also noted
by Larfaillou et al.. It is apparent that the resistance ratio of the two processes varies in
the two systems. While in this thesis the two processes have roughly the same resistance,
in the work of Larfaillou et al. the ratio is roughly 5 to 1 with the “LiPON” conduction
having a higher resistance. This can be explained by the differences in cell setup. While
the electrolyte layer in this thesis was about 1.5 µm in thickness in the work from Larfail-
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lou et al. the thickness was about 2 µm to 4 µm. Due to the thicker electrolyte films the
conduction through the layer has a higher resistance and therefore becomes more dom-
inant while for the interphase layer no dependence on electrolyte thickness is expected.
The overall lower resistance of both processes in the work of Larfaillou can be explained
by a higher overall conductivity for the solid electrolyte used in their work and the fact
that the cell geometry is not exactly determined in both systems (as mentioned previously).

The comparison of both works indicates that the data is consistent with the expecta-
tions arising from the model proposed in this thesis and by Larfaillou et al. which are
identical for the high frequency range and only vary when discussing effects of the cathode.
Also following the trends observed here it is estimated that the “LiPON” electrolyte con-
duction begins to dominate the high frequency range in such a way that the Li/“LiPON”
charge transfer is obscured not before the electrolyte thickness approaches approx. 10 µm
at which point “LiPON” as a “thin” film electrolyte is typically no longer useful. It is also
important to note that even if the “LiPON” conduction is “dominant” this only means the
charge transfer process is no longer easily visible in the data. It is of course still present
underneath the conduction process and has to be considered while fitting the data unless
an error is to be introduced. Considering these results it might be necessary to reevaluate
data previously published in the field and to critically examine if certain processes might
have been wrongfully attributed. It also indicates that the interphase layer that forms
between Li and “LiPON” is not as sometimes proposed a better conducting phase than
the electrolyte itself but significantly worse. This might depend on the electrolyte com-
position though and the properties of the interphase might change if for example more
nitrogen is present in the electrolyte and therefore more high conducting Li3N is formed
in the interphase. Variation of the electrolyte composition or properties was not in the
scope of this thesis and is part of the work done by Matthias Geiß. In the future especially
for very thin cells it might be necessary to consider the composition of the interphase first
and the electrolyte properties second when designing the electrolyte.

11.4 Energies of activation for the various processes

11.4.1 Exclusion of additional temperature effects

After the processes were successfully identified the activation energy for the individual
processes was measured to obtain further insight into the limitations of the individual
transport and to judge the transport mechanism for some of the processes involved. In
order to first determine that the activation energies measured are not connected to the
method employed while measuring, some preliminary experiments had to be carried out.
First any influence of the temperature on the measured cell (besides the Arrhenius behav-
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ior) had to be ruled out in the given temperature range. Possible side reactions include
degradation of the electrolyte or the formed interphase films as well as possible annealing
effects on the interfaces leading to a change in contact geometry. To rule out these effects
the impedance of the cells was measured during the ascension of the temperature profile
as well as during the following descension back to room temperature. The individual resis-
tance values for each process (semicircle) was extracted from the fitting of the impedance
data and converted to an Arrhenius plot to obtain the activation energies for the different
processes. Fig. 29 depicts the described measurement for a typical Li/“LiPON”/LTO
cell. The data points for the ascending and descending measurement are very close to
each other for each individual cell process. The only data point of significant difference
is at 30 °C for the thin film conduction (RTf). Since the difference is rather small and
it is the only data point showing any remarkable difference this has been attributed to
an outlier value in either the measurement itself or the fitting process of the impedance
that lead to the resistance values obtained. Due to the complexity of the impedance data
individual spectra can show slightly differing values depending on how the fitting algo-
rithm approaches the data in the specific case. The influence of the outlier data point
on the fitted activation energy is in any case quite minor and likely overshadowed by the
statistical error obtained over multiple measurements.
The data confirms that no irreversible change occurs during the temperature treatment of
the cell and that the holding steps during the temperature treatment are long enough to
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Figure 29: Arrhenius plot of the individual processes observed in the Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell for
the ascending and descending part of the temperature profile. (Error bars derived from the fitting
error of the impedance data have been omitted to reduce image clutter. Refer to fig. 32 for an
example of the error magnitude)
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Figure 30: Nyquist plots of a Li/“LiPON/LTO cell during the charge and discharge cycle.

fully equilibrate the cell. The temperature range and processing is therefore suitable for
the measurement of the system.

11.4.2 Achieving a fixed state of charge for the measurement

Since the impedance spectra of the cells are very dependent on the state of charge as
shown previously the state of charge at which the activation energy is measured is impor-
tant in order to draw conclusions about the cell behavior. Three main states are in theory
interesting for the analysis, the fully charged, fully discharged, or any other defined equi-
librium state in between with the 50% charged state being the most straightforward. The
fully charged and discharged state are somewhat problematic because in the low frequency
process the lithium conduction through the thin film transforms into a blocking/diffusion
limited behavior near the end of the charge/discharge cycle. Fig. 30 depicts this behav-
ior. While the cell can easily be modeled with a 3 process equivalent circuit during the
majority of the cycle the behavior change at the respective cycle endpoints is too drastic
for the model to still be applicable. The material at this point is nearly fully drained and
the electrode behavior changes from lithium transport to a mix between lithium blocking
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and semi infinite diffusion behavior depending on charge or discharge cycle. The exact
nature of the behavior is difficult to describe because the state of the cell at this point
is not clearly defined. Regions of the completed phase transition probably coexist with
small parts of the electrode that have not been active in the cell cycle and show some
diffusion behavior while other parts are completely filled with or devoid of active lithium
an therefore act blocking. The data can of course still be analyzed by fitting but by chang-
ing the corresponding equivalent element the values obtained are not comparable to data
previously measured in the cycle both chemically and mathematically.

Also visible in the figure is the effect the high state of charge has on the medium fre-
quency. With the behavior change in the low frequency region there is also a slight
increase in resistance in the medium frequency region. This is a residual effect of the still
not completely optimal charge transfer between the platinum film and the LTO electrode.
While overall the charge transfer process was mostly eliminated by the use of platinum,
for some individual samples at the very end of the charge cycle the process was still visible.
This is attribute to the nearly complete phase transformation to the Li4Ti5O12 high band
gap material that seems to still cause problems under certain contact conditions. Why the
process only appears for selected samples is still unclear and is probably related to minor
changes in the forming contact due to slight variations in cell processing or deposition
parameters. The increasing polarization of the interface due to the potential increase in
this SOC region might also attribute to the higher resistance. This illustrates that the
electronic contact of electrode materials is not necessarily negligible even if metal current
collectors are applied. In the discharge cycle the process is not present even at the end of
the cycle because the pure Li4Ti5O12 is never fully formed at the interface as described
earlier.

Another problem when trying to measure the system in a fully charged and discharged
state is of a more fundamental nature since during the impedance measurement current
flow is not limited. Due to the difference in charging and discharging material properties
of this cell the net charge transport during the impedance measurement is not necessarily
symmetrical. Due to the frequency range measured the time required for the impedance
measurement was multiple minutes. Since the impedance response at the end states of
charge and discharge is already very sensitive to the SOC it is possible that the changes
in the SOC induced by the impedance measurement change the cell behavior.

Considering all these points measuring the cell impedance in the fully charged and dis-
charge state is not feasible for the determination of the activation energies of the different
cell processes (except for the conduction through the solid electrolyte for which the state of
charge is irrelevant). The activation energies of the system therefore have to be determined
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Figure 31: Comparison of activation energy measurements performed with different methods
of cell equilibration. Polarized measurements describe an initial cell charge/discharge to the
equilibrium potential while const. voltage describes the application of this potential as external
voltage across the entire measurement.

at the equilibrium state near 1.55 V. To equilibrate the cell to this state two experimental
setups are feasible, one involves the charging/discharging of the cell to 1.55 V and subse-
quent impedance measurement without controlling the cell potential which again allows
for minor changes in the state of charge in between measurements. The second approach is
the constant application of an external potential of 1.55 V during the whole measurement.
A constant application of an external voltage might influence the phase relaxation behav-
ior of the phase since the phase separation into the pure phases can be induced kinetically.
To confirm if one of these methods has a detrimental or otherwise influencing effect on the
impedance response both were measured and compared.

Fig. 31 depicts this comparison experiment. As is evident from the data the measured
resistance values and therefore the properties of the Arrhenius plot do not change with
the method of equilibration. This indicates that either no change in the state of charge
occurs during the impedance measurement in equilibrium or that the change is minor and
does not influence the resistance values fitted (the latter being more likely). Also the cell
does not loose significant amounts of charge during the roughly 24 hours the impedance
measurement and thermal treatment requires.
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Figure 32: Arrhenius fit of the impedance data for a Li/“LiPON”/LTO cell.

11.4.3 Determination of activation energies

With the state and properties of the cells defined the activation energies can be measured
and determined by fitting the data of the Arrhenius plot. Fig. 32 features another set
of example data for the determination of the activation energies including the linear Ar-
rhenius fit and the activation energies determined. The linear fit is in good agreement
with the measured datapoints with the error for the activation energy derived from the fit
being quite small. As is evident though the measured activation energy differs somewhat
between this sample and the sample shown above for the preliminary measurements. This
is especially evident when comparing the datapoints for the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer.
The measurement of the activation energy was performed on two identical samples with 5
different measurements across these samples. Since the deviation of the activation energies
in these measurements was larger than the error for the activation energy arising from the
fit of the data it was decided to instead use the deviation from the mean value as the error
for the activation energy.

Tab. 4 lists the activation energies obtained from the data as well as the derived mean
value and the maximum deviation of the data from the mean values. As a general ten-
dency the activation energy is highest for the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer, followed by
the thin film conduction and lowest for the conduction through the solid electrolyte. The
error obtained for the Li/“LiPON” interface is also the highest which has multiple reasons.
The two features in the impedance spectrum corresponding to the electrolyte conduction
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and the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer are both “smaller” semicircles in the high frequency
region while the thin film conduction is a “big” semicircle dominating the lower frequency
region. Since both high frequency processes infringe on each other and are less dominant
the fitting algorithm has a slightly higher variance for these processes leading to some in-
consistency in the obtained resistance values. This alone does not explain the variation as
the resistance corresponding to the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer would often visibly vary
in between samples. Since the charge transfer process at this interface describes either the
charge transfer from the formed degradation layer to the neighboring phases or the trans-
port through this interphase (the two processes are indistinguishable in the impedance
data) the composition of the interphase is important for the value of the obtained acti-
vation energy. The interphase is formed in an uncontrolled way after cell assembly and
the specific composition and geometry might vary slightly from sample to sample. Fur-
thermore, if the transport through the layer is involved it is not clear what the relevant
transporting phase is.

The activation energy observed for this process is higher than expected for “LiPON”
(ca. 0.47 eV [3,21,32,34,44,108], Li3N (ca. 0.43 eV [116]) and Li3P (ca. 0.18 eV [118]) but lower
than expected for pure Li2O (ca. 0.7 eV [119]). Aside from the mentioned degradation
products multiple intermediary compounds can form depending on the mechanism of the
decay. Some of these compounds like LiPN2 (ca. 0.6 eV [120]) have transport activation
energies closer to the observed value and might therefore be involved in the transport
process. Arguing this purely based on the observed activation energies is not conclusive
though and can only serve as an indication. Since activation energies of the different
materials are often given in a quite large range when compared to the difference in value
obtained in this thesis a more detailed analysis would be necessary to draw exact con-
clusions about the nature of the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer resistance. From the values
obtained though it seems as if the transport across the interface is definitely hindered by
the interface and the good conduction properties of Li3N and Li3P do not enhance the
transfer across the interphase either because the transport is limited by lesser conducting
parts of the interphase or because the process in question is just the phase transference
and no extended transport phenomenon. The latter case might become problematic if
nitridic or phosphidic phases are to be used as protection layers for Li metal anodes as
proposed for example by Zhu et al. [121] because the interface phenomena could limit the
performance of the final battery.

The activation energy for transport through the solid electrolyte shows less of a varia-
tion throughout the measurement and the resulting value is approx. 0.45 eV. This is in
good agreement with values reported in the literature. [3,21,32,34,44,108] The activation en-
ergy is on the lower end of reported values and is most closely matched by values obtained
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Table 4: Activation energies determined for the Li/“LiPON”/LTO system and the different pro-
cesses observed.

Measurement Ea, Tf/eV Ea, Li/“LiPON”/eV Ea, SE/eV

1 0.566 0.62 0.47
2 0.580 0.58 0.49
3 0.570 0.60 0.42
4 0.570 0.59 0.42
5 0.564 0.66 0.43

Mean value 0.570 0.61 0.45
Max. deviation 0.006 0.05 0.03

by Jacke et al. [108] for “LiPON” deposited at elevated temperatures of about 200 °C. Since
in the sputter setup used in this thesis no additional cooling of the substrate was possible
the temperature of the substrate would often rise to about 150 °C to 180 °C possibly
explaining the reduced activation energies. The conductivity values determined for the
solid electrolyte are also typical for the material as mentioned before. The determination
of the needed resistance values is complicated by the overlapping of the process with the
Li/“LiPON” charge transfer leading to a relatively high error value but the scattering
range is less than for the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer since the electrolyte is expected
to have more stable properties in between samples and measurements than the charge
transfer due to a better defined deposition process. As mentioned during the discussion of
the impedance profile of the cell the “LiPON” conduction can only be measured in “front”
contact measurement setups without silicon being part of the conduction path.

Fig. 33 depicts the activation energy for the HF1 process that is obtained in the case
of the earlier samples for which the battery cell was deposited directly on the silicon wafer
and impedance measured through the wafer. As a comparison data of the pure silicon
wafer is given when measured in an equivalent cell setup (i.e. geometry) contacted with
the same stainless steel backplate and utilizing a gold contact on the other side instead of
the battery stack. For the battery on silicon the activation energy is much smaller than
expected for the “LiPON” solid electrolyte further confirming that the process observed is
not the electrolyte conduction. The activation energy is relatively high under the assump-
tion that the electronic conduction through the silicon wafer is the measured process. The
silicon wafer in this case was a n-doped (phosphorus) sample with a specific resistance of
1 Ω cm - 20 Ω cm. The phosphorus energy level introduced by the doping in this case of
wafer is typically only about 0.05 eV below the conduction band of silicon and fully ther-
mally activated at the measured temperature range. [122] The measured activation energy
therefore cannot describe the band gap activation energy inside the doped semiconductor
(ionization energy of dopand levels).
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Figure 33: Comparison of activation energies obtained for the HF1 process in a full battery cell
on a silicon substrate and of the silicon substrate measured between stainless steel (SS) and gold
in an equivalent system setup.

The measurement of the isolated silicon wafer features nearly identical activation energy
and resistive behavior confirming that the activation energy is related to the transport
in the silicon wafer. Multiple explanations are possible for the higher activation energy
observed. Depending on the temperature range the conductivity (and therefore resistance
measured and activation energy derived) of the silicon is influenced by other factors like
impurity scattering (typically below 200 K [122–124]) and the activation of the dopand levels
themselves which can lead to an increase in conductivity with the temperature. On the
other hand at elevated temperatures the semiconductor changes to intrinsic conduction be-
havior (1.1 eV activation due to the band gap) but again for silicon this is mostly expected
above 500 K. [122–124] The change is gradual so some influence of the intrinsic conduction
might influence the measured activation energy even at 360 K considering the compara-
tively low extrinsic carrier concentration. For the higher doped silicon variant with 0.006
Ω cm (arsenic) the activation energy measured was indeed very low with values ranging
in the order of 80 meV but since the temperature range for the measurement was quite
small such low activation energies are difficult to determine via the Arrhenius plot and
the measurement therefore is not shown. This is consistent with the previous assumption
since an elevated extrinsic conductivity would shift the dominance of intrinsic conduction
towards higher temperatures outside of the measured range.

A second point that cannot be ignored is the influence of the stainless steel contact on
the measurement. While the gold contact was described earlier the steel contact that is
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present in both pure silicon and battery measurement was not defined. It may be hidden
underneath the gold contact signal but might as well influence the region of the impedance
spectrum where the silicon conduction is measured. In this case an apparent activation
energy would be measured that consists of the nearly stable resistance of the silicon wafer
(in the given temperature range) and the changing resistance of the contact leading to an
activation energy somewhere in between that is not defined since the processes are not
separated. In contrast to the gold/silicon contact signal the HF1 process is only slightly
dependent on applied potential as seen in fig. 21 indicating that a possible contact con-
tribution from the steel contact would be rather small. For the gold contact no activation
energy for comparison could be determined in the given temperature range since the data
did not follow typical Arrhenius behavior i.e. the resulting line plot would be constant
or slightly negative probably caused by statistical variation of resistance measured in the
impedance data. Nevertheless the behavior of the HF1 process is identical when measuring
pure silicon and the battery cell on a silicon substrate.

The activation energy measured for the conduction through the LTO thin film was very
reproducible and only showed slight deviations in between measurements and samples.
One reason for this is that the semicircle corresponding to the thin film conduction is
quite “big” and dominates the impedance spectrum in the lower frequency range. The
impedance fit for the process is therefore more accurate since the influence of the other
processes on the obtained resistance values is relatively small. Another reason might be
that the activation energy is less dependent on the small differences in material proper-
ties between measurements and samples because the solid solution exists within a wide
window of compositions and exhibits the same activation energy within that composition
range. Reported activation energies for the pure spinel Li4Ti5O12 and rock salt Li7Ti5O12

phase vary in a very broad range in the literature. For the spinel phase values between
0.3 eV to 0.7 eV are reported while the rock salt phase typically exhibits somewhat lower
activation energies between 0.2 eV to 0.5 eV. [14,125–128] Both Ziebarth et al. [128] as well
as Wagemaker et al. [13,14] have discussed the transport mechanism for the pure phases as
well as for the forming solid solution at room temperature. The activation energy here
depends on the lithium ion path through the material that is crystallographically different
for both materials. As mentioned in section 6 for the stoichiometric spinel phase lithium
is positioned in the 8a tetrahedral positions while the 16c octahedral positions remain
empty. The transport path consists mainly of a hopping mechanism between the empty
16c sublattice and the occupied 8a sublattice. For the stoichiometric rock salt phase the
situation is reversed and the 16c positions are occupied while the 8a positions remain
empty. The energy of the 8a and 16 c positions therefore is not identical in both systems
and the energy of activation for the transport is different. Chen et al. [129] note though
that the 48f positions are also partly involved in the transport path.
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Figure 34: Activation energies of the lithium ion conduction in the thin film at different cell
states. The cell was cycled close to the given potential and the potential was then applied during
the measurement.

In the solid solution both sublattices are partially occupied and the energies of the in-
dividual positions in the conduction path is somewhere in between the values of the pure
phases. In the case of two phases coexisting within the material layer the change of activa-
tion energy is expected to be linear as also argued by Ziebarth et al. due to the activation
energy measured being the apparent activation energy of the combined composite. In
most experiments though the activation energy drops rather sharply as soon as lithium
is inserted into the spinel. Ziebarth et al. argued that therefore additional diffusion pro-
cesses for example along grain boundaries might be involved. But their work modeled the
pure spinel and rock salt phases and the conduction paths within, the formation of a solid
solution phase was not directly considered.

Fig. 34 depicts the activation energies measured for a thin film cell (Li/“LiPON”/LTO(180
nm)/Si in this case) at different stages of charge. It was already described previously how
measuring the impedance in the fully charged and discharged state is difficult and not
necessarily comparable to the equivalent circuit during the remaining charge states, yet it
was still attempted to compare states of higher lithium content with states of low lithium
content. The figure depicts the activation energy that was determined after the cell was
charged or discharged close to the endpoints of the cycle (about 90 % SOC and 10 % SOC)
and afterward the cut off potentials were applied during the impedance measurement to
achieve a comparable polarization environment to the fully cycled state. Note here that
because of these reasons the states of the battery measured in this setup are not equilib-
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rium states.

The activation energy determined for the near fully charged state (close to 2 V) and
the intermediate state (close to EOC) are nearly identical and both are higher than the
activation energy measured near the fully discharged state (close to 1 V). This is consistent
with the discharged rock salt phase having a lower activation energy for transport, but
the decrease is as mentioned above not linear. The difference of state of charge between 2
V and EOC is about the same as the difference between EOC and 1 V. This is consistent
with the observed sharp drop in activation energy described above (activation energy ex-
pected from pure LTO is higher than what is measured here even in the “charged” state).
In the equilibrium measurements depicted in tab. 4 the activation energy is typically
higher even though the state of charge is expected to be similar to the EOC measure-
ment depicted in fig. 34. The difference can possibly be explained by the different phase
state of the battery during kinetic conditions and equilibrium conditions (solid solution
vs. two phase separation) but it is also possible that the lower thin film thickness used
in these measurements (to decrease cycle time) has unexpected effects on the activation
energy measurement. The latter might be the case if, as suggested by Ziebarth et al., grain
boundary conduction has a significant role in the measurement. The activation energy of
the solid solution or phase composite is therefore possibly masked for thinner films while
for thicker films the same measurement cannot be carried out because the film displays
the same activation energy across a large window of SOC and the activation energy does
not change near the end states of the respective cycle before it becomes masked by the
blocking and diffusion phenomena mentioned before. Apparently this is caused by differ-
ent levels of film utilization and relative phase transition in thicker films. So in both cases
during the majority of the battery cycle the activation energy appears constant but it is
unclear how the ratio between bulk conduction and grain boundary conduction is because
the processes are not separated in the impedance data.

Since the activation energy for grain boundary conduction is not expected to change with
film thickness an increase of activation energy for the thicker film indicates that the energy
measured is not just the grain boundary conduction but at least partially involves the bulk
activation energy. The difference in activation energy for the different film thickness is
therefore more likely to be attributed to the difference in phase state and, considering it
does not change during most of the battery cycle, that the phase state is stable across most
of the cycle. So even though the grain boundary conduction likely influences the measured
activation energies it is not solely responsible for the drop and subsequent stability of the
activation energy upon lithium insertion.

Since the cell is allowed to relax into an equilibrium state in the activation energies de-
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picted in tab. 4 the values probably represent the formed solid solution. The values
obtained are above the typical range reported for the rock salt phase (0.2 eV to 0.5 eV as
opposed to 0.57 eV measured here). If an error due to the influence of the grain boundary
is assumed the real activation energy is expected to be slightly higher because the grain
boundary activation energy is expected to be lower (apparent activation energy is reduced
in the case of grain boundary conduction). This in turn indicates that the conduction
path in the solid solution might be more comparable to the path in the spinel phase than
to the path in the rock salt phase. These results are of course only superficial observa-
tions indicating a possible similarity in transport mechanism without concrete modeling
of the transport paths in compositions with different lithium content. The data though
is in agreement with the work done by Wagemaker et al., Wilkening et al, and Ziebarth
et al. for the macroscopic bulk material. It confirms that inherent material properties of
the LTO material have strong implications for the behavior of the impedance spectrum
for the thin film batteries because large parts of the frequency range are governed by the
electrode properties. The application of a solid solution phase change model is necessary
to understand the impedance response. This is true even under kinetic conditions while
for bulk cells in liquid electrolytes a core shell model of phase separation that is kinetically
induced is sufficient to describe the measured data.

11.5 The LTO/“LiPON” charge transfer resistance

As described earlier for many all-solid-state systems and batteries in general the cath-
ode/electrolyte charge transfer resistance is a major component controlling the kinetic and
resistive behavior of the battery cell, yet no such process has been found in this system
and all visible processes in the impedance data can be attributed to other processes dur-
ing cycling. Early reports by Iriyama et al. [21] already suggested that the LTO/“LiPON”
interface charge transfer is not a major contributor but the authors also did not directly
measure the charge transfer impedance during cycling and instead deducted the result
from the satisfactory cycling behavior. But can the process be analyzed by impedance
spectroscopy if sufficient experimental conditions are met? Due to the earlier results indi-
cating the strong dominance of the LTO thin film conduction in the low frequency region
very thin LTO films are required for the analysis of the charge transfer resistance.

Fig. 35 depicts the Nyquist plot of the impedance measured for a thin film cell with
a LTO film thickness of approx. 90 nm. The spectra consist of two semicircles in the
high frequency region attributed to the electrolyte and the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer
identical to previously shown data. The semicircle for the ionic transport in the LTO film
though is significantly reduced when compared to for example fig. 30 and decreases further
during the charge cycle. Additionally, for the intermediate potentials in the low frequency
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Figure 35: Nyquist plot of a LTO cell with a LTO film thickness of approx. 90 nm during various
stages of the charge cycle indicated by the cell potential. The resistance of the thin film for this
sample reaches small enough values for an additional process to be visible between 900 Ω/cm2

and 1000 Ω/cm2 on the real axis. The arrows indicate the direction of spectra evolution during
the cycle.

region another process appears once the thin film conduction is sufficiently reduced in
size. The process is magnified in the inset graph and can only briefly be determined at
intermediate cell potentials of about 1.569 V to 1.617 V that represent a region of SOC
of about 65 % to 90 %. Before this point the process is still dominated by the ionic con-
duction of the thin film and towards higher states of charge the low frequency behavior
switches to a diffusion limited/blocking type behavior. It might be argued that the re-
sistance of the charge transfer increases towards 100 % SOC and that the low frequency
region at this point is dominated by the greatly increased transfer resistance which causes
the change in spectrum shape. This distinction is somewhat semantic though because
naturally blocking electrode behavior and greatly increased charge transfer resistance are
two equivalent ways to describe the same phenomenon: the electrode can no longer ex-
tract/insert lithium. Measuring the charge transfer resistance is therefore only possible in
a small potential (or SOC) window near the end of the charge cycle. Monitoring possible
changes in the charge transfer process is not possible due to this small measurement range.

When trying to reduce the thickness of the thin film even further to increase the im-
pact of the charge transfer process another problem starts to appear. PLD films deposited
with a film thickness lower than approx. 90 nm to 100 nm were problematic due to the
formation of droplets during the deposition process. These droplets exist for all films
but once the film thickness was decreased below the just mentioned value in the impact
zone around those droplets the film was often disrupted and no longer fully covering the
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Figure 36: Phase angle plot and charge capacitance for a LTO dip coating film on a silicon
substrate approx. 50 nm thick.(Note that the charging voltage for the cell is increased due to
high internal cell resistances)

substrate. This was the case even for smaller droplets which lead to a very non uniform
covering of the substrate for these films. To produce very thin films LTO was deposited
through dip coating with film thicknesses of about 50 nm to 80 nm on pure silicon and
Ti/Pt covered silicon but the films had adhesion problems on the Pt layer so that only
films on pure silicon could be utilized for cell testing. Fig. 36 depicts the phase angle
of the system during charge and discharge as well as the capacitance extracted for these
processes versus the cell potential. Because the thin film is deposited directly on silicon
in the medium frequency range the electronic charge transfer resistance between LTO and
silicon appears again but the resistance of that process is vastly increased for this film.
It is also evident that during the charge cycle the resistance increases further (indicated
by the arrow) while in the discharge cycle the resistance is mostly negligible. This has
already been identified to be an effect of the electronic properties of the two LTO phases
and fits previously observed behavior.

The value of this resistance on the other hand is much larger than for similar cells
with thicker LTO films. While it is not readily apparent why the charge transfer resis-
tance is dependent on the film thickness it might be because of the size of the forming
space charge layer. It is not exactly known how far the space charge layer extends into the
LTO and silicon phase respectively but due to the low charge carrier density especially in
the charged LTO phase it can be expected to be more than a few nanometers. The film ge-
ometry though is limited at 50 nm and this might lead to the space charge layer extending
throughout the whole thin film and possibly interfering with the space charge/interface
effects on the electrolyte side of the thin film. It could also be an effect of the dip coating
preparation but for thicker dip coating films comparable behavior to the PLD films was
observed (aside from some adhesion problems for multilayer dip coating films).
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The process in the low frequency range in this sample is slightly ambiguous. Typically
for thicker films this process would represent the conduction through the LTO film but as
shown in fig. 35 for films this thin the conduction resistance is expected to be negligible.
The size of the process also does not change as would be expected due to material proper-
ties for the ion conduction process but instead stays mostly the same during the discharge
cycle and shows an uncharacteristic shift towards lower frequencies in the charge cycle.
Comparing the capacitance values for this process as can also be seen in fig. 36 (LF)
the capacitance is relatively high but not as high as previously seen for the lithium ion
conduction in the thin film (compare fig. 26) despite the capacitance being expected to
further increase for thinner films due to the geometrical effect. These factors indicate that
the process in this case is not the ion conduction but in fact the charge transfer resistance
between LTO and “LiPON” that is also expected in this frequency range. In this case
though the large value of the resistance is questionable since the process was previously
shown to be almost negligible when compared to the other processes. Again this might be
explained with the overlap of both substrate side and electrolyte side space charge layer
increasing the resistance of both charge transfer processes vastly. The lowered capaci-
tance of the process is due to the partial involvement of the “LiPON” phase in the charge
transfer resistance. Despite the lowered geometrical distance for the capacitive process
the “LiPON” phase is expected to have a lower permittivity compared to the LTO phase
and therefore the mean permittivity of the interface is lower leading to lower capacitance
values than for the pure LTO.

During the discharge the electronic charge transfer process disappears, as described ear-
lier, but the LTO/“LiPON” charge transfer retains its high resistance value. This high
resistance can be caused by the space charge layer stretching across the whole thin film
at all states of charge for this thin film. In that case the resistance is increased due to
the geometric limitations for the layer and the charge transfer resistance is additionally
influenced by the electronic charge transfer once that process becomes significant. Another
possibility is that for the dip coating film the charge transfer resistances is just higher in
general when compared to other films. For thicker samples deposited through dip coating
the ionic conduction once again was dominant in the low frequency region so that no
particular differences for the LTO/“LiPON” charge transfer were observed indicating that
the high resistance is probably related to the extended region of the space charge layer
and not inherent properties of the dip coating films.

Currently most of the work regarding space charge layers in solid state batteries is con-
cerned with space charges forming in the solid electrolyte so not much data on the electrode
materials exist because the electrode in practical application is expected to be a) modified
to facilitate ionic and electronic transport (i.e. conducting agents) and b) not necessarily
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deposited as thin as possible because the layer capacity is important for the final cell.
These results still have implications for the system because the space charge layer in the
solid electrolyte is expected to be comparable to the layer inside the electrode but the
electrolyte in the final cell is expected to be as thin as possible. For very thin layers the
overlap of cathodic and anodic space charge layer might significantly increase the overall
cell resistance limiting the electrolyte film thickness not just by preparative conditions
but also intrinsically. The opposite effect is also possible in case both space charge lay-
ers overlap in a beneficial way. For the electrolyte the situation is somewhat different of
course because both space charge layers or interface regions are comprised of a increase or
decrease of mobile lithium concentration while in the electrode one side is dominated by
electronic and one by ionic effects which might lead to different behavior.
As far as the LTO/“LiPON” charge transfer is concerned it is negligible under typical
battery conditions and is barely measurable. It does become relevant for very thin films
but is then seemingly amplified by the geometric conditions of the film and because of this
influence not necessarily comparable to its properties in a “normal” cell environment.
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12 LNMO preparation and characterization

12.1 The temperature stability of LNMO under PLD process conditions

For the deposition of LNMO initially deposition parameters following the work of Mareike
Falk [50] were used but it was quickly realized that those parameters seemed only applicable
for very thin LNMO layers in a specific setup since none of the produced films seemed to
be electrochemically active. The XRD and Raman characterization of these films proved
to be difficult because signal intensity was typically very weak and the data therefore not
suited for characterization. It was assumed that the elevated deposition temperature that
was used in the work of Mareike Falk to achieve smooth films for SIMS analysis was too
high for films thicker than 50 nm and caused a degradation of the material. It is known
that the material can develop a rock salt impurity phase together with the formation of
the disordered spinel phase at elevated temperatures. This is generally described to be
happening around 700 °C (although the exact temperature is somewhat debatable). This
can be somewhat confusing because synthesis conditions for the material in the literature
are often above 700 °C for the bulk material too. In that case the material is expected
to equillibrate into the ordered phase again if cooled slowly or the disordered phase is
desired since it mostly shows higher capacity and better electrochemical performance in
liquid systems. [82,130,131] Synthesis conditions for the bulk material are often under air but
the deposition in the PLD process necessarily has to be performed under partial vacuum
even though oxygen is used as the background gas this might cause loss of oxygen in the
material and enhance the formation of the non stoichiometric disordered phase and the
formation of the impurity phases.

In order to determine the temperature stability window for the material used in this
thesis temperature dependent in situ XRD measurements under vacuum conditions were
performed. Due to technical limitations of the setup the vacuum achieved in the XRD
chamber was only delivered by a membrane pump and no additional oxygen was intro-
duced to replicate the exact PLD processing conditions. The partial vacuum delivered by
the pump in the order of 100 Pa to 10 Pa is somewhat comparable to the deposition pa-
rameters. Fig. 37 depicts this temperature dependent measurement for the LNMO powder
utilized to form the PLD targets. As can bee seen in the data to the left the degradation
of the material starts somewhere in between 600 °C and 700 °C and in the more detailed
data to the right the degradation temperature can further be narrowed down to about
650 °C. The initial XRD pattern measured at 50 °C is also given as a comparison in both
data sets. Because the reflex positions in the patterns shift at elevated temperatures in the
detail plot the forming degradation phase reflexes are marked with an asterisk. At higher
temperatures above 700 °C the three reflexes marked are growing further in intensity while
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Figure 37: Temperature dependent in-situ measurement of the LNMO powder utilized to form
the PLD target. The measurement was performed at 100 Pa to 10 Pa partial vacuum. A
degradation of the material is clearly visible above 600 °C and a finer temperature resolution is
given for that temperature range. The formation of the forming degradation phase is marked
with asterisks.

all other reflexes lose intensity and start to fade. After the sample was cooled down back
to 50 °C the XRD pattern is completely changed to feature only three major reflexes (not
identical to those measured at elevated temperatures). Because of the reflex shift in the
pattern at higher temperatures the multitude of different reflexes appearing in the pattern
and the general intensity loss of the data it is difficult to determine which phases exist at
these temperatures. At around 650 °C where the pattern is still quite similar to the initial
pattern the beginning formation of the reflexes around 30 ° and 44 ° (marked with an as-
terisk) can be interpreted as the formation of the expected rock salt impurity phase that
is typical for the transformation into the disordered spinel phase. It can also be seen that
this phase disappears after the subsequent heating and cooling since the reflex positions
in the sample after cooling down are not comparable to the positions of the impurity phase.

For the cooled sample fig. 38 offers a comparison to the initial sample and a possible
explanation of the degradation occurring after 700 °C. The pattern of the LNMO spinel
is given as a reference and the initial sample matches the expected pattern. After tem-
perature treatment the new found pattern can be attributed to a nominal Mn0.75Ni0.25O
phase. Note that the pattern does not match up exactly which is probably because the
phase does not exist in that exact stoichiometry but is in fact a mixture of MnO and NiO
which have very similiar diffraction patterns. The degradation therefore indicates that
lithium loss occurs at higher temperatures and possibly the formation of lithium oxide.
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While some of the smaller reflexes can possibly be attributed to Li2O and the phase also
has some overlap with the three dominant reflexes shown in the figure, no clear indication
for Li2O can be found in the XRD data. It is likely that the lithium oxide is lost at 900 °C
and vacuum conditions in the chamber. The degradation can therefore be described as:

2 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 −−−−−→- 1/2 O2
Li2O + 2 Mn1.5Ni0.5O3 −−→- O2

Li2O + 4 Mn0.75Ni0.25O (4)

With the oxygen loss in the last step likely occurring because of the reducing conditions
due to the partial vacuum. The intermediary product is a Mn2O3 derivate and again the
expected pattern for Mn2O3 can possibly be found in the smaller reflexes and overlapping
with the big reflexes of the sample after treatment. Due to the low intensity this is not
conclusive indicating that only small amounts of the Mn2O3 derivative remain in the sam-
ple and the rest is further reduced to the MnO and NiO phases.

Considering the degradation above 650 °C under these conditions a deposition at or above
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Figure 38: LNMO powder sample before and after heat treatment at 900 °C in the XRD chamber.
Reference patterns for spinel LNMO and a possible degradation phase are also given.
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these temperatures is not likely to produce the desired spinel LNMO phase. The charac-
terization of the PLD thin films samples is especially challenging because the thin films
are rarely polycrystaline and are instead deposited with a preferential orientation. This
causes problems in the XRD analysis because often very few reflexes are observed that
can be attribute to multiple different phases because the different manganese and nickel
oxides tend to have very similar patterns if the reflex count is reduced that much. This is
why this initial screening was carried out with a powder sample.

12.2 The choice of substrate for LNMO deposition

As with LTO before, the initial deposition of LNMO was carried out on silicon substrates
due to prior experience with the material, its smooth surface and its conductivity allowing
it to serve as an electronic contact material. Additionally platinum coated YSZ (as used
by Mareike Falk) and platinum coated sapphire were used as deposition substrates. Fig.
39 depicts XRD data of several thin films deposited on silicon (100) substrates at different
deposition temperatures. As with the powder sample the degradation of the material at
temperatures above 700 °C is visible but more difficult to characterize for the thin films
because of the lower overall intensity and the larger by comparison background of the
data. At 650 °C the XRD pattern is in good agreement with the reference pattern given
with most of the smaller, sharper reflexes (56° and 33° especially) being explained by
residual reflexes of the silicon substrate. Especially the LNMO (111) reflex at approx. 18°
is visible most clearly at this deposition temperature. Below 650 °C the (004) reflex of the
LNMO phase at approx. 44° is highly increased in intensity indicating a (004) preferential
orientation of the thin film but other reflexes like the (111) (18°) and (113) (36°) are still
visible. Decreasing the deposition temperature further only causes a decrease in overall
intensity of all reflexes (leading to vanishing of the (111) reflex) and broadening of the
reflexes. This is possibly due to the decreased crystallinity of the films due to the low
temperature.

The reflex position of the (004) reflex shifts from 43.46° at 350 °C to 43.71°, 43.76° and
43.57° at 450 °C, 550 °C and 650 °C respectively compared to the expected value of the
reference pattern at 43.71°. This can indicate a shrinking of the lattice spacing in c direc-
tion with increasing temperatures possibly due to increased strain at lower temperatures
since the d-spacing is closest to the expected value at 450 °C and 550 °C. It is also possible
that the shift occurs due to the formation of different manganese or nickel oxide phases
that share a similar reflex to the observed one. Considering the preferential (004) orien-
tation of the material is not observed on other substrate materials the behavior indicates
an influence of the silicon (100) substrate on the growth direction of the LNMO phase at
lower temperatures. Above 550 °C the material growth direction changes to (111) which
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is accompanied with an increase of the d-spacing value for the (004) reflex i.e. the reflex
position moves away from the expected ideal value. This can indicate that the strain in
the material increases again for higher temperatures because of the orientation change of
the thin film that seems to be incompatible with the substrate but is still preferred by the
material. Above this temperature the material degradation starts and the crystallinity of
the remaining material is reduced. Fig. 40 shows that the orientation of the thin film
is different on Pt coated YSZ (111) substrates. Given are the raw XRD patterns for the
LNMO thin film and the YSZ/Pt substrate. As is evident the substrate itself has a mul-
titude of reflexes that makes it difficult to evaluate the LNMO thin film. For this reason
a calculated line profile for the measurement is given featuring just the LNMO reflexes
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Figure 39: XRD patterns of LNMO thin films (ca. 500 nm) deposited on silicon substrates (100)
at different temperatures.
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Figure 40: XRD patterns of LNMO thin films (ca. 500 nm) deposited on Pt coated YSZ (111)
substrates at 550 °C. Additionally a pattern of just the substrate is given and a resulting line fit
featuring just the LNMO reflexes.

visible in the pattern to show the effect more easily.

To determine this profile the substrate and thin film measurements were overlayed (both
were measured with identical parameters) and the differences between the two were noted.
This resulted in the position of the four reflexes visible in the reduced pattern. Following
that a simple line profile fit was performed allowing only the four reflexes determined to
be fitted which resulted in the shown pattern. Note here that this profile is only for visual
clarity and does not represent a full representation of the thin film pattern. Other possible
reflexes of the thin film can be present in the raw measurement but due to them being
masked by the high intensity substrate reflexes they might not be visible and therefore do
not appear in the line fit at all. The four reflexes determined through this method are the
(111), (222), (115) and (444) reflex indicating a strong (111) preferential orientation of
the LNMO thin film. The (113) reflex at 35.9° as well as the (004) reflex at 43.7° that still
appears for the thin film on silicon substrates at higher temperatures are not visible here.
Those reflexes also coincide with relatively strong reflexes of the substrate and might be
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Figure 41: Comparison between two samples of LNMO on Pt coated YSZ substrates prepared
at 550 °C and 850 °C. (reduced pattern via line profile fit as described in the text earlier)

masked. Nevertheless the reflexes of the (111) direction are much more clearly visible and
of higher intensity than for the comparable thin film on the silicon substrate indicating
that the substrate has a influence on the growth direction even though the thin films are
relatively thick at about 700 nm. The (111) direction seems to be somewhat preferred by
the material since it is formed against the substrate induced growth direction on silicon at
higher temperatures and the samples on YSZ/Pt show overall higher relative reflex inten-
sities indicating better crystallinity. This is comparable to the effects observed for LTO
which showed preferential (111) growth on all substrates. The same orientation effect as
describe for Pt coated YSZ can also be observed on Pt coated sapphire but on these sub-
strates the film adhesion after “LiPON” deposition was very bad. Because almost none
of the samples deposited on sapphire substrates produced working cells since the films
either delaminated directly upon “LiPON” deposition or once contacted with Li in the
cell environment they will not further be discussed in this thesis. As mentioned the physi-
cal characterization of these films was more or less identical to the Pt coated YSZ samples.

Another interesting point about the thin films on Pt coated YSZ is that the films seem
to be more stable against the temperature induced degradation above 650 °C. Fig. 41
shows a comparison between two LNMO thin films deposited at 550 °C and 850 °C on
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Pt coated YSZ as well as a powder pattern for comparison. Despite the elevated de-
position temperature that already caused film degradation on the samples deposited on
silicon as seen in fig. 39, no clear signs of degradation are visible for these samples. As
mentioned before the newly formed reflexes of the degradation phase might be masked by
the substrate background but on silicon the degradation is accompanied by a reduction
in reflex intensity for the remaining reflexes which is not seen in this measurement. Here
the intensities remain mostly unchanged. This might be caused by the lower surface area
of the film (as opposed to the powdered material) and shorter time span it is subjected
to the elevated temperatures during deposition. The film on silicon possibly only shows
degradation because it is already destabilized due to the incompatibility of the thin film
orientation with the governing substrate. The exact reasons though remain unknown and
further effects of film orientation or lattice strain were not explored in this thesis.

Since the goal was to prepare electrochemically active thin films for cycling the orien-
tation of the thin films was initially not very relevant. The material is expected to be
isotropic in electron and lithium transport and therefore there is no clear advantage be-
tween (004) or (111) orientation. For the deposition on silicon it was therefore decided to
remain below the obvious degradation temperature and a deposition at 550 °C was favored
due to the better crystallinity. This parameter set was chosen as opposed to 650 °C since
the change in preferential orientation was not expected to have a direct impact on elec-
trochemical cell performance while lower crystallinity generally does have negative effects.
For Pt coated YSZ the visible temperature effect on the thin films was rather minor and
a lower deposition temperature was favored. The thin films deposited at higher temper-
ature tended to delaminate upon “LiPON” deposition due to adhesive problems between
LNMO and Pt. This was already described by Mareike Falk and was the reason why she
opted to deposit very thin films in her work. This also allows for a more direct comparison
between the two substrate materials. As later experiments would show the mechanical
stability of the layer system was in many cases a much bigger problem than the crystal
properties of the thin film. This meant that in the case of sapphire substrates for example
whole arrangements of samples could not be further characterized and the implications of
possibly observed differences in the film properties for the battery and cycling behavior
could not be measured in functioning all-solid-state cells. While the result that certain
configurations of layer system do not work due to their mechanical properties is a definite
one it also is somewhat unsatisfying.

12.3 Considerations about the formed LNMO phase

From the XRD measurements shown above it is not easily determinable if the deposited
LNMO phase corresponds to the ordered or disordered spinel phase. Due to the deposi-
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Figure 42: Raman spectra for various PLD thin film prepared on different substrates and at
different temperatures. A spectrum for the target powder is also given which shows indication
of the ordered spinel phase while most thin films appear to crystallize in the disordered phase.

tion temperature of less than 700 °C the formation of the ordered spinel with space group
P4332 is expected but this cannot be derived from the XRD data since the patterns of
both phases are quite similar and a Rietveld refinement of the data is difficult due to
the preferential orientation, film strain and in case of YSZ substrates the large amount
of background reflexes. In order to clarify the formed phase Raman spectroscopy was
employed. The main difference between the two phases consist in the ordering of Ni and
Mn atoms in their respective positions. The implications of this is that a) in the ordered
spinel phase manganese is expected to only exist in the formal +4 oxidation state while
it has a mixed oxidation state in the disordered phase and b) the symmetry of the sys-
tem is reduced for the ordered phase. This leads to a shift in the vibration of the Mn-O
octahedral vibrations due to the oxidation state of the manganese and to the appearance
of additional Raman bands due to the lowered symmetry. The introduction of nickel into
the manganese spinel system also causes additional bands for the Ni-O bond stretching
to appear that are of course not present for the pure manganese spinel while the Mn-O
octahedral vibrations can be comparable between the two system.
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Fig. 42 depicts some Raman spectra measured for PLD thin films deposited on different
substrates and at different temperatures as discussed in the previous section. A spectrum
for the target material is also given for comparison. The bands of the target material
can be attributed to Ni-O stretching vibrations at 405 cm−1 and 497 cm−1, the Mn-O
octahedral vibration at 638 cm−1, a split signal of octahedral vibrations at 593 cm−1 and
611 cm−1 that corresponds to the Ni and Mn ordering in the phase and some small bands
at 218 cm−1 and 240 cm−1 that arise from the lowered symmetry in the ordered spinel
phase. Typically for the ordered spinel phase the bands just above 200 cm−1 are visi-
ble and the band at 405 cm−1 is sharp while the bands at 593 cm−1 and 611 cm−1 are
split into distinctive signals. [82,83,132,133] For the disordered spinel phase the lower energy
vibrations are not visible, the Ni-O stretching vibration at 405 cm−1 is broad and the
octahedral vibrations corresponding to the Ni/Mn ordering do not show clear distinction
and appear mixed because Ni and Mn exist in mixed crystallographic positions through-
out the crystal. The spectrum shape of the target material therefore corresponds to the
ordered P4332 phase of LNMO even though the bands at lower energy are somewhat weak.

In theory the position of the large band at 638 cm−1 can be interpreted regarding the
oxidation state of the manganese but here it is necessary to note that the measurement
was carried out with a grid resolution of 9 cm−1 to 15 cm−1 meaning the error of the
peak position can be up to 15 cm−1 and the expected shift in the Mn-O vibration is
smaller than this error. On closer inspection it can be seen that the absolute position for
example of the Ni-O stretching vibration is also not consistent between the measurements
and varies in the mentioned range. This is a limitation of the measurement setup because
while the spectrometer allows measurement at higher resolutions (3 cm−1 - 5 cm−1) the
signal intensity with these parameters is lowered. Even with a very long measurement
time only very low fidelity spectra could be obtained with higher resolution and the lack
of quality would negate all that could possibly be gained through the higher resolution.
Increasing the laser energy for a stronger excitation is also problematic for this material
because sample damage can easily occur for manganese based oxides. The analysis of the
spectra is therefore limited to a more general discussion of the spectrum shape.

For the PLD thin films prepared at low to intermediary temperatures similar Raman
bands to the target material can be observed. The thin films differ though in that no
low energy bands are observed, the Ni-O stretching vibration at 405 cm−1 is very broad
to the point of being difficult to recognize and the Ni/Mn ordering vibrations have com-
bined. This is clear indication that the thin films crystallize in the disordered Fd-3m
phase at all conditions measured. For the high temperature sample that was measured
after temperature treatment in the XRK chamber of the XRD (temperature dependent
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XRD measurement shown in the previous section) the Raman bands of the Ni-O stretch-
ing vibrations have completely disappeared indicating that the material has completely
degraded and no longer exists in the spinel structure as before. The spectrum shape of
the degradation product is similar to layered manganese based oxides for example MnO2

but due to the low resolution no information on the exact peak position and therefore
the manganese environment can be given. Interestingly no indication of NiO that would
be expected around 500 cm−1 can be seen in the data. This can possibly be explained
by the higher amount of manganese based oxide in the film (due to the stoichiometry)
and subsequent suppression of the nickel oxide bands or due to surface effects since Ra-
man spectroscopy is a surface sensitive method. Since the XRD data was inconclusive in
regards to which oxidic component forms the resulting mixed cationic oxide might only
exhibit Raman bands typical for the Mn-O vibration.

For the sample deposited at 700 °C on YSZ/Pt it can be seen that the distinction of
the different bands between 550 cm−1 and 700 cm−1 already starts to suffer due to the
deposition parameters being close to the decomposition range of the material. Since the
effect was not clearly observed in the XRD data this might be a surface effect since oxy-
gen loss at the thin film surface is expected to occur before significant loss in the bulk of
the thin film. The Ni-O stretching vibrations are also not directly affected by the higher
deposition temperature indicating that the ordering (or disordering) of Mn and Ni has a
stronger effect on the Raman data in this case than the formation of a degradation phase.
Furthermore in the work of Feng et al. [83] the lithium stoichiometry influences the shape
and position of the metal vibration bands and generally a lithium deficiency (in the case
of Feng et al. 10 %) leads to blurring of the bands in that region. In other words as in
the XRD data there is no clear indication that the PLD thin films on YSZ/Pt degrade
significantly at 700 °C as opposed to the films on silicon.

For the silicon sample the comparison with the powder data confirms that the deposited
films indeed represent the LNMO material at this temperature while as mentioned the
XRD data was not material specific due to the reduction in visible thin film reflexes be-
cause of the strong preferential orientation. In fact the differences between the various
PLD thin films respective Raman spectra is not in the overall shape of the spectrum but
more in the general intensity and relative intensities of the different modes. This might
be related to differences in the defect structure or crystal size of the different thin films
that can be expected due to the various deposition temperatures and growth orientations.
Lattice strain can also influence the intensity of the vibrational modes.

Fig. 43 depicts Raman spectra of the target pellet measured with different setups. Each
measurement was performed on a new site and the amount of accumulation time and co
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Figure 43: Raman spectra of multiple spots on the same LNMO target measured with different
setups (energy, accumulation time, co additions and resolution grid). After subjection to the
PLD laser the material is degraded.

additions was varied (3 s, 30 additions for example as opposed to 3 s, 100 additions) as
well as the laser energy and the resolution grid. Initially the black and red curve can be
compared to judge the influence of the higher resolution measurement grid. The overall
intensity is lower and it is necessary to increase the accumulation time to achieve similar
intensity (the amount of co additions was lowered to maintain roughly the same measure-
ment time and therefore keep the time the spot is subjected to the laser consistent). The
spectrum shape does not change significantly but the increased measurement resolution
is negated by the overall lower quality of the data leading to no additional gain in infor-
mation. The blue curve showcases the effects longer exposition to the laser and higher
energies have on the sample. The intensity of the spectrum is increased but the relative
intensities of the double peak at around 600 cm−1 are changed. Since other Raman bands
are still present (especially the bands at around 200 cm−1 to 250 cm−1) it is unlikely that
a phase transition to the Fd-3m phase has already occurred. This indicates that it is
difficult to formulate “optimal” measurement conditions and a balance between intensity
and exposure time/energy has to be struck. The green curve additionally shows that it
might be irrelevant to discuss the exact crystal phase of the target material because after
the surface was subjected to the high energy of the deposition laser no defined Raman
modes can be measured. It is therefore unlikely that the crystallographic properties of the
target material outside of mechanical and compositional parameters have a large influence
on the resulting thin film material. The thin film material is of course subject to the same
measurement problem as the bulk material is.
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12.4 Spin coating of LNMO materials

Due to the very poor electrochemical performance of nearly all LNMO samples prepared
via the PLD process (as will be discussed in section 13). The material was additionally
prepared via spin coating from an aqueous solution of the corresponding metal salts based
on the work of Gellert et al.. [37,54] The method offers several advantages when compared
to the PLD process but also some severe disadvantages. Since no vacuum is required for
the deposition process the reduction of the material is less favored and the formation of
oxygen deficiency is suppressed because working in air i.e. higher oxygen partial pressure
is possible. These conditions are also closer to the preparation conditions of the bulk
material which is also typically prepared in air. The nature of the substrate is typically
less important for spin coating since epitaxial growth effects are not expected and the re-
sulting films are not necessarily orientated which is expected for PLD thin films or sputter
deposited films in most cases. On the other hand film thickness cannot be as easily con-
trolled as for PLD deposition and to achieve film thicknesses that are comparable to the
PLD films (700 nm to 800 nm) multiple layers have to be coated. Since the previous layer
has to be fixated before the next layer can be deposited a temperature treatment of the
sample after each layer is necessary (i.e. heating the sample to 600 °C to remove organic
solution components and precrystallize the layer). Multiple layers have to be deposited
(up to 20 layers in total) and in order to produce a sample in a reasonable amount of time
heating and cooling times of the layers in between deposition has to be rather quick. The
recipe of Gellert et al. suggests a temperature treatment of 4 minutes for each layer so
after each layer the sample was put directly into a preheated oven for 4 minutes. This
rapid heating and cooling introduces a lot of thermal stress into the sample and therefore
poses an additional challenge for the substrate material.

Out of the tested substrate materials (stainless steel, silicon, YSZ and sapphire each also
in a Pt and Au coated variant) only stainless steel was able to withstand the preparation
conditions. For the silicon substrates either cracking during the process would occur or
the resulting thin films had severe adhesion problems often leading to a delamination of
the thin films upon cooling or as soon as any additional stress (for example “LiPON”
deposition) would be put on the sample. Applying different metal coatings to the single
crystals could not improve this behavior significantly either because the metal thin films
themselves had adhesion problems (most prominent for gold on silicon which is known
to cause problems) or the LNMO thin film adhesion to the metal layer was not signifi-
cantly better than to the pure substrate. The steel substrates generally had no noticeable
adhesion problems which is probably related to their slightly rougher surface properties.
Stainless steel substrates were purchased without any surface finish from the supplier.
The substrates were then manually polished using the method described in the experi-
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Figure 44: XRD pattern of LNMO powder crystallized from the liquid sol for spin coating prepa-
ration. Patterns for the LNMO powder material and a reference for the clearly visible rock salt
impurity phase are given.

mental section but the surface roughness achieved with this method is not comparable to
the smooth surface of industrially produced single crystal substrates. The lowest possible
roughness achievable with this setup is ca. 20 nm to 50 nm due to the granularity of the
polishing solution but the real roughness is somewhat higher due to polishing artifacts and
macroscopic scratches on the surface. Unfortunately given the limitations of the polishing
setup these scratches cannot realistically be avoided, range in the order of a few hundred
nm to a few µm deep and are not always visible to the open eye. Of course the increased
roughness does not only have positive effects on the adhesion but also negative impact on
the cell performance as will be shown in the electrochemical characterization.

The material deposited via spin coating was characterized by XRD in two ways. First
direct XRD patterns of the thin films were measured and second 1 ml of the liquid sol
was heated to 700 °C for 4 hours and the resulting powder was measured. Fig. 44 depicts
the XRD pattern obtained for this powder sample. It is apparent that in addition to the
expected LNMO phase a rock salt type impurity phase has formed. This is in congru-
ence with the literature described earlier and the degradation data obtained in this thesis
by temperature dependent XRD measurements. Although the material is heated in air
oxygen loss and impurity formation still occurs possibly because the amount of material
heated was very minimal and therefore a large amount of surface area was exposed. Oth-
erwise the expected spinel LNMO phase has formed. The pattern given here for the rock
salt impurity phase is a sample pattern based on a Li enriched NiO phase. As mentioned
before the pattern of the rock salt phase matches a multitude of different Mn, Ni and Li
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Figure 45: Grazing incident XRD measurements of LNMO thin films on sapphire and stainless
steel substrate deposited via spin coating.

mixed oxides of the type MO and likely the phase consists of a mix of these oxide phases
that all have very similar XRD patterns regardless of individual stoichiometry. The reason
why it is assumed that the impurity mostly forms due to the temperature influence and
not because the spin coating mixture has the wrong stoichiometry for example is that no
clear indication of the same impurity phase can be found on the thin film samples.

Fig. 45 depicts grazing incidence measurements of spin coated thin films deposited on
sapphire and stainless steel substrates. For these samples it was necessary to perform
grazing incidence measurements since especially for the stainless steel substrate the strong
substrate reflexes and the strong background noise made typical data difficult to inter-
pret. Note that as mentioned before the thin film deposited on sapphire was of rather
low quality due to adhesion problems and the signal intensity is therefore diminished for
this sample. The measurement is given as comparison since the data for the stainless steel
substrate shows that despite an incident angle of only 0.5 ° residual intensity of an iron
oxide phase can be detected and the sample on sapphire shows no reflexes attributed to
the substrate. The iron oxide phase is not necessarily part of the deposited thin film but
likely only present at the edge of the thin film but to explain this it is necessary to briefly
describe the spin coating setup.

The stainless steel substrates used were as described in the experimental section pol-
ished metal discs with a diameter of 12 mm and a thickness of about 500 µm. The spin
coating solution was an aequous solution with very low viscosity and due to the forces
applied to the coating film during the spinning of the disc an area about 1 mm thick at
the edge of the sample disc was typically not or only partly coated with the thin film due
to shearing of the coating solution. For the usage of the sample in the solid state cells
this was negligible because the Li counter electrode used was 6 mm in diameter and the
area of uniform film deposition was about 9 mm to 12 mm but for the XRD measurement
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this means an area at the edge of the steel sample was subjected to elevated tempera-
ture in oxygen without being coated leading to the formation of a slight oxidation layer.
Due to the grazing incident conditions in the measurement this thin layer at the sample
edge is still visible in the data also because the edge of the sample is generally somewhat
rougher due to the polishing process. The reflex positions of the iron oxide are generally
slightly towards lower diffraction angles when compared to the LNMO phase which causes
the formation of a shoulder for almost all LNMO reflexes. Estimation from a very basic
refinement suggests a phase composition of roughly 90 % LNMO to 10 % iron oxide. The
reflex position of the iron oxide phase somewhat overlap with the reflexes expected for the
possible LNMO degradation phase (ref. fig. 44) but the appearance of additional reflexes
not found in the rock salt degradation phase reinforces that the present phase is iron oxide.

The iron oxide reference pattern given here is an example, the surface layer on the sub-
strate likely consists of a mixture of different oxide phases. Other oxides like Fe2O3 (most
prominent reflex at 33 °in the graph) or iron itself explain the reflexes not explained by
fig. 45 but are not shown to prevent clutter in the graph. A comparison measurement
of just the steel substrate treated in the same manner as the samples depicted here but
without the metal salts in the spin coating solution exhibits the same iron and iron oxide
reflexes under grazing incident conditions. The mismatch between expected and observed
reflex positions for the LNMO film can possibly be explained due to strain in the thin film
For the sample deposited on sapphire no clear indication of any impurity phase can be
found although in this measurement the expected impurity reflexes are somewhat masked
by the rather low intensity of the pattern overall caused by the lower sample quality as
mentioned above. Compared to the crystallized sol though the composition of the sample
even if impurity phase is present is shifted towards the pure LNMO phase. This suggests
that the strong degradation of the crystallized sol is because of the longer temperature
treatment combined with the higher surface area and that for the thin film due to the
short exposition time to high temperatures and the comparatively low surface area the
formation of the rock salt degradation phase is less favored. Contrary to the PLD thin
films the spin coated films show no preferential orientation and appear polycrystaline as
expected since oriented growth is not typical for spin or dip coating.

Since the spin coated films showed some problems in the XRD measurements due to
the forced use of substrates (iron oxide for steel and bad quality for other substrates),
Raman spectra were measured to judge the formed LNMO phase. In congruence with the
spin coating process described by Gellert et al. the samples were subjected to 700 °C for
8 minutes after all layers were deposited to crystallize the LNMO. This temperature is
as shown right on the border between ordered and disordered phase formation with the
ordered phase expected to form below and the disordered above this temperature. At this
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Figure 46: Raman spectra for spin coated LNMO samples on stainless steel heated to 700 °C
and 600 °C respectively for crystallization. The Raman spectrum for the target material is also
given for comparison.

point it is necessary to refer to the electrochemical data which will be described in section
13. Since for most of the LNMO films deposited a large part of the initial capacity was
irreversibly lost in a first cycle reaction around 4.0 V the formation of the disordered spinel
phase and the reduction of manganese in the system was suspected. In order to suppress
this formation additional samples were prepared and only heated to 600 °C.

Fig. 46 depicts Raman spectra for two samples treated at different temperatures and
a spectrum for the target material for comparison. Both films were deposited on stainless
steel. The spectra for the two temperatures appear rather similar on first glance and
match the expected spectrum for the target material quite well. As mentioned before the
main factor in distinguishing between the ordered P4332 and disordered Fd-3m phase are
the appearance of additional bands between 200 cm−1 and 250 cm−1, the sharpness of
the band around 400 cm−1 and the peak splitting of the bands at around 600 cm−1. The
sample at 700 °C matches the spectrum of the target material and represents the P4332
phase while the sample at 600 °C appears closer to the spectrum expected for the Fd-3m
phase. This is surprising since the Fd-3m phase would be expected for the higher tem-
perature but not for the lower one. The measured intensity of the 600 °C sample is lower
though (spectra are normalized to visualize relative spectra appearance better but higher
background intensity for the 600 °C sample indicates lower overall intensity which is clear
in the raw data not shown here). Even for the 700 °C sample the shape of the spectrum
is not as clear as for the target material with for example the band splitting around 600
cm−1 being less defined.
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As for the PLD samples measurement of multiple identical films yields not a completely
consistent picture with intensity relations shifting and features appearing slightly more or
less defined. This indicates that with the given preparation conditions the thin films are
not completely phase pure but instead consist of a mixture between the two LNMO phases
that are difficult to determine from the physical measurement data alone. Since this is the
case judgment on the phase composition was mainly made by utilizing the electrochemi-
cal cycling data and judging based on the prevalence of manganese oxidation around 4.0 V.

Overall the Raman spectra of the spin coated thin films appear much closer to the ex-
pected shape seen for the target material as is the case for PLD thin films (ref. fig. 42).
This is possibly caused by more favorable reaction conditions due to the higher oxygen
availability in air as compared to the vacuum conditions in the PLD chamber or a de-
crease in film strain due to the preferential orientation that at least in case of the silicon
substrates is forced by the substrate. A decrease in strain can only be argued for the spin
coated samples on stainless steel substrates of course since samples on other substrates
had serious adhesion problems.

Fig. 47 depicts HREM images of LNMO thin films on different substrate materials. For
the sample spin coated on silicon a) large cracks are visible across the surface and the
material is delaminating due to stress. It can also be seen that a “wavelike” microstruc-
ture has formed on the surface. The cross section c) shows that this effect is indeed a
three dimensional distortion of the thin film surface. For the same deposition on YSZ/Pt
this effect is not visible and the surface appears smooth and without any cracks and very
small visible crystals. The cross section of this sample d) depicts again the smooth and
flat surface and the individual layers deposited by the spin coating process are somewhat
visible but it can also be seen that the contact between the underlying platinum layer and
the YSZ substrate has deteriorated due to the temperature treatment visible as a small
gap formation.

It should be noted here that the platinum deposited on the YSZ was annealed at 600 °C
before the spin coating layers were applied to increase crystallinity and adhesion. The sys-
tem is in general stable at these temperatures but the rapid change in temperature during
the spin coating process seems to negatively impact the overall adhesion. As mentioned
before it is not easily possible to reduce the temperature strain put onto the sample while
maintaining realistic sample processing times and sample throughput.

Finally images e) and f) depict the surface of a LNMO thin film deposited on gold coated
silicon via PLD at 650 °C (e)) and a spin coated film at 700 °C on stainless steel. The
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 47: HREM images of LNMO thin films a) spin coated on silicon, b) spin coated on
YSZ/Pt, c) cross section of the spin coating film on silicon, d) cross section of the spin coated
film on YSZ/Pt, e) PLD deposited on gold coated silicon and f) spin coated on stainless steel.

surface of both samples appears rather similar even though different deposition methods
were used. When compared to the spin coated film on YSZ/Pt it can be seen that the film
on steel has a bigger average grain size which is possibly related to the rougher surface
of the steel substrate facilitating crystal growth. Cross section data for the samples on
stainless steel was not measured due to the difficulty in preparing a clean cross section on
steel substrates. While it is possible to cut the substrate and subsequently polish the cross
section mechanically or via ion polishing the result was still a very damaged cross section
with parts of the thin film breaking away from the edge or the structure of the cross section
being obviously changed by the polishing method so that no relevant information about
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the growth properties could be extracted. For the samples on single crystal substrates this
was not a problem since cross sections can easily be prepared by cracking the substrate in
the center. The resulting cross section at the breaking edge was often very well defined.
The HREM images also provide information about the film thickness of the spin coated
films which was on average about 500 nm for 10 deposited layers and about 250 nm for 5
layers deposited leading to a thickness per layer of about 50 nm which is in the expected
range and in agreement with Gellert et al.

In summary the physical characterization shows that with all methods used in this thesis
the LNMO material can be deposited on a multitude of substrates. The material degrades
at elevated temperatures above 700 °C under low vacuum conditions but remains seem-
ingly phase pure below that temperature. The phase composition achieved with PLD and
spin coating deposition seems to be a mixture between the P4332 and Fd-3m phase with
the PLD samples tending more towards the disordered oxygen deficient phase and the
spin coating films appearing more balanced or tending towards the P4332 phase. Since
the disordered spinel phase is formed at least partially in all films rock salt impurity phases
are still expected even though they cannot conclusively be identified by XRD or Raman
measurements which also means that some level of Mn3+ activity in the electrochemical
measurements is expected (and seen (ref. section 13)). Despite variations of temperature
treatments or annealing time this could never fully be prevented. The main problem facing
all-solid-state cells based on the LNMO system in this thesis though was not the produc-
tion of chemically correctly formed LNMO thin films but instead of mechanically stable
full systems. Thin films would often appear fine after deposition but easily delaminate af-
ter some additional stress either through the “LiPON” deposition or through cell assembly
with metallic lithium electrodes being applied leading to immediate cell failure and short
circuiting. For the PLD deposition Pt or Au coated sapphire yielded almost no stable
samples with direct contact problems between the metal layer and the substrate even with
multiple annealing steps tested. Platinum on YSZ produces more stable substrates but as
already shown by Mareike Falk adhesion of LNMO on these samples is problematic unless
using very thin LNMO films which in this thesis was not feasible because of the conditions
set by the electrochemical characterization.
If spin coating methods are employed this problem becomes more severe due to the harsher
temperature treatment and leads to almost no useful samples being produced. The only
substrate able to withstand the conditions of the spin coating process was stainless steel
but the failure rate of these samples was rather high due to other reasons as will be
discussed in the electrochemical characterization. Because of the instability of the full
systems the sample preparation is often limited by these external parameters and certain
experimental setups that should in theory improve certain aspects of the LNMO thin film
can sometimes not be tested in the battery because the system can simply not be as-
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sembled without being destroyed in the process. The stress applied to the thin film by
applying an additional solid electrolyte layer and direct contacting with Li metal seems
to be significantly higher than if liquid electrolytes are used. This is in contrast to the
LTO system for which it is comparatively easy to produce chemically correct LTO thin
films but these thin films are also a lot more robust in their contact behavior inside the
all-solid-state system leading to mechanically highly stable systems. To give a comparison
and perspective for the LTO system it was always possible to peel the lithium electrode off
the sample after the electrochemical measurement without damaging the LTO or “LiPON”
thin film (aside from surface damage caused by the Li contact) even if significant force had
to be used but for the LNMO thin films this was only possible on stainless steel substrates
without destroying the entire layer system.
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13 Electrochemical characterization and processing setup for
LNMO based batteries

Since the impedance characterization of the LNMO thin film system in this thesis is not
as extensive as for the LTO system, results from the impedance measurements will be
given in this section together with the cycling data to describe the general cell behavior of
LNMO thin film cells. The initial samples for LNMO cells prepared in parallel with the
LTO cells were in general non functional. The samples were prepared via PLD on silicon
substrates and showed no electrochemical activity. Fig. 48 depicts the Bode plot of such a
cell and shows that it exhibits very high resistance in the middle to low frequency range.
As with the LTO cells the process in the high frequency range can be attributed to the
electronic conduction through the silicon wafer and shows comparable values and behav-
ior. The middle to low frequency range though is not necessarily directly comparable. For
the LTO system in this frequency range the ionic conduction through the LTO film was
shown to be rate limiting but for the LNMO thin film this is not an expected behavior
since the ionic conductivity should be higher. The resistance depicted here also extends
into the mega ohm region and is vastly higher than any resistance observed for the LTO
system outside of the blocking behavior at the very start or end of a cycle. In regards to
results that will be shown in the following the electronic contact to the silicon wafer seems
to be the main factor for this total blocking behavior. Measurement data on the early
cells is limited because few reasonable measurements can be obtained from non functional
cells and no direct experiment probing the contact could be made. Later cells on YSZ/Pt
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Figure 48: Bode plot of a LNMO thin film all-solid-state battery deposited via PLD on a silicon
substrate. The cell exhibits very high resistance in the middle to low frequency range completely
blocking any electrochemical activity.
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and sapphire/Pt also deposited via PLD did show cell activity and did not exhibit this
massive resistance so this indicates that the charge transfer between silicon and LNMO is
problematic.

The nature of this blockage is difficult to determine due to the lack of reliable data and
the fact that the electronic properties of the LNMO phase are strongly dependent on the
nickel content and the prevalence of Mn3+ in the phase as shown by Lazzaraga et al.. [134]

If the formed phase is not the stoichiometric ordered spinel phase, as the physical char-
acterization (and data that will be shown in the following) seems to suggest, Mn3+ exists
in the material and leads to an improvement of the electronic conductivity. The phase
composition present at the interface is unknown. For the LTO system the composition at
the interface could be extrapolated from the contact properties and resistances in depen-
dence to the state of charge. No such measurements were possible with the LNMO system.
Discussing the band structure at the interface therefore is equally difficult. The higher
cell polarization and possible larger voltage drop at the silicon/LNMO interface that is
prevalent due to the high cell voltage of LNMO/Li cells might be part of the reason why
this interface is much more problematic than is the case for LTO based systems. The
problem is isolated to the silicon substrates though and as with the LTO system silicon
was quickly abandoned as a substrate material due to the various problems it causes in
the all-solid-state system. All samples further discussed for the LNMO systems will be
on sapphire/Pt and YSZ/Pt for the PLD samples as well as on stainless steel for the spin
coating samples. Most PLD samples will be on YSZ/Pt due to the adhesive problems
on sapphire mentioned in section 12 but for non short circuited cells both substrates are
functionally identical for the electrochemical characterization.

13.1 General cell properties

Fig. 49 depicts a LNMO thin film system PLD deposited on Pt covered sapphire at 550 °C
and at 5 Pa pure oxygen. The data shown is the first and second charge and discharge
cycle for the resulting LNMO/“LiPON”/Li all-solid-state battery. Initially it is notable
that the starting cell potential is not close to 4.7 V or even 4 V but is at around 2.6 V. In
the early stages of the first cycle the first plateau reached is therefore the tetragonal/cubic
phase transition of the system as lithium is extracted. This indicates that for this sample
the lithium content in the thin film is higher than expected, beyond the expected stoi-
chiometry and at the start of the cycle the material does not exist in the desired cubic
spinel phase. This is surprising since lithium loss typically is expected especially since the
deposition pressure in this case was somewhat lower than for other samples that will be
discussed shortly hereafter. The cell transitions into a large plateau at around 3.9 V, a
short inclined plateau at around 4.0 V and a very undefined plateau at around 4.6 V to
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Figure 49: First and second cycle charge/discharge profile of a LNMO thin film battery on
sapphire/Pt substrate PLD deposited at 550 °C and 5 Pa oxygen (3.5 µA/cm2). Strong first
cycle irreversible effects are visible in the data.

4.7 V. The charge insertion around 4.0 V is typically attributed to Mn3+ that exists within
the phase either because of the formation of the disordered phase or because of lithium
manganese oxide impurity phases. The undefined plateau around 4.7 V corresponds to the
desired Ni transitions but is not well developed. The charge inserted at 3.8 V is not readily
explainable. If the phase composition of the material is not as expected as suggested by
the high content of Mn3+ in the thin film, the transition could consist of a LixNi1–xO2

impurity phase. This phase might form together with a LiMn2O4 phase or, as considered
by Pröll et al., [135] is a residual charge transfer based on the tetragonal/cubic phase tran-
sition which is present when the system is cycled below ca. 3.0 V. In any case the first
cycle effects visible are highly irreversible and only about 50 % of the overall capacity
inserted can be extracted again mostly from the Mn3+/Mn4+ transition and some from
the higher voltage nickel transition.

In the second cycle the plateau at around 3.8 V is vastly reduced in capacity and corre-
sponds now more closely to the effect observed by Pröll et al. for residual phase transition
capacity since the cell was cycled back to the initial EOC. Capacity loss of LNMO based
all-solid-state cells in the first cycle is an effect also observed in the literature [51] but typi-
cally the percentages are not as high. Since the nickel transition at higher voltages cannot
be sufficiently addressed in these samples the material deposited is likely not the desired
LNMO phase or at least not at the quality level desired. As mentioned in the physical
characterization due to the preferential orientation in the XRD data and the similar Ra-
man data for both phases this is only evident once the system is cycled. Because of this it
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Figure 50: Cyclic voltamogramm of the LNMO sample depicted in fig . 49 the nickel transitions
at high voltages are clearly visible here even though they are less defined in the cycle profile.

cannot be determined if the initial deposited LNMO thin film was already not formed with
the correct phase composition or if the later treatment of the sample (“LiPON” deposi-
tion, cell assembly) caused a lithium enrichment in the film. It is possible that additional
lithium was incorporated into the thin film during the “LiPON” sputter deposition since
lithium excess is not a typical phenomenon of PLD deposited thin films. The oxygen
partial pressure during the deposition is another possible explanation for the prevalence
of reduced manganese species in the sample. In the physical characterization not much
difference was observed between samples deposited at high or low oxygen partial pressure
which is partly because the pressure range for deposition is limited to roughly one order
of magnitude above the 5 Pa mentioned here. Due to the experimental setup partial pres-
sures above 40 Pa are not possible with pure oxygen while pressures above 20 Pa put a
significant strain on the turbo pump due to the high gas influx.

Fig. 50 depicts a cyclic voltamogramm of the same sample and reinforces the general
processes observed in the cycling profile. Additionally the high voltage nickel transitions
are more easily discernibly in the CV data and confirm that besides the high amount of re-
duced manganese species and likely impurity phase formation the sample still contains the
desired spinel phase and referring back to the profile data in fig. 49 about 1/3 of the over-
all charge insertion extraction is in the region ascribed to the nickel oxidation/reduction.
Increased oxygen partial pressure to better facilitate manganese oxidation should therefore
suppress the formation of the undesired impurity phases if they are a product of the PLD
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deposition and not introduced during a possible lithium enrichment in the sputter process
or caused by other effects.

13.2 The manganese oxidation state and lithium enrichment

Fig. 51 shows data of a sample deposited at higher oxygen partial pressure of 20 Pa
during the deposition. The desired reduction in reduced manganese species is only partly
achieved. The initial potential of the cell is somewhat higher compared to the previous
sample. The first plateau addressed during cycling now is located at 4.1 V and can there-
fore clearly be attributed to the Mn3+ transition while the previously observed transition
at 3.8 V attributed to residual tetragonal/cubic phase transition or impurity phases is
no longer visible. The overall capacity addressed through the Mn3+ transition is still in
the range of 50 % overall cell capacity so the reduction in reduced manganese species is
not significant. As with the previous sample after the first cycle most of the capacity,
especially from the Mn3+ transition, is irreversibly lost. Cycles at reduced cycling cur-
rent are given to show that this is not an effect of changing cell resistance and therefore
higher overpotentials after the first cycle because even with reduced cycling current the
cycles appear almost identical. The fact that the capacity in the first cycle is completely
irreversible suggests that the thin film is still lithium enriched.

If the Mn3+ activity was caused by formation of the disordered spinel phase or the nickel
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Figure 51: Cycle profiles of a LNMO thin film deposited on Pt covered YSZ at 500 °C and 20
Pa pure oxygen. The change in deposition pressure only has a minor impact on the overall cell
behavior. Comparative data at lower cycling current of 1.75 µA/cm2 is also given (standard
cycling rate 3.5 µA/cm2).
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deficient pure manganese spinel it would be expected to be reversible since LiMn2O4 is a
viable electrode material perfectly capable of reversible cycling. The phase is problematic
in liquid systems since the manganese redox products tend to dissolve in the liquid elec-
trolyte and therefore reduce overall capacity loss but in the solid state system this is not
expected to happen. If the Mn3+ activity is instead caused by a lithium enriched phase
in which manganese is reduced due to additional lithium incorporation the reinsertion of
the lithium can only take place below 3.0 V which is outside the cycling window in this
case. On the other hand the capacity extracted from the film in the first cycle was below
the theoretical capacity of the material which does not suggest that additional lithium is
extracted from the thin film. This can be an effect of incomplete film utilization though.
In the literature the first cycle effect is known in recent publications about all-solid-state
thin film batteries of the material [40,51] and in case of Li. et al. is also explained by
additional lithium incorporated into (in their case sputter deposited) LNMO thin films.
In their case though the first cycle capacity exceeds the theoretically expected capacity so
that conclusions about the 4.0 V plateau are less ambiguous.

The nickel transitions at higher potentials are much more clearly defined in this sam-
ple and a step in the charge profile is visible in the first cycle when switching between
both nickel transitions from +2/+3 to +3/+4. The capacity addressed through the nickel
oxidation is only about 50 % of the overall cell capacity. In the second and further cy-
cles the Mn oxidation at 4.0 V disappears almost completely but the capacity addressed
through the nickel redox pairs also suffers a significant loss in between the first and second
cycle leading to a capacity retention of only about 25 % after the first cycle. As mentioned
before the overpotential for these cycles is not increased when compared to the first cycle
so no significant additional resistance is introduced into the system in between cycles.

The Bode phase angle plot of the sample (measured after the first 5 cycles as with the
LTO system) mainly shows two constant processes in the high frequency region and a
lower frequency process that is somewhat undefined. The behavior at the start of the
charge cycle is given as a reference but it should be noted that the impedance at the start
of the charge and discharge cycle was identical and only at the end of the given cycle
differences evolve. At the start of the given cycles the low frequency region does not show
the same process as observed towards the end of the cycles. The characteristic of the low
frequency process is not clearly identifiable as a CPE/R, CPE or Warburg like element
but appears to be a mixture of these elements depending on the real cell state. It may be
interpreted as a feature of the cathode that tends towards diffusive behavior at the end
of the discharge cycle while appearing more like a very depressed semicircle at the end of
the charge cycle. Since it is not clear what process exactly is shown here interpretation is
difficult. If the system is similar to the LTO system the process could represent conduction
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Figure 52: Phase angle plot for the LNMO thin film sample depicted in fig. 51. The end of
both charge and discharge cycle is given as well as the start for the charge cycle. Note that
the impedance spectrum at the start of the charge and at the start of the discharge cycle are
identical so only one is given.

through the LNMO thin film but for LNMO it is also expected that the charge transfer to
the “LiPON” phase is significant. Without further data this cannot be determined from
this data alone.

Both processes (film conduction and charge transfer) are expected to be dependent on
the state of charge because of the possible change of reaction kinetics at the interface and
the expected change in transport properties of the LNMO thin film although the changes
in transport properties are not expected to be as drastic as for the LTO system. The
process visible in the high frequency region can as detailed for the LTO system be as-
cribed to the solid electrolyte conduction and shows similar values as expected since the
electrolyte properties are not changed between systems (aside from possible differences in
the charge transfer). The medium frequency range features another process that remains
stable across the state of charge change. For the LTO system this was ascribed to the
Li/“LiPON” charge transfer but for the LNMO samples the process was often enlarged
when compared to the LTO system. The interface properties between Li and “LiPON”
are not expected to change when utilizing a different cathode material and therefore no
difference in this process would be expected. The higher cell potential introduced by the
use of LNMO should be applied majorly at the electrolyte/LNMO interface. As shown
in fig. 48 the electronic contact properties to the substrate material are likely of signifi-
cantly bigger proportions in the case of LNMO as was the case for the LTO system. Small
residual contributions of the electronic charge transfer are expected for the LTO system
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Figure 53: LNMO thin film prepared via PLD at room temperature on YSZ/Pt and subsequently
post annealed in an oven at 700 ° C for 1 hour in air.

even using metallic contacts as outlined in section 11. If LNMO follows the same behavior
but the effect is overall stronger due to the higher electrode polarization, as suggested by
fig. 48, the residual charge transfer resistance when using metallic contacts is also slightly
higher. The process might overlap in this frequency region with the Li/“LiPON” charge
transfer resistance. This leads to the observation of a semicircle with a slightly increased
size. The effect will be further discussed below.

Since further increasing the oxygen partial pressure during deposition was not possible
additionally samples of LNMO were prepared by depositing the film with identical param-
eters but at room temperature and subsequently annealing the sample in an oven at 700 °
C for 1 hour to reproduce the powder preparation conditions. Fig. 53 depicts the first
and second cycle data of a sample prepared this way. The prevalence of the manganese
transition at 4.0 V is further reduced and is replaced by a distributed plateau between
4.2 V and 5.0 V but the overall capacity of the system suffers greatly and large parts of the
achieved capacity in the first cycle is still irreversible. Due to the plateau being distributed
over a larger potential range it is difficult to judge the proportions of the different redox
processes involved. The reversible capacity now consists only of the nickel transitions but
is extremely low so that the system can only barely be described as electrochemically ac-
tive. Comparing the data to fig. 51 and 49 it seems the more the formation of the reduced
manganese species is suppressed the more the reversible capacity and cyclability of the
system suffers in return.
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13.3 LNMO coatings and interface considerations

The low electrochemical activity of LNMO in solid state systems especially partnered with
“LiPON” is an often considered point in the literature and might be based on another fac-
tor not yet discussed. Often when measuring impedance data these systems show a larger
dominant low frequency process that constitutes a large part of the overall cell resistance.
These processes in the low frequency region of the impedance are often ascribed to cathode
processes and in the LNMO system especially a large charge transfer resistance between
LNMO and “LiPON” is often shown to be the limiting factor for LNMO based cells. To
overcome the poor electrochemical activity of the system coating materials are used to
adress the limitations of the pure LNMO/“LiPON” contact. These coatings follow two
different trains of thought. One idea is to improve the chemical interface between the two
materials either by protecting the system from possible degradation or offering beneficial
transport properties at the interface. The other concept described by Yada. et al. [40] aims
to decrease the strong space charge layer formation in the electrolyte phase due to the
high cell potential. Through the inclusion of high permittivity materials at the interface in
small particles the space charge polarization is expected to be reduced near the particles
and transport through the space charge layer is expected to proceed with less resistance. [40]

For all thin films produced via PLD aside from the large irreversible capacity in the first
cycle the cycling performance was extremely low with very low reversible capacity and
also rather low peak currents in the cyclic voltamogram data.

In addition to the steps taken to reduce the prevalence of Mn3+ in the phase different
coating materials were also employed to improve cell performance. As a coating material
lithium niobate (LNO) and LTO were tested and both were applied via PLD and via ion
beam sputtering with film thicknesses between 20 nm (ion beam) and 50 nm (PLD). For
the dielectric interface modification a 0.008 wt% solution of barium titanate nanopowder
(99.99 % ChemPUR, particle size 100 nm) in methoxyethanol was used in accordance to
a publication from Yada et al. and dip coated onto the sample with a pulling rate of 2
mm/s as well as sprayed onto the sample using a pressurized air gun. Samples coated this
way were dried in an oven at 100 ° C for an hour. It is important to emphasize that for
the BTO coating no uniform film was deposited since this would lead to blocking of the
cell kinetics but instead small particles were distributed across the surface.

Fig. 54 depicts a comparison of the different coating materials tested in first and sec-
ond cycle profiles. In fig. 54 a) and b) the first charge cycle of the different samples is
given versus the achieved capacity a) and normalized for the state of charge b) to better
visualize the profile shape. All samples used for testing coating materials were prepared
by PLD and post annealing as described above. Fig. 54 c) depicts the reversible capacity
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Figure 54: Comparison of first and second cycle data for LNMO films prepared with different
coatings. LNMO films with coating materials were prepared by PLD and post annealing. The
data shown is a) the first cycle charge step , b) a capacity normalized first cycle charge step to
better visualize the profile shape and c) the reversible capacity in the second cycle in a hysteresis
plot of charge and discharge step.

achieved in the second cycle in a hysteresis plot of both charge and discharge cycle.
The direct comparison of first cycle charge capacity a) shows that the PLD deposited
normal thin film and the BTO modified post annealed thin film perform rather similar
in the first cycle. While for the PLD thin film the 4.0 V transition is clearly defined the
BTO modified film shows a more distributed plateau and a significant amount of charge
is inserted around 3.0 V indicating a tetragonal phase transition at the start of cycling.
Comparing the BTO modified film to the unmodified post annealed film the BTO modi-
fication clearly improves the first cycle capacity. As the normalized data in b) shows the
overall profile shape of the unmodified post annealed sample and the BTO modified one
is almost identical but the capacity achieved by the BTO modification is higher. The
other two coating materials LNO and LTO do not perform as well. Capacity is either not
increased at all for LTO or even reduced in the case of LNO coating. The profile shape
in b) also indicates that a significant amount of charge is inserted at lower potentials of
about 3.0 V indicating tetragonal transition. In the case of the LNO coating the starting
potential is also very low featuring additional charge insertion below 3.0 V. Because the
overall capacity of this sample is so low this might be a reaction of the coating material
itself while most of the deposited LNMO film remains inactive. For both of these coatings
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Figure 55: Impedance data of LNMO films prepared with different coatings. Given are a) the
phase angle of the impedance at the end of the charge step, b) the phase angle of the impedance
at the end of the discharge step, c) the value of the impedance at the end of the charge step
and d) the value of the impedance at the end of the discharge step. Phase angle and value of
the impedance were separated to reduce clutter in the graph.

the capacity inserted through the nickel transitions is very minimal.

The overall conclusion is that the samples annealed in air feature less defined manganese
transition reactions in the first cycle and almost none in the following. The sample de-
posited normally in the PLD features the highest initial and reversible capacity but also
very defined manganese oxidation and reduction in the first and following cycles. The
BTO modification increases the capacity of the annealed LNMO film but does not change
the profile shape and the other coatings do not have favorable effects. No samples feature
both high capacity and a elimination of the manganese redox couple from the battery
cycle. The reversible capacity in all cases is very low compared to the initial capacity and
the theoretical capacity (estimated about 21 µAh/cm2 for the given films) especially for
samples without an active manganese redox couple in the cycling process.

Fig. 55 allows some conclusions about the resistive difference between the samples and
about the influence of the coating materials. Depicted are the phase angle and value of the
impedance at the end of the charge and discharge step. Focusing first at the phase angle
of the impedance at the end of the charge step a) the data shows that for the medium
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frequency range around 1 kHz - 10 kHz the sample prepared normally in the PLD has the
highest resistance. As described earlier this process is likely a combined system response
from the Li/“LiPON” charge transfer resistance and residual charge transfer resistances
at the thin film/substrate interface. It is therefore expected that the preparation method
of the thin film has an effect on the substrate/thin film interface. In this case specifically
the data suggest that the interface prepared under high temperature PLD conditions is of
higher resistance than the interface prepared at room temperature and subsequently post
annealed. This seems reasonable considering that samples prepared at higher tempera-
tures often had problems with film delamination (as described in section 13) indicating a
strong mismatch or film strain between substrate and thin film at high temperatures. It
is also possible that the film composition change, caused by annealing the sample in air
and leading to a higher overall oxidation state of the thin film, has favorable effects for
the substrate interface. Considering that higher film oxidation leads to a reduced amount
of Mn3+ and therefore reduces electronic conductivity in the thin film this effect might be
of secondary importance.

For the BTO and LNO modified sample this frequency region is similar to the post an-
nealed sample which is also expected since the surface coating at the LNMO/“LiPON”
interface is not expected to have an influence on the substrate interface. In the following
lower frequency region it is more difficult to discern between individual processes because
in this region multiple processes seemingly overlap which can be seen in the broad, dis-
tributed spectrum shape in this region lacking clearly defined signal shapes. At least two
possible contributions in this region can be inferred one around 100 Hz and one at around
1 Hz with further contributions possibly existing in the background. The contribution at
100 Hz is more pronounced and of higher resistance for the surface modified samples when
compared to the post annealed or even normally deposited sample. This indicates that
the process in this region is related to the LNMO/“LiPON” interface.

In all cases for modified or unmodified samples the resistance in this region is higher
than for the normally prepared sample in the PLD and is generally highest for the BTO
modified sample. This is surprising since comparing the post annealed and BTO modified
sample the BTO modification did increase the capacity during cycling yet it seemingly
introduces a higher resistance at the interface. Even though the battery capacity is not
directly related to the cell resistance, higher cell resistances typically cause higher over-
voltages. This can still allow for the same cell capacity albeit at different potentials but
it is not reasonable that higher cell resistance has a positive effect on the capacity. This
can only mean that the effects at the interface are not the cause for the higher capacity.
The bulk properties of the thin film are not expected to change with the surface coating
except if non intended effects are considered. One possible effect is the formerly discussed
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effect of thin film change during sputter deposition of the “LiPON” solid electrolyte. The
BTO coating at the surface might influence the effect the exposition to the sputter plasma
has on the thin film and therefore change the thin film properties without a direct effect
at the interface. If this was the case the same would be expected for the other coating
materials.

The main effect that is theorized to be occurring during the sputter deposition is a change
in lithium stoichiometry i.e. a lithium enrichment of the thin film leading to formation of
unwanted phases. BTO could possible block this effect since the material itself does not
contain lithium and is not a lithium ion conductor while both other coating materials are
both containing lithium and are reasonable lithium ion conductors. Another possibility is
that the solvent used to deposit the nanoparticles had an effect on the thin film properties
since some kind of carrier solution was necessary to distribute the nanoparticles across the
surface. The additional heat treatment at 100 ° C of the samples used to dry the organic
solvent on the other hand is not likely to have an additional effect on the properties of the
thin film.

The other process in the low frequency range inferred from the data around 1 Hz is once
again rather similar for the modified and unmodified samples. The process changes to a
diffusive behavior at the end of the discharge cycle (fig. 55 b)) as is also observed for the
normally deposited sample via PLD. At the end of the discharge cycle this effect is nearly
identical for all samples and therefore likely represents diffusion effects in the system that
become dominant in the system once the cathode capacity is exhausted similar to the LTO
system. The process is likely a summation of multiple diffusion processes.

13.4 Performance of spin coating films and comparison to PLD

Comparing the different data on all PLD deposited and even modified samples it is clear
that the LNMO thin films produced this way have a multitude of problems preventing
the production of a high quality, reversible battery system. Problems exist in regards
to mechanical stability, phase composition and contact behavior of the system. Since the
variation of deposition and production parameters for the PLD process could not eliminate
these problems additionally spin coating of LNMO materials was employed to compare
PLD thin films with a non vacuum based process more comparable to the powder prepa-
ration or electrode sheets prepared for liquid systems. For the preparation of these films a
route published by Gellert et al. [54] was followed involving formation of the LNMO phase
from a solution of the metal acetates described in the experimental section.

Cycling data for a spin coating LNMO thin film is depicted in fig. 56. As with the
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PLD thin films the initial charge cycle exhibits signs of tetragonal/cubic phase transition
indicating yet again the formation of the lithium enriched phase even though the thin film
preparation method is very different from the previous samples. The capacity achieved
by the system in the first cycle is close to the theoretical capacity estimated for this film
which is 32 µAh/cm2 (500 nm film thickness) so if complete film utilization is assumed
the overall lithium stoichiometry is not above the expected range. Considering the cycling
profile clearly shows the tetragonal phase transition only parts of the thin film might be
active. The relative capacity achieved between different samples scales linear with the film
thickness so effects causing low film utilization are not caused by conductive limitations
or else thinner films would be expected to have higher relative film utilization.

As with previous samples in the first cycle a large part of the overall capacity achieved is
irreversibly lost in the second cycle and the second and further cycles only show a small
amount of Mn3+ oxidation with the nickel transitions clearly visible at higher potentials.
This is the more generally expected behavior for the disordered spinel phase. The capacity
loss between the first and second cycle is almost 2/3 most of which originating from the
manganese transition while the nickel transition suffers a smaller loss in relative capacity.
After the second cycle the capacity is relatively stable. The overall capacity achieved
by the LNMO spin coating films is much higher when compared to the PLD thin films
with similar thickness, especially the reversible capacity after the first cycle. By changing
the deposition method better overall performance was achieved then was possible with
the PLD deposited films irregardless of parameters employed or surface coatings tested.
This begs the question on what the defining difference between both deposition methods is.
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Figure 56: First and second cycle charge/discharge profile for a LNMO sample deposited via spin
coating on a stainless steel substrate.
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Figure 57: First and second cycle charge/discharge profile for a LNMO sample deposited via spin
coating. An additional temperature relaxation step at 600 °C was introduced.

By changing the spin coating processing slightly it is possible to further modify the cycling
behavior. Since the film shown in fig. 56 is prepared according to parameters described by
Gellert et al. it is subjected to 700 °C for about 8 minutes before being rapidly cooled. This
temperature is as described in the physical characterization close to the transition point
between the disordered and ordered spinel phase and the rapid cooling aids in “quenching”
the disordered phase once it forms leading to residual Mn3+ in the phase. By introducing
an additional relaxation step at 600 °C for 4 hours and subsequent slow cooling of the sam-
ple the thin film is allowed to relax into the ordered spinel phase. This can be seen in fig.
57 in which a sample prepared identical to fig. 56 except for the additional temperature
relaxation is shown. In the first cycle the two samples appear almost identical regarding
the overall capacity and a similar charge distribution across the different cell processes is
exhibited. In the first discharge however it becomes clear that for the reversible capacity
the amount of active Mn3+ in the sample is significantly reduced. The different prepara-
tion conditions seemingly lead to the formation of the ordered spinel phase in which only
nickel is active.

This conclusion is problematic though when considering the first cycle. As already de-
scribed the cause for the large contribution of active manganese in the thin film is not
entirely clear. If this is because the spinel phase is not correctly formed is it due to the
preparation conditions itself or the further processing during the following steps? This
result suggests that changing the preparation conditions has an influence on the cycling
behavior of the cell so the problem is within the thin film preparation itself. The results
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also suggest that in the first cycle the preparation conditions do not matter since the
behavior is the same. If it is assumed this is because the thin film is changed by the
processing after the initial deposition this would explain why the first cycle is identical for
both samples although their composition is seemingly changed. But this train of thought
is also problematic because a change in the thin film composition by the introduction of
additional lithium leading to formation of the tetragonal phase (indicate by the initial
transition around 3.0 V) means that the final active phase is only formed in the cell after
the lithium extraction in the initial cycle. If this is the case the preparation conditions
should be irrelevant because the conditions in the cell under which the final phase is formed
are identical. A alternative explanation is that the initial phase that is formed after the
film deposition retains its cation ordering throughout the tetragonal/cubic phase transi-
tion since only the lithium content is changed and only lithium positions are affected by
the phase change. This allows the originally prepared phase to show its behavior in the
second cycle but still explains why the first cycle might be independent from the initial
preparation conditions.

If the tetragonal phase forms and manganese therefore gets reduced to the Mn3+ state be-
cause of excess lithium the expected maximum composition is Li2Ni0.5Mn1.5O4

[88] meaning
that a maximum of 1/2 of the overall capacity could be ascribed to manganese oxidation
due to excess lithium extraction. This is not considering that the expected voltage of
extraction for compositions beyond about Li1.4 is different than for compositions below
that stoichiometry. The capacity displayed in the first cycle is not above the expected
theoretical capacity. This explanation would only be feasible if the thin film utilization
was lower than expected and only parts of the thin film were active during cycling and
therefore the displayed capacity is above the theoretical value for the parts of the elec-
trode that are active. It would still be expected that 1/2 of the initial charge capacity is
reversible in the given voltage range. The reversible capacity measured is lower than that
and it can also be seen that capacity is lost for the nickel transition too which should be
unaffected by the effects describe above. This might be caused by film strain due to the
phase transition of the material and subsequent additional loss of active electrode volume
between the first and second cycle.

In theory the Mn3+ that is formed because of the additional lithium in the tetragonal
phase is not equivalent to the Mn3+ in the disordered spinel phase. As Mancini et al. [88]

showed the additional capacity introduced by the excess lithium is expected to be extracted
at 3.0 V and not at 4.0 V as would be expected for the disordered spinel phase. Yet in the
samples shown in this thesis the lithium extraction mainly proceeds at 4.0 V weakening
the previously described argument that they result from a lithium enriched tetragonal
phase. It is possible that the lithium extraction occurs with a significant overvoltage and
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therefore only appears in the given voltage range but 1 V of overvoltage is an exceedingly
large value. This returns the train of thought back to the beginning and the question
why is this transition irreversible if it is possibly not connected to the tetragonal phase?
Somewhere along the line there is a piece missing in the argument. Recent literature by
Li et al. [51] have demonstrated a highly functional battery of the same type as shown here
but they also show the same first cycle anomaly as is depicted here. The authors used the
same argument of excess lithium in the first cycle to explain their findings but the same
argumentative problem applies to their results as well. If the processing conditions after
the initial film deposition prove to be an important factor in the electrochemical behavior
of the electrode material this could have severe implications for the LNMO all-solid-state
system in general.

In liquid cells additional capacity loss in the first cycle is often also attributed to mi-
nor side reactions in the system and the formation of a SEI degradation layer. In solid
state cells the phenomenon is not yet clearly explored. From the LTO cell data and works
in the literature regarding the “LiPON” stability [28] it is known that “LiPON” degrades in
contact with lithium, forming a SEI layer but for the cathode materials this phenomenon
is not often discussed. The amount of charge lost in the first cycle is also quite high to
be explained purely in this manner. Since this phenomenon is not directly explained by
the considerations offered so far and is clearly limited to the first charge only, it is pos-
sible that the formation of a cathode/electrolyte SEI in the solid/solid phase is observed
here. This degradation is possibly “activated” through the increased cell potential since
the cell is assembled in a discharged state with possibly small amounts of tetragonal phase
present (small voltage plateau at 3.0 V) so some excess lithium is indeed introduced into
the system. This was also already observed in the LTO system. Once the cell potential
is increased during the first charging step the electrochemical stability region of the elec-
trolyte is surpassed and the degradation sets in. This could also explain why the position
of this plateau is seemingly randomly different for the samples shown here and in one
case is slightly above and in the other slightly below 4.0 V. The similarity to the voltage
position of the manganese transition in this case could be purely coincidental. In any case
the simple explanation given in the literature that the irreversible capacity in the first
cycle is caused by lithium enrichment seems inconsistent.

13.5 A perspective on the impedance analysis of the LNMO system

Analysis regarding the impedance behavior of the LNMO solid state state cells is ham-
pered by inconsistencies in the impedance data for seemingly identical cells. In order to
draw significant conclusions from the impedance spectrum the underlying processes have
to be understood in order to interpret the spectrum correctly. In the case of the LTO
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Figure 58: Phase angle of LNMO cells produced through spin coating. In this case 5 layers of
LNMO were deposited on stainless steel and coated with either a “thin” electrolyte layer (5 hour
deposition about 1.5 µm) or a “thick” layer (9 hour deposition approx. 2.75 µm). Two samples
are given for each system.

system this was done by changing parts of the cell setup and interpreting the differences
observed in the impedance spectrum. Initially this process can be difficult if the processes
involved are unknown since changing a specific property of the cell design might not have
the expected consequences and effects might either not be visible or counter intuitive.
Unknowingly other properties of the cell not previously considered but important for the
impedance spectrum might have been changed causing a difference in the observed data.
This basic principle of empiric sciences can only be circumvented by constant comparison
to a stable comparison state. The problem for the LNMO solid state cells in this thesis
is that such a stable comparison state could never be reached because cells produced in
an identical manner would exhibit differences in their impedance data that are not yet
conclusively understood. Of course a margin of variance exists in the measurement even
of identical cells that is typically alleviated through measurement of a large number of
samples and evaluating the statistical distribution of results. This is in this case not easily
possible since a) the cell production methods are somewhat complicated allowing only a
relatively small amount of cells to be produced and b) in case of the LNMO system due to
various engineering problems already discussed a high percentage of these cells were not
functional to the point of allowing reasonable measurements.

An example of this problem is depicted in fig. 58. In this case two examples of iden-
tical cells are given with either a “thin” electrolyte coating of 1.5 µm or a “thick” coating
of 2.75 µm. All four samples were otherwise produced via spin coating on stainless steel
substrates with a LNMO thickness of 5 layers or approx 250 nm. The expected change in
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impedance data between these samples is that the resistance in the high frequency region
should increase since it is attributed to the solid electrolyte. This can be observed when
fitting the data though it is not readily apparent in the data as displayed. More impor-
tantly this is the only change that is expected in the impedance since all other processes
expected and discussed so far are not dependent on the electrolyte thickness. It is obvious
though that especially in the middle frequency region large differences between the sam-
ples exist. For the “thin” samples 1 and 2 this is still possibly explained by variance while
for the “thick” sample 1 this region is clearly different even though it should be identical
to “thick” sample 2 and even both “thin” samples. If the previously made assumption
that electronic charge transfer resistances between the substrate and the LNMO film are
visible in this region are still valid then this can possibly be explained. Since this charge
transfer resistance is sensitive to the contact interface between the metal and the thin film
it is possible that variations in temperature or different surface conditions while applying
the LNMO film have an effect causing the differences in observed behavior.

Probing this behavior by employing changes to the surface of the stainless steel sub-
strate (i.e. platinum and gold coating) should allow to further investigate the effect but
the differences observed in these measurements were either not clear enough due to the
variations already present in unmodified samples or problematic due to problems with film
adhesion (in the case of gold coating). The lack of solid data in this frequency range also
complicates the analysis of the difference between thin films prepared by PLD, surface
modified PLD and spin coating. As has been shown the spin coating films offer vastly
improved performance and cell activity but the underlying reason is not understood. The
experimental data for coating layers on PLD thin films suggested that a change in the
impedance is achieved in the middle frequency region by introducing surface coatings
which suggests that other processes than the substrate/thin film contact are important
in this region as well. As with all impedance measurements processes can only really be
studied if they are significantly dominant in their respective frequency region or if the
exact number and relation of all processes in a frequency range to each other is already
known. Otherwise the impedance spectrum observed can be fitted with any number of
equivalent circuits rendering the interpretation of the spectrum rather speculative. For
LTO this problem could be circumvented by iterative testing and elimination of many
theoretically possibilities regarding the nature of underlying processes but for LNMO the
changes in the data resulting from the change in setup are not entirely consistent.

With the high frequency region of the impedance data acting as expected, represent-
ing the solid electrolyte, and the middle frequency region remaining questionable due to
the involvement of too many currently unknown effects this leaves the low frequency range
to be discussed. In the case of LTO it was concluded that this region depicts the ionic
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Figure 59: Fitted resistance values for the impedance data of an LNMO all-solid-state cells
during the charge half cycle. Resistances depicted are for the high frequency process HF, middle
frequency process MF and low frequency process LF.

transport through the thin film since its properties were directly related to the state of
charge and to the two phase nature of the material discussed. Significant changes in the
transport properties of LTO were expected during cycling and were represented in the
impedance data. For LNMO changes as drastic as previously observed are not expected.

Fig. 59 depicts the resistance values that can be extracted for a LNMO cycling pro-
file for a model assuming 3 different process (i.e. R/CPE elements) in the high, medium
and low frequency region. The high frequency resistance corresponds to the solid elec-
trolyte as with LTO and exhibits about the same values and behavior as seen for the LTO
samples. It does not change significantly with the state of charge or cell potential of the
cell. The not clearly defined process in the medium frequency range also is not influenced
much by the state of charge with only a slight dip in resistance being observed around
the lithium insertion/extraction potential. The low frequency process that showed rather
clear dependence on the state of charge for the LTO samples is also not strongly dependent
on the SOC in this case except for potentials in excess of 5.0 V. This abrupt change in
behavior towards the end of the charge cycle is more likely directly related to a switch in
cell conditions once the lithium extraction is finished. The electrode changes to blocking
behavior since lithium can no longer be extracted which changes the nature of the process
observed in this region . This has already been described for the LTO system and is also
similar in the discharge cycle.

The fact that this process is not linear dependent on the SOC is no helpful criteria in
determining if the bulk thin film properties or the interface properties are observed in
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this case. To exclude the possibility of the bulk thin film being measured, experiments
with varying thin film thicknesses can be performed as was done with the LTO system.
For the LNMO system this measurement is problematic due to the unclear nature of the
variance in the medium frequency range. Referring back to fig. 58 it is obvious that
the low frequency range of the impedance is influenced by the middle frequency region.
The magnitude of the observed resistance is different in all cases and the overlap between
the low and medium frequency processes is directly dependent on the magnitude of the
medium frequency process. This is a problem because for the comparison of film thickness
effects absolute values of the resistance have to be compared i.e. is the resistance twice as
high for twice the thickness?

If the resistance gets influenced by unknown effects in the middle frequency region that
are, under the currently known circumstances, seemingly random such a comparison is
not possible not only because the logical relations between processes is unclear but also
because the fitting algorithm employed can easily result in varying results if not controlled
tightly by the user. The data measured in these samples was inconclusive since no clear
dependence of the low frequency process with film thickness could be determined. This
suggests that the process is not related to the thin film bulk properties and instead related
to a interface resistance but as described this result is not conclusive. Assumptions on the
behavior can be made from the data but not reliably proven due to too many unknown
influences in the impedance. Because of the engineering problems in the cell setup used
and the limitation those problems put on the choice of substrate and sample handling it is
unlikely that the cell and processing design as it was used in this thesis is able to facilitate
all necessary changes to the system that have to be made in order to determine the nature
of the underlying process. In order to explore these question a redesign of the entire cell
setup and possibly of the utilized deposition method (i.e. change to sputter deposition)
is likely necessary. This in turn would make direct comparisons to the LTO system stud-
ied in this thesis questionable depending on what specifics of the setup (specifically cell
constant and overall proportion of cell geometry) were to be changed. The design rework
would therefore extend beyond the scope of this thesis.

Returning to the discussion of the impedance for the data that was measured, it is interest-
ing to note that the changes observed in the impedance for different cells while significant
in the impedance spectrum seemingly had no massive consequences for the cycling per-
formance of the cells. The cycling data of all cells depicted in fig. 58 is comparable even
though overall resistance values measured tend to vary sometimes an order of magnitude.
This change in the resistance has only minor influence on the overvoltage. Fig. 60 depicts
the discharge profile in the second cycle specifically for both examples in fig. 58 that
exhibited the largest difference in impedance even though they were prepared identically.
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Figure 60: Discharge profile of two identically prepared samples with normalized capacity as
comparison to the impedance data in fig. 58.

The discharge profiles for both samples appear nearly identical with apparently only a
slight difference in the proportions of the Ni/Mn ordering. The capacity is normalized to
easier compare states of charge directly since the absolute capacity was different but in
a way that is likely not related to the impedance phenomenon (i.e. the cell with overall
higher resistance had slightly higher capacity). It is apparent that the differences in overall
profile shape and exhibited overvoltage are negligible between both samples. The large
difference in resistance observed between these samples in the medium frequency range
therefore might have no impact on the actual cell kinetic. This can be because the differ-
ence in resistance measured is small compared to the low frequency resistance that often is
not fully depicted due to the measurement times involved in measuring extremely low fre-
quencies (and the problems arising due to the change in battery state at low frequencies).
From the data that is available in the measured frequency range this does not seem to
be the case though and resistances in both regions are around the same order of magnitude.

Another possibility is that the observed resistance appears only in the impedance mea-
surement and is not part of the active cell resistance during cycling. This explanation
is only valid if the cell characteristics change between the potentiostatic condition of the
impedance measurement and the dynamic condition during active charge and discharge.
If the cell conditions are not different the DC resistance must be a summation of all re-
sistances measured in the impedance. For LTO this might be possible because of the
relaxation of the phase composition into a solid solution depending on the kinetic con-
ditions but for LNMO there is no readily apparent explanation why both kinetic states
should be vastly different regarding their resistive behavior.
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13.6 Lithium dendrite growth in the solid electrolyte

Aside from direct cell failure due to film delamination and shortcircuiting another observed
effect was the gradual cell failure of cells apparent within the first one to two cycles. In
those cases the cycling proceeded normally with the cell entering the expected charge
plateaus in the cycle but subsequently proceeded to show a decline in cell voltage despite
a positive charge current being applied. Fig. 61 depicts the charge profile of such a cell.
The initial cell potential is similar to previously shown cells at around 3.0 V and in the
first few minutes of charge the cell reaches the 4.0 V plateau. The plateau itself shows
and unstable voltage behavior and exhibits multiple small drops in voltage. After about
0.5 h the voltage in the system starts to drop with further cycling time while the same
positive current of 35 µA/cm2 is applied. This can only mean that an internal shortcircuit
has occurred that now discharges the cell internally with a discharge current greater than
35 µA/cm2. The following cell discharge exhibits voltage plateaus that are as shown by
Mancini et al. [88] typical for further lithium insertion into the spinel. The exact poten-
tial position of these plateaus in this specific case is difficult to discuss because the net
discharge current that arises from the internal short circuit is unknown and therefore the
expected overpotential cannot be judged.

While an internal short circuit in this type of cell can have multiple reason further data
strongly suggests that the reason is mots likely lithium dendrite growth in the solid elec-
trolyte. The short circuit does not exist at the start of the cell life and only develops once
cell cycling begins. This allows the exclusion of most explanations based on inherent cell
defects or mechanical damages to the cell. Furthermore the value of the net discharge
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Figure 61: Voltage profile versus time for a failed LNMO solid state cell cycled at 35 µA/cm2.
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Figure 62: Voltage profile of a LNMO failed solid state cell with two different charge currents as
well as the phase angle of the impedance for the initial cell state and states after cell failure at
each applied charge current.

current rises with prolonged cell life, meaning the resistance of the short circuit drops. In
fig. 61 this is identifiable because before the cell voltage actually drops there are already
signs of instability inside the cell system due to the unstable voltage plateau. The net
discharge current in this region is still smaller than the applied charge current causing the
cell to still exhibit positive current flow. This can further be exemplified by fig. 62. Here
the voltage profile is depicted for two different charge currents. The initial charge current
of 3.5 µA/cm2 was applied until cell failure was observed (drop in voltage). Afterward the
charge current was raised to 35 µA/cm2 and a second voltage profile was measured. As can
be seen for the higher current the previously failed cell again starts to charge and address
the expected voltage plateaus. Only after further cycling does the cell fail again because
the net discharge current now also exceeds the newly applied current. Also depicted in
the figure is the phase angle of the impedance for measurements of the initial cell (before
cycling), the cell after the failure at low current and after the failure at high current.
Immediately apparent is that at no point does the cell exhibit signs of complete cell short
circuit. For a complete cell failure it would be expected that only a small ohmic resistance
is measured. This is often the case if mechanical short circuits occur for example due to
film delamination. Instead the impedance data is largely identical for the three compared
states. The main difference exhibited is expressed in the resistance of the low frequency
process. This change is difficult to interpret because the nature of the process is unknown.
It could simply be related to the changing state of charge due to the lithium insertion
into the system or could be an effect of the dropping cell potential and the corresponding
reduction in length for space charge layers at the cathode interface. The voltage range
observed in these measurements is outside of the voltage range typically measured for
functioning cells.

The fact that the short circuit does not appear as ohmic resistance and seemingly has
little effect on the overall impedance state of the cell can have two reasons. One reason
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is that the formed dendrites still have a comparatively low net charge transport, meaning
their resistance is quite high. In this case since they essentially offer a parallel charge
transport path to the expected battery processes they are not visible in the impedance
because only the path of least resistance is measured. Another possible explanation is that
dendrites are destroyed during the impedance measurement since the potentials applied
might cause high current flow through the dendrite, especially at high frequencies, leading
to he destruction of the dendrite. Judging the current flow through the dendrite during
the impedance measurement is difficult. In the high frequency region currents measured
in the high frequency range are in the region of several µA/cm2 but these currents are
partly capacitive. It seems unlikely that these currents are high enough to destroy the
formed dendrites. In any case the observed phenomenon of gradual cell failure can only
be explained by dendrite formation. This is somewhat surprising since the suppression of
dendrite formation was always a strong argument for the use of solid electrolytes.

In this case dendrites were only observed for the LNMO system and not for the LTO
system in the measured timespan which can possibly be explained by the LNMO sam-
ples being deposited on polished stainless steel substrates. These substrates exhibit a
significantly rougher surface due to the limitations of the polishing setup and also some
macroscopic defects. The local electric fields can therefore be higher further facilitating
dendritic growth in the measured timespan. Furthermore, interface defects arising from
this roughness are assumed to be a significant factor in lithium dendrite formation. [136]

The higher cell potential of the LNMO cells is expected to produce a higher voltage drop
at the interface between LNMO and the electrolyte, but not necessarily across the solid
electrolyte or at the lithium/electrolyte interface.
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14 Conclusion

In this thesis two functioning model-type systems of all-solid-state batteries have been
prepared. The LTO/“LiPON”/Li system as well as the LNMO/“LiPON”/Li system pro-
vide rather different challenges for preparation and analysis of battery cells.
The LTO system can be easily fabricated and shows consistent and stable battery behavior
under most circumstances. The analysis of the system through impedance spectroscopy
is rather complicated due to multiple details that comprise the impedance spectrum of
the system. A large part of the overall battery behavior in this case can be attributed
to the two-phase nature of the material and the large difference in material properties of
these two phases as well as to the mechanics of phase transition. During the thesis data
suggesting a solid solution phase transition has been found based on the change of resistive
behavior and activation energies of the electrode materials during cycling. The resistive
and capacitive behavior of the thin film could be explained at all states of charge using
this solid solution phase transition mechanism. Additionally, processes formerly consid-
ered less important have been revealed to play a significant role in the cell behavior. The
electronic contact properties of the LTO phase were shown to be limiting in contact to
poor electronic conductors or semiconductors as well as for very thin LTO layers. It was
shown that the contact properties are still relevant even in contact to metallic conductors
but are not easily visible in that case. The contact phenomena were discussed in regard
to the band distortion and space charge layer formation at the interface.

For the “LiPON” solid electrolyte the formation of a degradation phase in direct contact
with lithium has been shown through impedance spectroscopy verifying results obtained
in the literature by XPS. [28] The interphase formed has been shown to be less conductive
than the solid electrolyte and considering the conductivity difference should be relevant in
the impedance data for electrolyte thicknesses up to approx. 10 µm, which is the common
range of thickness for “LiPON” in solid-state cells. The existence of this degradation phase
is rarely discussed in literature published before the start of this thesis and commonly does
not appear in the discussion of impedance data. Processing steps and general workflow
that is necessary to characterize an unknown system through impedance spectroscopy
were given in detail in order to showcase the problems that can occur with this method if
erroneous assumptions are made and not verified.

For the LNMO thin film system the fabricated solid state cells were much less consis-
tent and stable. Main problems of the LNMO battery preparation have been connected
with the material and mechanical properties of the LNMO phase during deposition and
further processing. The general behavior of the systems seems to be mainly governed by a)
the phase composition of the material and subsequently the amount of Mn3+ in the phase
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and b) the preparation method of the thin film. Clear differences in electrochemical be-
havior have been shown between the preparation via PLD or post annealed PLD and spin
coating with the spin coated films generally performing better. The charge transfer resis-
tance often described in the literature to be limiting has been modified by various coatings
but beneficial results were always overshadowed by the much better performance of the
spin coated thin films. Furthermore, first cycle anomalies in the cycling profiles suggest
either a lithium enrichment of the material which might possibly occur due to “LiPON”
deposition or the formation of a cathode SEI layer similar to the “LiPON” degradation
already mentioned.

A more detailed evaluation of the impedance data for LNMO cells was hindered by the
poor mechanical stability of the thin films on most substrates and the tendency of lithium
dendrite formation on stainless steel substrates which are also rarely discussed in the liter-
ature for solid electrolytes due to the assumption that the solid phase suppresses dendrite
growth which is still often assumed despite being shown in the past to be incorrect. For
thin films this issue has probably been avoided in the past due to the smooth surfaces and
reduced interface defects facilitating less dendrite nucleation and growth.
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15 Outlook

For the LTO system the proposed model of phase transition and equivalent circuit largely
explains the measured data and behavior. Still, the mechanism of phase change and the
specifics of the formed domains remain unproven. As already mentioned in the text high
resolution synchrotron measurements of active battery cells could aid in discerning be-
tween the rock salt, spinel and solid solution LTO phases. The requirement for this would
be an in situ battery setup in a synchrotron environment. Neutron diffraction is likely
impossible to perform on such a system since the active phase is buried beneath other cell
components and other techniques to produce samples (like FIB cuts) would not produce
enough measurable material. Due to the optical properties of the LTO material the phase
change might also be accessible with optical measurements granted an equally specific
setup would be required to observe the parameter change in a thin film. The data col-
lected so far reinforce the trend already observed in the literature that LTO and “LiPON”
have only minor charge transfer resistances. The data also shows that the internal resis-
tance of LTO is a major contributor to the overall resistance of solid state cells, especially
towards the fully discharged state. For thin film batteries especially since it is difficult to
introduce conductive agents, this can be a major flaw of the material in practical appli-
cation. Since part of the limitation is also caused by low ionic conductivity introducing
conductive aids is not only difficult but impossible. If the material is to be used in practice
these problems will have to be overcome by cell design and for example 3D architecture
or cell stacking which in turn could cause other interface processes described in this thesis
to become problematic.

Considering the results of the impedance analysis shown in this thesis it is clear that
solid state systems can introduce a lot of problems that are typically less important or
not discussed for liquid systems. The detailed description of microscopic steps in the solid
state system is therefore mandatory in understanding cell behavior and improving cell
limitations. This is especially true when discussing the second material targeted in this
thesis, the LNMO cathode. For this material improvement of cell behavior has been shown
empirically due to the way the thin film is produced. Favorable effects of coatings have
been shown for PLD thin films but the fact that these effects are overshadowed by effects
of the deposition method, as shown here and in the work of Li et al., [51] clearly show
that the underlying effects of these empirically observed trends is not yet understood. For
LNMO a redesign of the existing cell system and setup is necessary since the material
properties are not well suited to produce stable and reliable systems under the current
constraints. To better compare the impact of deposition methods other possible methods
like sputter deposition (magnetron or ion beam) or atomic layer depositions will have to
be compared in an equivalent setup that allows the separation of specific cell processes
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and hopefully the monitoring of these processes in dependence of different changes to the
cell. Impedance spectroscopy will be an important tool for this in the future.

In terms of viability of the material in all-solid-state batteries it is still not clear what
the limitations of the material in certain setups are. This thesis and the work of Li et
al. suggest that the interface with “LiPON” might be less of an issue as expected if the
system is prepared carefully, but this only means that the limitations that exist in the
work of others are not sufficiently understood. The work of Li et al. shows that it is
possible to produce cells with long term stable cycling yet even in their work questions
regarding the phase composition of the material as well as first cycle anomalies remain.
This is in direct contrast to the LTO material that at this point is rather well understood
and the limitations it provides can be circumvented by purposeful cell design and setup.
LNMO has yet to reach this point and currently relies mostly on empirical research which
produces the large differences in observed behavior as exemplified by Li et al. [51] as well
as Yada et al. [40] that are present in the literature today. This thesis serves to focus the
attention to formerly rarely discussed effects specific to solid state systems and opens up
several perspectives on previously more narrowly discussed problems.
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